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Educational researchers concur that meaningful teacher
development is an essential ingredient for educational
reform.

One professional development model,

Network,

provides in-depth,

the Learning

job-embedded mentoring support

for teachers by trained teacher leaders.

The program

developers maintain that teachers who are exposed to a
reflective,

constructivist learning process centered around

literacy will eventually generalize the understandings and
practices to other content areas.

The purpose of this

qualitative case study was to examine whether the theories
and practices of learner-centered teaching in literacy
(i.e.,

the Learning Network)

transfer to mathematics during

the implementation of a new constructivist math curriculum
(Investigations)

.

Two second grade teachers from a

suburban school district,
other in a late stage,

one at an early career stage,

participated in the study.

were collected from six sources:
surveys,

Data

initial personal data

stimulated recall interviews centered around
v

the

videotaped mathematics lessons,

semi-structured interviews,

classroom observations from two different researchers,
self-reported classroom practices,
documents.

and formal classroom

Analysis of the data was triangulated across

data sources and among an external researcher,
participants,

the research

and this researcher who independently coded

the transcribed stimulated recall interviews.

The

theoretical underpinnings of the Learning Network model
(Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal Development,
Conditions of Learning,
Cycle)

Brian Cambourne's

and the Teaching and Learning

provided the framework for the study.

Results

indicated that each teacher had transferred aspects of the
Learning Network model into her practices,
depth of transfer differed.

although the

The early career stage teacher

referred to the theoretical basis of her actions in vague
terms.

Much of her self-reported transfer centered around

methodology,

efficiency,

and organizational issues.

The

veteran teacher expressed specific references to the
theoretical basis for most of her actions.

Her mathematics

practices reflected transfer of most of the Learning
Network components.

Results of this study suggest that

teachers need and desire continued,

long-term,

individualized support to transfer constructivist theories
and practices from one content area to another.

The

frequency of mentoring support is not as critical as the
skillfulness of the mentor.

Finally,

implementation

support meetings need to be regularly scheduled to provide

vi

teachers continued development through collegial
discussions.
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CHAPTER

1

STUDY OVERVIEW

Introduction
In a review of educational reform efforts,
McLaughlin

(1988,

p.3)

concluded that

Elmore and

"...educational

reform has historically had little effect on teaching and
learning in classrooms."

They further assert:

"Teachers

teaching in classrooms is what education is all about.
Affecting the attitudes,

skills,

and behavior of teachers

is what reform is about,

if indeed reformers intend to

influence what is taught and how"

(1988,

p.38)

.

Virginia

Richardson argues that teachers ultimately decide whether
or how to implement a change and should thus be held
accountable for the decisions they make.

She suggests,

"classroom actions are of less importance as a focus of
change than the practical knowledge that drives or is part
of those classroom actions"

(1990,

p.13)

.

The aim of

educational change is not just to affect actions of
teachers,

rather it is to foster self-awareness of why

change needs to occur.
In Richardson's study,

which examined teachers'

justifications for why they performed certain practices,
remarks such as "I just felt like doing it" and,
mood that day"
practice.

"It was my

demonstrate a lack of theory-driven

Observers who noted reading activities in those

classrooms described "actions that did not appear coherent
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according to any one scholarly theoretical orientation"
(Richardson,

1990,

p.15)

.

Michael Fullan agrees that teachers are at the heart
of educational reform,

"Educational change depends on what

teachers do and think - it's as simple and as complex as
that"

(1991,

p.117)

.

In current professional development

literature there is much emphasis on the preparation and
professional development of teachers.
doing,

reading,

and reflecting

"Teachers learn by

(just as students do);

by

collaborating with other teachers; by looking closely at
students and their work;

and by sharing what they see.

This

kind of learning helps teachers make the leap from theory
to accomplished practice"
1995,

p.598)

.

In contrast,
level of public,
education.

(Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin,

Ted Sizer reports frustration with the
political,

and academic discourse about

For the past twelve years he has been working

towards educational reform at the secondary level.

In a

recent interview for the Harvard Education Letter.

Sizer

describes his biggest disappointment,
been able to break through....
hard,

"How few schools have

I was aware it would be

but I was not aware of how hard it would be,

the incentives would be,
be...."

(Miller,

1996,

how weak

how fierce the opposition would
p.4)

.

In our New England community of approximately thirty
thousand people,

there is much discourse about educational

reform but little agreement about how to best proceed with
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efforts.

In

needed.

fact,

Many of

varying motives
up of

one

not

everyone

the players

even agrees

in

this

and objectives.

Our

high school,

elementary schools.

one middle

The

central

educational
school

school,

superintendent,

and an eleven-member School

the Mayor

a

Council

School

principal,

three

which

School

operations

of

Organization
Board.
to

a

is made

School

Finally,

is

to

two

serve

which also

Each

has

one

community
to guide principals
the

a

central
influences

separate

in our

school

union which also operates
in our district

school

the

Parent/Teacher

has

many teachers

a

an assistant

four parents,

to guide

the

includes

Committee which

Another organization which

(PTO)

and practices

and up

serves

each school

teachers'

up of

Councils

Committee

administrators.

superintendent,

Superintendent.

teachers,

representatives.
and the

and the

arena have

four

administration

an associate

reform is

system is made

and

superintendent,

includes

that

Executive
system belong

to guide

standards

through collective

bargaining.
The

numerous voices

complicated the
Fullan

states

small-and

in our educational

already complex process

that

"schools

large-scale

change"

reform generally operates
policy,

administration,

affects

and

is

are

at

of

teacher

have
change.

constantly embroiled

(1991,
three

p.3)

.

different

and practice.

in

Educational
levels:

Each of

affected by each other but
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arena

these

levels

each provides

a

unique perspective on how the educational
(Elmore

& McLaughlin,

1988)

One critical event at
all

local educational

system works

.
the policy level that

systems

influenced

in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts was the enactment of the Educational Reform
Act of

1993 which established reforms

standards of education.

A "Common Core of Learning"

developed to serve as a guide
Broad,

statewide goals

intended to raise the

for local

school

for public schools were

was

systems.
set

forth

under the direction of an appointed Commission on the
Common Core of Learning.

This became the

part plan which attempts to
with the value,
full potential

knowledge,

first of a three

"provide each and every child
and skills needed to achieve

in his or her personal work life and to

contribute actively to the civic and economic
diverse and changing democratic

society"

life of our

(extracted from

the mission statement quoted in the Massachusetts Common
Core of Learning,

1994).

The broad goals of the Common Core of Learning are
presented in a Venn diagram which interlocks three strands:
thinking and communicating,

working and contributing,

gaining and applying knowledge.
believes that all

The Board of Education

students can reach the goals

and charges parents,

students,

and

educators,

set

forth

and our entire

society to share responsibility for success.
To build upon and implement the Common Core of
Learning more specifically,

State Curriculum Frameworks
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have since been developed in seven curriculum areas:
English/Language Arts,
Studies,

Mathematics,

World Languages,

Department of Education,

Health,

Science,

and Arts

Education Today,

Social

(Massachusetts
1995).

The

Frameworks are currently under study in many school
systems.

These guides contain academic standards and have

been designed to serve as a basis
of

students'

success.

for objective measurement

The third step planned will

include

a comprehensive evaluation system to measure both student
and school

success.

each of the

The Common Chapters which apply to

seven frameworks draw direct attention to

professional development and strongly urge that

classrooms

should become

students

and teachers

laboratories of
inclusive.

demonstrate the best
reform,

learning for all,

Although these policies

intentions

for real educational

little guidance or financial

support

from the

Massachusetts Legislature has been offered to assist
districts
At

in achieving these standards.

the

second level of educational reform,

administrative
process

initiative

launched a systemic change

for our school district

in September,

elementary teachers volunteered to participate
"Learning Network"

an

(LN henceforth).

1993.

Four

in the

The LN refers to

"an

on-going teacher development program in which site-based
teacher leaders

support efforts of colleagues to

internalize a learner-centered theory of teaching and
learning"

(Kussy,

1994,

p.14)

.
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It was developed by a

group of educators

from New Zealand and is

independent American publishing company,
Publishers,

Inc.

sponsored by an

Richard C.

Owen

A learner-centered approach represents a

major paradigm shift

for teachers because

it

is

in direct

contrast to the more traditional teacher-centered approach
which currently dominates teachers'

practices

in our

district.
A learner-centered approach to instruction shifts
responsibility and decision-making to the student with the
teacher making instructional decisions
each student.

individually for

A teacher-centered approach is curriculum-

driven and based primarily on a system of grade
expectations.

Most decisions about

level

learning are directed

by the teacher.
The LN professional development model clearly operates
at

the third level of educational

Literacy is

the

initial content

reform:

practice.

focus with the presumption

that once teachers and administrators develop a theorydriven practice,

they will continue to develop and transfer

a learner-centered approach to all other curriculum areas.
This model exposes the disequilibrium aspect of the
educational change process early on as teachers are asked
to articulate their beliefs and values about

teaching

reading and writing and concurrently to explain their
actual

current practices.

professional model are,

doing?

Two questions that define the LN

"Why are you doing what you are

What understanding do you have that is driving that

6

particular classroom practice?"
change

The difficulty of teacher

is described by Elmore and McLaughlin

(1988) :

The problem of promoting change in teachers'
practices is a problem of promoting learning in
adults.
Adults seldom learn new skills or
attitudes on demand.
Requirements to learn new
behaviors, particularly when they involve
modification or replacement of an existing
routine, threaten an adult's already wellorganized self-concept and established level of
accomplishment
(p.42) .
The LN model of professional development has undergone
much criticism in our district.

Many teachers objected to

the top-down nature of the

initiation of this professional

development model.

felt uncomfortable with the

Others

mentoring process which includes an observation period and
a dialogue period.
implementation,

In the third year of

systemic

the Superintendent declared the LN model a

voluntary professional development opportunity in our
district.

This decision has highlighted the

all teachers will benefit

from the expenditures.

criticisms are directed at the commercial
the LN

(an independent publishing company)

Much of the

focus of this change

shifted to that of resources.
what

they see as the

fact

that not
Other

sponsorship of
.

initiative has

Many teachers are opposed to

inequitable distribution of

professional development
release teacher leaders

funds since

it has been costly to

from classroom duties

mentoring component which is built

for the

into the model.

Various

teachers and School Committee members have also expressed
concerns about the costs of the external LN-sponsored
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consultant.

Another criticism is that there

is no

evaluation process to determine the effectiveness of this
model on student achievement.
emphasis of the LN model

Also,

since the

is on literacy,

initial

many people have

assumed that the model addresses only reading and writing.
One School Committee member described the model as
all of our eggs
question,
It

into one basket"

and another raised the

"What about math?"

seems natural to question whether a teacher will

generalize educational

theories across content areas when a

professional development model
area.

There

is

is grounded in one content

little research which scrutinizes the

conditions necessary for this kind of
Concentrated,
shift

"putting

on-site professional development

from previous

by our school

transfer.
represents a

surface-level change efforts undertaken

system.

Educational

research must continue

to examine teacher change and effective professional
development practices

if educational

reform is going to

center around teaching and learning.

This dissertation

will explore the theories of teaching and learning
underlying the LN model and will examine to what degree
teachers generalize these theories

into mathematics

practices.

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this qualitative case study is to
examine whether the theories and practices of

8

learner-

centered teaching in the LN professional development model
developed for literacy transfer to mathematics during the
implementation of a new math curriculum.

I will

investigate the following questions:
1.

Upon examination of their mathematics practices,

how do teachers articulate the theories which underlie
their teaching practice

in math,

and how do those compare

with the LN teaching and learning model?
2.

Which classroom management

support a learner-

techniques designed to

centered classroom carry over from

literacy to mathematics?
3.

How do teachers describe and manage dissonance

which occurs as a result of

implementing a new math

curriculum?
4.

How do teachers evaluate the

observation/articulation process used in this research
study as they implement a new math curriculum?

Significance
Since the LN teacher development model has been in
operation for four years

in our system,

this dissertation

provides an opportunity to examine the promises of the
developer regarding generalization across subject areas.
Can teachers transfer a learner-centered approach in
literacy to mathematics?

The

findings

from this

contribute to the body of research in the

following areas

of teacher change and professional development:

9

study will

1. Importance of both process and content

education as a

career-long venture.

expected to become more
need to
as

continue

doctors

research

and

skillful

to grow and

lawyers

in their

are

ambitious

few,

but

Ideally teachers
about

teaching

knowledge.
new

In

2.

learning

of

provide

increase

growth should

a

not

just

their

for

for all

current

of

teacher's

content

career,

self-perpetuating learning

are

of

current

to work

much

areas.

facilitate

dialogue.

could enrich

teachers

subject

educational

and collegial

leadership
for

trained to

in

teachers.

understandings

stay abreast

single

the

of a

use

just

involve

in pedagogy and

leaders

an avenue

they will

both

materials,

instructional

are

their profession

standard

span of

through the

professional

a

the

Teacher

in

development

learning and

Development

culture.

This

and

learning occurs

practitioners,

learn

rather as

will

teachers

teacher

expected to keep up with

fields.

continuous professional

If

in

schools

together

research,
This

type

and
to

continue

to grow as professionals.
3.

Prioritizing initiatives

substantive

change

many different
result

efforts.

directions

many new programs

School

by various

to develop

educational

systems

are pulled

constituencies.

are begun and teachers

fragmented and overwhelmed.
need

towards meaningful,

Administrators

and articulate

reform efforts

a
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As

towards

that

goal.

a

feel

and teachers

clear vision

and work towards

often

in

This

will

entail

change process
barriers

developing better understandings

in order

to

anticipate

to multidimensional

of

the

the potential

change.

Background
The present
investigate

the promise

model.

There

support

the

does

across

suggests

that

of

of

there

transfers
thinking

(Freiberg,

have

In our
participated
its

school
in

introduction

for

the
in

grade

in each

the

area

.

is

from

and Stein,
1995)

student

research
as

which

classroom practices

to another

students

1993.

exist

and Showers,

More

the

in
is

few

fifty teachers

critical
called

for

in

studies

have

this

year,

model

a

implemented throughout

in grades

two

through

limited to one

with two

11

since

1996-97,

five.

the program is voluntary and,

school,

.

learning

development

Beginning

now

1990;

inconclusive.

also being

is

to

transfer of

learning

Treister,

LN professional

constraints,

level

to

Joyce

system over

implementation of

financial

transfer of

examined whether

1992)

to

research available

Research does

Prokosch,

four elementary schools

Full

to be

far have proven

new math curriculum
our

direct

desire

LN teacher development

areas.

content

learning

a genuine

LN regarding the

1991;

also

(Belmont,

completed thus

of

training models

from one

transfer of

the

appear
the

is

Johnson and Crawley,
Researchers

of

content

teacher

teachers

not

claims

learning

various

study grew out

due

teacher per

exceptions.

Of

the

to

eighteen regular education math curriculum implementors,
four teachers are also currently LN teachers.
The LN model emerged out of a series of

summer

workshops designed by New Zealand educators who were
working for an independent American publishing company
(Richard C.
shift

Owen Publishers).

It became evident

that the

from teacher-centered instruction to learner-centered

instruction would require more than a four-day introductory
workshop.

Our school department became one of

schools enrolled in the LN.
educator,
Richard C.

Jan Duncan,

the

a New Zealand

was hired as an external change agent
Owen Publishers.

first

through

She will henceforth be

referred to as the Program Coordinator.
Program Coordinator was to conduct the

The role of the
initial

summer

institute and then to work alongside the teacher leaders
their own classroom practice as a mentor for the
of

implementation.

in

first year

Teacher leaders developed action plans

and proceeded in the exact process which they would help
fellow teachers use during the subsequent
years.
groups

implementation

Bimonthly meetings were scheduled to provide study
for the teacher leaders.

During Year Two,

the Program Coordinator continued to

work as a mentor with teacher leaders both in their own
practice and as each teacher leader began working with six
or seven other teachers.
initial

All had attended the

four-day

summer institute prior to the beginning of that

school year.

By Year Three,

teacher leaders were trained

12

and the District was deemed to be

self-winding,

that

is,

teachers were trained to the point where they could promote
continued growth without
agent.

the support of an external change

In order to extend training opportunities to more

teachers,

a second round of

four teacher leaders began

training with the Program Coordinator during the third year
of LN implementation.
Three basic theoretical underpinnings define much of
the LN model.
Cycle"

These

include the

(Literacy Learning in the Classroom,

Conditions of Learning"
"Zone of
The

"Teaching and Learning

(Cambourne,

Proximal Development"

1995),

1993),

"The

and Vygotsky's

(Tharp & Gallimore,

1988).

language of these specific theoretical models will

provide the context

for much of this dissertation study and

will be described in detail

later in this

study.

The math program which is now being implemented
(beginning in the
"Investigations

1996-97

school year)

in Number,

developed by TERC

Data,

is called

and Space."

It was

(Technical Education Research Centers),

private company which defines

itself as

a

"a nonprofit

company working to improve mathematics and science
education"

(Russell,

Mokros,

& Goodrow,

1995) .

The

developers describe the math curriculum as material which
will help teachers make the shift

from traditional teaching

practices to methods which promote mathematical
and problem solving.

It

of mathematics teaching.

reasoning

is based on a constructivist model
Constructivists believe that
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learners build knowledge based on their current
understandings combined with new experiences.
curriculum material

The written

is a teacher learning tool because

includes not only daily lesson plans but also guides

it

for

teachers to think about the concepts which are being
presented and the ways
Actual dialogue boxes

in which students are

from field-tested lessons are

included throughout the book,
language

structures

learning.

providing teachers with

for student-teacher interactions.

This

mathematics curriculum is replacing a variety of teacherselected math programs

in our system which range

from

teacher-created materials to traditional math texts.
Our school district

is presently the recipient of a

four-year grant which supports the
math curriculum.

implementation of this

The system-wide plan for next year's

implementation includes another teacher per grade
each of

the elementary schools

five teachers.
receive

level at

including grades one through

Four district teachers have volunteered to

specialized three-day training by the program

developers which will enable us to have trainers within our
district.

One of these teachers

is also a teacher leader

for the LN initiative.
The extent of LN continuation will be determined by
teacher interest and available

finances.

The

superintendent and associate superintendent both continue
to support the LN as a voluntary initiative.

All eight

teacher leaders will have completed LN training by the end
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of this

school year;

therefore

implementation costs will be

reduced.

Limitations
The researcher's role as both LN teacher leader and a
full

implementor of the math program should be understood

as affecting the study.
position in that

There

is an advantage to this

I have experienced both models and can

identify specific referents to the theoretical
underpinnings which support both programs as well as
methodologies which are distinctive to the specific
curriculum areas.

My training as a mentor for

instructional dialogue through the LN professional
development model

could be viewed both as a source of bias

and as an opportunity to put teachers at ease when
discussing the theories behind the
Also,

I

teach in the

specific practices.

same school as one of the

participants.
Even though the description of this dissertation has
not been disclosed initially
the participants),
the

(to reduce early influences on

the mere presence of a teacher leader as

interviewer may prompt

some of the common language

which has been developed through the LN model of
professional development.

I will attempt

to overcome this

tendency by requesting further expansion and elaboration of
the common terms and language within either model.
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There

is also a limitation in the number of

involved in this study.

teachers

Due to the specific nature of both

the LN professional development model and the

Investigations math curriculum,
reasonable

in-depth approach.

two case studies seemed a
This

study could provide a

springboard for further studies of teacher change across
content areas.
A pilot

study was conducted to test the

dialogue sessions and the videotaping.
served to shape the design of

format of the

This pilot also

the actual

study.

Reliability was checked by asking the teachers to read and
comment on the

transcriptions of the dialogue

sessions.

One outside teacher from our school district who was
trained in LN theories but not

in the

Investigations

curriculum read and coded transcriptions to reduce bias by
the researcher and the participants.

This external

researcher also observed the classroom practices of the two
teachers

to identify management techniques which have

carried over from literacy training to mathematics.
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2

CHAPTER

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
There

is an abundance of

educational change.

literature and research about

Chapter 2

represents my attempt to

read current and applicable materials which provided a
foundation for my inquiry into the
process.

It

individual change

is necessary to examine

individual

change in

several contexts to fully appreciate the complexity of the
process.
This chapter is
teacher change
transfer of
which affect

subdivided into four broad topics:

literature,

staff development

learning literature,
current

literature,

and educational

change efforts

theories

in literacy learning.

Teacher Change Literature
Research studies offer a plethora of explanations
why teachers do or do not

change.

for

One body of educational

research has attempted to explain teacher resistance by
examining the analytical capabilities of people entering
the teaching profession.

As one example,

preservice

teachers were deemed less rational than other college
graduates and were hypothesized to be operating from a more
simplistic and intuitive schema
recent

(Richardson,

1990).

More

studies have shifted the emphasis away from

individual characteristics and into the broader context of
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educational change.

Change theorists

such as Michael

Fullan have presented educational change as a very complex
process.

He has emphasized that

change efforts cannot be

understood by examining only one component of an
educational

system such as teachers

(Fullan,

1991).

Fundamental change which pervades every aspect of
is known as

systemic change

(Reigeluth,

comprehensive change seems necessary,
that

it

classroom.

is also evident

implemented in each individual

Each teacher possesses a unique set of

circumstances which includes personal
organizational

factors

(Evans,

1993).

include the structure of

under which schools
features.

function,

Although these

reform efforts,
This review of
the personal
knowledge,
Evans
one must

Although

is the teacher who ultimately determines to what

degree an innovation will be

factors

it

1992).

schools

the

factors and
Organizational
school,

the conditions

and other environmental

factors

teachers have

influence educational

little control over them.

literature on teacher change will

factors

including life stages,

focus on

beliefs,

and attitudes.
(1993)

argues that to understand teacher change

consider the very nature of being human.

people resist even slight changes

in routines.

day-to-day behavior is performed as a habit,

Many

Much of our

requiring very

little conscious thinking.

Other factors

such as

life

stages also affect change.

Teachers are at various

life

stages which range from raising one's own children to
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caring for aging parents.

Many teachers weigh educational

change proposals against the personal cost
much time and effort does this proposal

factors:

How

imply and what

is

the personal payoff?
Richardson

(1990)

attempts to understand teacher

change by reviewing both teacher change
learning-to-teach literature.

literature and

She contends that change

implies a paradox since most teachers have been trained to
teach in an environment of autonomy yet educational change
generally refers to doing something which someone else
wants you to do.
change,

She believes that

teachers must be

in order to effect

involved in the decision-making

process with an emphasis on teacher cognitions rather than
teacher behaviors.
As a single

illustration,

in an attempt

to offer

teachers more decision-making in professional development,
one

school district

teacher's

in Scarsdale,

institute.

New York,

developed a

Here teachers were able to develop

new courses and choose

from a wide range of teacher

development activities

(Schwartz,

1986) .

Teachers hailed

the collegial dialogue and problem-solving as the best part
of their experience with the institute.

One of the

limitations described in the Scarsdale Teacher Institute
study was that of administrative trust.
would mean less control

Teacher autonomy

for the administrators.

In order

to avert a gap between teachers and administrators,

the

institute began to coordinate and integrate activities with
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the district's planning.

The role of administrators

shifted from directing professional development

to

collaborating with teachers to serve both individual and
district needs.
When teachers are given more control over their own
growth,

it

can be described as teacher empowerment.

But

this authority implies a higher level of teacher
responsibility.
Glickman

(1989)

Are teachers willing to assume the costs?
believes that although empowerment reform

raises uncertainty,

it allows practitioners to ask

difficult questions and then work to solve these questions
through collective decision-making.
a work environment
Richardson
cautions

(1990)

This

in turn motivates

in which people work harder and smarter.
supports empowerment

ideology but

that thinking beyond the teachers'

practices must be
Duffy

(1992)

ways and

introduced.
forewarns against declaring one way to

teach as the right way and instead recommends that
be taught to use a variety of approaches.

teachers

Cognitive

development provides teachers with a stronger foundation
for informed decision-making.
better analyze most

This will allow them to

situations and make an informed choice

based on the situation at hand.

Holt and Johnston

(1989)

concur and further assert that teachers need to study their
personal philosophy and teaching practices
develop congruence between the two.
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in order to

The notion of teacher empowerment
refute.
93)

seems hard to

In two separate testimonials Pat Cordeiro

and Linda Hunsaker

(Hunsaker & Johnston,

1992)

(1992describe

a transformation which centered around their beliefs
themselves as

learners.

in

They both experienced renewed

energy and an active desire to develop new understandings.
The more they learned,

the more they wanted to learn.

Many teachers have not experienced the enthusiasm or
the sense of renewal of Cordeiro and Hunsaker.
(1992)

Mellencamp

examined why teachers are not all willing to embrace

the uncertainty of change.

He

interviewed forty teachers

and determined that the major factors

inhibiting teachers'

receptivity to change

settings and the

personal

included school

factors already mentioned in this review.

additional personal

factor appeared:

refers to the teachers'
not

efficacy.

individual belief

s/he could make a change

in the

One

Efficacy

about whether or

lives of

students.

Teachers who have a high level of personal efficacy also
appear to be most receptive to new practices
1988).

(Guskey,

The converse suggests that teachers who most need

improvement of teaching skills remain uninvolved.
Murphy,

Showers,

and Murphy

(1989)

observed that

who are not very confident also find a collegial
least

Joyce,
teachers
setting

satisfying.
Teachers'

natural

concerns about an innovation occur in a

sequence

(Hall,

George,

Concerns Based Adoption Model
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& Rutherford,

(CBAM),

1976) .

The

designed in 1973 by

Hall,

Wallace,

and Dossett,

determines where a teacher's

individual concerns about a particular educational
innovation fall along a seven-stage continuum
Zigarmi,

1981) .

(Loucks

&

These researchers believe that timely and

carefully orchestrated interventions

in both cognitive and

affective domains are necessary during teacher
implementation of a new innovation.

They stress that each

teacher will have a highly individualized response to any
change effort and must be respected within that
developmental

stage;

adversely affected.
problems of

otherwise the entire process can be
Researchers began analyzing the

teachers as early as

counseling psychologist,

1974).

Frances Fuller,

a

first proposed developmental

phases of concerns by teachers
al,

1932.

in the mid-60's

Fuller conducted longitudinal

(Hall,

et

in-depth

interviews and group counseling sessions with student
teachers and determined three phases of teaching with three
areas of concern.

The pre-teaching phase revealed few

concerns that were teaching-related and was
concern.

The early teaching phase

labelled non¬

includes student

teachers and beginning teachers and continues through the
first

five years of teaching.

In the early teaching phase

concerns with self were most apparent.
primarily concerned about two things:
as professionals

These teachers were
how they measured up

in the eyes of their superiors and how

capable they were of managing a classroom.

The

late

teaching phase described the concerns of experienced,
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superior teachers.
about

At this

stage the concerns were mostly

teacher development and student

learning

(Fuller,

1969).
The pioneering work of Fuller led to subsequent
studies regarding teachers'
encountering change.
at

the

individual concerns when

A three-year study begun in 1969-70

Inter-Institutional

Program of the Research and

Development Center for Teacher Education yielded seven
identified stages of concern through which adopters of an
innovation progressed as they became more skillful
use of

the

innovation.

A "Stages of Concern"

(SoC)

questionnaire was developed as a diagnostic tool
determine what personal
about

to

concerns an individual might have

an innovation within the CBAM

The questionnaire

in their

is a set of

(Hall,

et al.,

1974).

thirty-five statements which

are rated by the participants on a scale ranging from zero
(no relevance)

to seven

broad developmental
management

concerns,

(highest

intensity).

stages are described as
and concerns about the

concerns appear to be developmental,

The three
self concerns,
learner.

Since

teachers must move

through earlier stages of concern before they can even
consider later concerns.
Central to the design of the CBAM is the belief that
people move through change both in their feelings about the
innovation and in their use of the

innovation.

Hence a

second dimension to the CBAM attempts to assess the
of use of an innovation through an interview and
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level

observation process.

Behaviors and decision points are

characterized in eight distinct
orientation,
refinement,

preparation,
integration,

states:

nonuser,

mechanical use,
and renewal.

routine,

The CBAM has been

used extensively to guide many staff development programs
towards a heightened sensitivity and awareness of teachers'
concerns

(Loucks

& Zigarmi,

1981).

Educational researchers

continue to examine why teachers do not

implement new

innovations even when developers are sensitive to personal
concerns.
In an attempt

to understand why teachers were not

implementing cooperative
training opportunities,
anecdotal records of

learning strategies after good
Rich

(1990)

began to examine

teachers who were participating in

workshops given by himself and colleagues.
teachers'

beliefs regarding both the purpose of

and the process of knowledge acquisition.
teachers have a difficult
ideological beliefs.
most

He mapped

He

schooling

found that

time articulating their

Fullan

(1991)

agrees and adds that

school cultures operate around assumptions about

shared beliefs and values.
Rich discovered that teachers held a wide range of
beliefs regarding the objectives of schooling and some of
those beliefs were

incongruent with the theoretical

framework of cooperative learning.

To illustrate,

some

teachers held the belief that the acquisition of knowledge
including facts,

concepts,

basic skills,
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and analytical

skills

is of primary importance

knowledge

for schools and that

is best acquired through transmission.

recommended that before any change effort

Rich

is undertaken,

staff developers must determine what beliefs teachers hold
and then invest

in changing those beliefs

if they are

inconsistent with the change effort theories.
questions come to mind:
a teacher's beliefs?

(b)

(a)

to affect whether or not
change.

How does one go about changing

Should staff developers determine

what beliefs teachers ought
A teacher's personal

Two

to hold?

set of beliefs does
s/he

indeed appear

is receptive to the notion of

Elmore and McLaughlin

(1988)

conducted a review of

research of educational practices and determined that most
classrooms are teacher-centered.

Prawat

(1992)

suggests

that many teachers believe teaching and learning should
occur through the traditional
absorption.

In contrast,

reform efforts

structure of transmission and

he contends that most educational

support constructivist

of teaching requires more of

teachers

teaching.

This type

in that they must

change their teaching focus to a student-centered approach
which emphasizes a student's own effort to understand.
Prawat

identifies

paradigm shift
1.

four sets of beliefs which impede this

for teachers:

Students and content are often viewed as
entities;

fixed

therefore teachers often focus on the

packaging and delivery of curriculum.
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2.

Teachers often believe that activity can be
equated with learning.

3.

Many educators believe there

is a distinction

between learning and application.
suggests that

This belief

learning is hierarchical

order to higher-order skills)

(lower-

and that

generalization leads to transfer.
4.

Curriculum is

fixed,

well-ordered content which

should be mastered according to predetermined
criteria.
Prawat's description of the

incongruities between

educational reform efforts which are based on
constructivist

theories and actual

teacher beliefs

illustrates the depth of understanding which staff
developers must attain.

How does substantial

in an individual's classroom within the
and social
There

Robbins,

is much debate as to which comes
a change

or evidence

1996;

Rich,

in beliefs,

Richardson,

(1988)

first

a change

in student outcomes

1990;

In a later study Guskey
teachers'

larger educational

context?

teacher change:
practices,

change occur

in classroom

(Guskey,

1990;

is

found that a change

in

in student

likely only after classroom

practices change significantly to affect
He strongly suggests that

1986;

and others).

beliefs occurs as a result of a change

learning and therefore

in

student outcomes.

teachers receive or also generate

regular feedback on the progress of student
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learning.

Conversely,

many teachers will not even begin to implement

a new classroom practice

if

it

isn't

supported by their

personal beliefs.
Enhancing teachers'
change

feelings of empowerment to support

is another factor that may increase actual use of an

educational

innovation.

Weinglass

(1990)

found that

the

development of a learning community which supports active
listening will do so.

She asserts that

teachers need to

have the opportunity to express their emotions.
indeed be true

This may

if the paradigm shift does require teachers

to rethink their fundamental beliefs about

teaching and

learning.
Teacher change

literature suggests then that both

affective and cognitive development must be addressed if
change

is to occur.

Joyce and Showers

all teachers can learn new practices
with meaningful
will

staff development.

review current

(1995)

believe that

if

they are provided

The

following section

research on staff development.

Staff Development Literature
The type of

staff development which will be discussed

in this review of
complex,

literature

is based on the need for

systemic change which is

educational reform efforts
Educational Excellence,

Essential Schools,

(National Commission on

1983/

Advancement of Teaching,
Sizer,

implied by most current

Carnegie Foundation for the

Boyer,
1992).
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1983;

Coalition for

Fullan

(1991)

describes

three broad phases to the change process which directly
affect

staff development programs:

Implementation,

and Continuation,

Initiation,
as represented on this

diagram:

Initiation<

As
is not

> Implementation

>Continuation<

implied by the two-directional arrows,
linear;

rather it

is

interactive,

>Outcome

this process

thus requiring

flexible attitudes about each aspect of educational change.
The

Initiation Phase occurs when discussion begins and a

decision is made regarding whether or not
the proposed change.
use during the
not

first

to proceed with

Implementation refers to the actual
few years.

Continuation is whether or

the change has become part of an existing system or

whether it

is discarded for a variety of possible reasons.

Outcomes can be described in terms of

student

teacher attitudes and skills,

school

overall

any other objective which is defined at

learning,
climate,

or

the outset.

Each one of these phases represents a variety of

staff

development opportunities which can enable multi¬
dimensional change to occur.
experiences

for teachers,

In order to provide relevant

staff developers need to develop

an awareness of the educational change process.
(1995)

Sparks

describes three reasons why a paradigm shift

necessary in staff development:
measured in what

(a)

success

is

is now being

students know rather than by grades or
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classes;

(b)

there

is an understanding that when one part

of a system changes,
the belief that
receive

it.

it

significantly affects others;

(c)

learners build knowledge rather than

These observations about educational change

directly affect

staff development.

changes which Sparks proposes

Among the prevalent

include an emphasis on the

study of teaching and learning for teacher development,
staff development which focuses on student needs and
learning outcomes,
forms of

job-embedded learning.

literature
learner

and training that

involves multiple

Recent

staff development

supports a focus on the teacher as an active

(Lieberman,

1995;

Learning opportunities

Dilworth & Imig,

should include time

1995).
for teachers to

articulate new understandings and job-embedded training.
Staff development discussion continues to emphasize
the expectations of educational reform efforts.

Teachers

are being asked to teach in a way in which they never
taught and possibly never experienced as
Hammond & McLaughlin,

1995) .

cannot be packaged and sold.
reflective,

(Darling-

Teaching for understanding
Teachers need to become

critical thinkers who focus on how students

build knowledge.
complex,

students

When a practice

is unfamiliar and

teachers require more support.

Successful

implementation usually requires participation of both
teachers and principals
1986).

This

in the training process

is called collective participation.
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(Little,

In a study to determine the degree of
of a staff development program during the
and Wang

(1988)

first year,

Stein

also examined how the level of

implementation affected teachers'
perceived value of the program.
successful

implementation

efficacy and their
Teachers who felt most

in their implementation had higher levels of

self-efficacy and higher levels of motivation for continued
implementation than those who were not as
These

findings

new programs

suggest

successful.

that teachers who are

should receive systematic

implementing

feedback to enable

them to proceed with measurable success which in turn may
sustain motivation and self-efficacy.
New models of
student

staff development

learning since educators

needs of

students

(Joyce

should focus on

should be serving the

& Showers,

1995).

development program is a major cultural

change.

need to become environments which support
all,

promoting a continuous

for future

A staff

the

Schools

learning of

learning culture which allows

innovations and on-going inquiry.

This new

understanding implies a staff development program which
encourages continuous data collection,
interpretation.
an issue,
be built
The

analysis,

Since time for staff development

Joyce and Showers suggest time

and
is always

for embedded study

into the job descriptions of educators.
latest research findings by Joyce and Showers have

emerged from years of
development models.

study and research of

staff

In a two-year study in Richmond,
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Georgia,

teachers were organized into regular study groups

to provide regular training on effective teaching
practices.
goals

These study groups were encouraged to set group

for school

improvement and to strive collaboratively

towards the achievement of these goals
1989).

At

(Joyce,

et al.,

the end of two years there was evidence of a

more collegial environment as a result of the staff
development program.
most

The

threatened by the

least competent

study groups since the

professional discussions unmasked the

the model

could be

skill or classroom

opportunity for practice by the teacher
in a simulated environment),

fellow teachers.

& Showers,

(which

and coaching by

Peer coaching is defined as a

collaborative effort
(Joyce

Based on this

includes exploration of

demonstration or modelling of

practice,

in-depth

for effective staff development

which Joyce and Showers now propose
theory,

felt

lack of

understandings driving their practices.
study and others,

teachers

to problem solve during implementation

19 95) .

Since adults continue to experience cognitivedevelopmental

stage growth,

higher order stages of

cognitive-developmental reasoning can be used as predictors
of behaviors

(Reiman & Thies-Sprinthall,

1993).

Reiman and

Thies-Sprinthall designed and researched a staff training
model which encourages growth to more complex levels of
psychological maturity.

There are

promote this growth,

Teachers need training to enlarge

(a)
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five conditions which

their understandings,
reflection.

(b)

Training needs to include guided

New experiences are encountered because

experience without examination does not
(c)

lead to growth.

There must be a balance between experience and

reflection.

(d)

Risk-taking should be encouraged.

A

balance between supports and challenges will heighten the
development of new learning.
occurs when there
one year.

(e)

Psychological growth

is continuity for at

least

six months to

Using the Joyce and Showers model of

development which was developed in 1982,

staff

Reiman and Thies-

Sprinthall designed and implemented a training program for
mentor teachers which included an aid for guided
reflection.

There was evidence

in two studies that a

guided reflection format applied at various
cognitive development promoted gains
complexity and principled reasoning.

stages of

in conceptual
The researchers

concluded that guided reflection may be crucial
teachers'

for

cognitive development.

Staff development models which encourage teachers to
create meaning based on their current understandings
into the constructivist theory of
1991).

learning

fit

(Weinglass,

One such model employs reflective questioning to

promote teacher development without
questioning by the questioner

(Lee

the use of directive
& Barnett,

1994).

These

researchers believe the goal of truly reflective
questioning should be to provide increased awareness and a
willingness to examine one's own practice.
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They offer a

framework to teach educators how to ask reflective
questions and provide examples of
ask,

such as,

"Tell me about how your reading program is

organized and delivered"
need time and support
learning is
(Sparks,

(p.18).

The notion that adults

for reflection as they experience new

supported in other staff development

1983;

literature

types of questions to

Joyce et al.,

1989).

suggests that adult

special considerations

(Wood & Thompson,

professional needs of adults.

this

learners require

New learning should be relevant

adults

Much of

literature

some

1993).

to both personal and

As new learning occurs,

should be provided with results and feedback.

learners need to feel
support
learners

safe to take risks and they must have

since transfer is not automatic.
should control decisions about

Since current

approaches to staff development,

the transfer of

Finally,

The

adult

their own learning.

research generally supports

development programs?

Adult

similar

how effective are staff

following section will examine

learning from various

staff development

experiences to classroom practice.

Transfer of Learning Literature
Transfer of

learning literature presents many

variables which affect the transfer of training to
classroom practice.

Direct transfer of a specific

structured program can most easily be measured.
example,

For

in one study eight voluntary participants were
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trained to use a specific spelling program
Harper,

Mallette,

& Winstanley,

1991).

(Maheady,

The teachers were

taught to use a classwide peer tutoring system which
included four behavioral components.

One example

development of weekly competing teams.
minute training session,

After only a ninety

the program was

high degree of accuracy.

is the

implemented with a

The participants expected

researchers to check at various

intervals.

Fifty percent

of the teachers actually transferred some of the techniques
to other curriculum areas.

This

small

conditions which supported transfer:

study points out two

voluntary

participation and accountability.
In another study sixteen teachers attended a summer
course which emphasized an investigation approach to
science teaching.
positive

Although teachers exited the course with

feelings and strong intentions,

sixteen teachers met
time period

the project goals within the specified

(Johnson & Crawley,

training over the summer was
ingredients

only three of the

for transfer:

1991) .

This

in-depth

lacking one of the

training or support

important

spaced over

time.
When consistency management techniques were
to five urban at risk elementary schools
developers provided on-going,

introduced

in Texas,

in-service training.

staff
The

training was research-based and teachers helped set the
project goals

(Freiberg et al.,

1990).

Teachers self-

reported a transfer of training through interviews.
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They

described adaptations especially as the year progressed.
Teachers stated that the techniques were easy to implement
since they were based on an objective criteria for teacher
decision-making.
Teaching a how-to approach does simplify staff
training.
set

However,

current reform efforts are not easily

into such a simplistic model of teaching strategies.

Pemberton and Krueger

(1991)

interviewed twenty-seven

teachers who had participated in a variety of
courses which covered current
identified three
knowledge

instructional

summer

issues.

They

factors which support the transfer of

into classroom practices:

(a)

Teachers need to

interact and discuss their understandings.

(b)

Assignments

must require direct application to classroom practice.
Teachers

(c)

should be encouraged to share with others at their

school or district

site.

motivated to learn if

They concluded that teachers are

they believe that they can shape the

conditions of their work.
The research of Showers and Joyce
& Showers,
1987)

19 95;

Showers,

1985;

(Brandt,

Showers,

Joyce,

indicates that teachers need support

1987;

Joyce

& Bennett,

if they are to

transfer new understandings about teaching and learning
into classroom practice.
at

least

coaching.

teachers need

thirty trials to internalize a new practice.

more complex a model,
receive.

Joyce believes that

This

The

the more support a teacher should

support can be achieved through peer

Coaching contributes to the transfer of training
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because

teachers

achieve

through

frequent

practice

appropriately.

issues

scale

1995) .

which teachers
sessions.
meaning
appear

a

one

Level

one

Level

use

concrete
of

of

two

of

specific

application.

perspective
can be

of

refers

model

wherein teachers

and are

to

the

able

to

five

learning

to

an

the

of

(Joyce

imitative use

Level

four

&
in

from training
transfer

training methods

strategies

three

still

may

indicates

grounded

implies

an

a

in

integrated use

in which a broader

strategies

begins

to

holistic view of

an executive
have

levels

(high)

a horizontal

areas.

in a more

five

understanding of

of

rate

lessons

learning model

various

evidenced

exact

Level

Level

model

collegial

transfer as

teaching and

to

refers

use

content

teaching and

(low)

describes

the mechanical

routine

supports

been developed to

replicate

in other

in turn

a more

1985).

A continuum has

Showers,

strategies

new strategies more

fosters

likely to discuss

(Showers,

with new

and they use

culture which

are more

transfer on a

skill

Peer coaching also

and professional
teachers

greater

control

developed a

take

hold and

curriculum.

of

the

training

complete

theories which support

the

training

appropriately apply these

theories

to

classroom practice.
A system-wide
was

undertaken to

school
increase

improvement
student

the workplace

teachers

1995).

hundred sixteen teachers
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in

improvement

restructure
One

of

project

(Joyce

California

and

& Showers,

and administrators

from three different

schools participated in the project.

Researchers conducted case
the teachers.

studies

involving eighteen of

Four different models of

teaching were

presented in a summer workshop which followed the theory,
demonstration,

and practice model.

Study groups were

formed and teachers were required to meet at
times.

The teachers met again the

second two-week training session.

specified

following summer for a
Implementation was

studied during both years.
Findings

indicated that after year one of

only sixty-five percent of

the teachers were using the

strategies appropriately enough to benefit
learning.

loss.

student

During the second year sixty-seven percent of

the teachers developed a higher level of
Teachers

training

transfer.

in one of the three schools actually showed a

The researchers hypothesized three broad

possibilities which explain the variability of the transfer
of

learning:

individual characteristics,

characteristics,

and school variables.

small group
They conclude that

due to the wide variety of variables which affect transfer,
the monitoring of a school-wide
by the participants
project.

in the

This type of

implementation should occur

form of an action research

inquiry allows staff to take

responsibility for successful

implementation.

There are three recurring themes
literature on teacher change,
transfer of training:

in the current

staff development,

and

teacher empowerment which includes
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accountability,

the development of a professional culture

which involves on-going site-based training,

and the need

to focus discourse on teaching and learning issues.
next

section will review several theories about

and learning which support the need for more

The

teaching

student-

centered classroom practices as applied to literacy
learning.

Theories of Teaching and Learning which Inform Change
Literacy Practices
In order to fully appreciate the current
basis

for educational reform efforts

necessary to understand the state of
our schools.
the

Richard Allington

in

theoretical

in literacy,

it

is

literacy education in

(1994)

has been studying

literacy acquisition of children for twenty-five years.

In an attempt

to understand why some children find reading

and writing difficult,

he has uncovered several

which interfere with the
problems

confusions

identification and solution of

in literacy teaching.

One of the primary

sentiments which has emerged in public opinion is the
expectation that all
literacy proficiency.
one-fourth of

students achieve a high level of
He asserts that historically only

students were expected to attain these

levels.
Given this shift

in expectations coupled with current

teaching and learning research which implies that all
children can learn to read and write well,

our schools must

grapple with some of the beliefs which have guided our past
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practices.

Allington names seven confusions which affect

our ability as educators to serve the needs of all
learners.
1.

Many schools operate around the belief that students
with limited experiences have limited abilities.
Rather than provide literacy immersion to students
with limited experiences,

interventions are

imposed

which often focus on skill development.
2.

Teachers often have lower expectations of students
with limited experiences.

Most

intervention programs

slow down the acceleration rate and break instruction
down to simplistic,

concrete steps which delays

catching up even more.
3.

Too much

time is spent labelling and sorting learners

rather than instructing them.

Allington reports that

more than half of all adults who work in elementary
schools are not
4.

in the role of classroom teacher.

Debates about curriculum and instruction continue
misdirect educational
to suggest that
the

it

discourse.

to

Research continues

is the quality of

instruction and

frequency of opportunities to read and write which

promote

literacy acquisition skills,

not the approach

or choice of curriculum.
5.

Students spend too little
and writing activities.

time in sustained reading
In order to become proficient
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in reading and writing students need time to engage
these practices.

in

Many teachers have replaced

worksheets with activities which take up most of a
student's school day.
6.

Many

teachers

teaching.

confuse giving out assignments

with

Teachers need to continue to hone their

understanding of teaching and learning in order to
provide strategy instruction.

Demonstration and

modelling practices need to include discussion of
metacognitive processes by teachers.
7.

Most

of

the activities

students

remembering material

rather

understandings about

it.

become proficient

are assigned involve

than

coming

to deeper

In order for students to

in literacy,

conversations and

questioning need to become more authentic.
Allington believes that
levels of

schools can promote higher

literacy acquisition for all by adapting and

improving literacy instruction through on-going
professional development.

He also promotes

longer teaching

and learning blocks with fewer topics and more

integrated

curriculum.
In a synthesis of research of reading comprehension,
Fielding and Pearson
reading programs

(1994)

noted that the most effective

included time

for reading.

They conclude

that a substantial portion of a child's classroom
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experience should be devoted to materials which students
select that they can independently read.
A group of professors
(Slavin,
ambitious

Madden,

Dolan,

from Johns Hopkins University

& Wasik,

literacy project

1996)

have developed an

called Success For All.

This

program is based on the belief that all children can learn
to read and write
opportunities

if given high quality instructional

in the early grades.

The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts recently adopted English/Language Arts
Frameworks which also support the belief that all

students

should be able to read before they leave third grade.
This ambitious goal-setting by program developers and
legislators can be overwhelming to educators.
(1994/1995)
and that

Strickland

reminds us that change ranges along a continuum

teachers need to be encouraged to continue to

develop new understandings about
stresses a balance
and new research,

literacy acquisition.

She

in the approach between past practices
a new use of textbooks as resources

supported by more authentic

literature,

and careful

decision-making by the teacher when it comes to direct
instruction.

Strickland's plea for educators to rethink

past practices as they delve

into new research findings

an example of constructivism.

is

An understanding of the

constructivist theories of knowledge and learning could
serve teachers

in their own learning process as they strive

to create classrooms where

learners take an active role

the construction of knowledge.
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in

Constructivist Theory of Teaching and Learning
Constructivist theory supports the notion that
learning is not an objective task.

Learners continuously

create and recreate a schema which makes

sense to them

based on their current understandings and beliefs
Brooks,
exists

1993;

Fosnot,

1989).

Knowledge

(Brooks

&

is temporary and

for each learner based on past experiences and a

current

logical

framework.

information into this
occurs,

Learners organize and interpret

framework and when disequilibrium

adaptation is required to accommodate the new

information.

It

is through this cognitive disequilibrium

that new cognitive
learner.

structures are constructed by the

Constructivists believe that maturation alone

does not assure higher levels of theory or logic;
is active

rather it

learning environments which foster these new

constructions.
The teacher's role

in a constructivist educational

setting is that of mediator.

Constructivist

theory

supports a learning environment which embraces reflection,
inquiry,

and action.

Constructivist classrooms view

curriculum as a whole and value student questioning.
Students'
assist

views are valued and pursued by teachers to

in planning for future

lessons.

Students

frequently

work in groups and their work is often evaluated through
portfolios and exhibitions.
Constructivist theory has guided many educational
researchers to question their own understandings of
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teaching and learning.

One such researcher who has helped

to inform current change efforts

in literacy practices

is

Brian Cambourne.

Conditions of Learning
Cambourne's work supports the constructivist

theory of

learning in that he maintains that reading and writing are
social processes which are dynamic and interactive.

He

believes that children construct meaning through a problem¬
solving process.
1970's

Cambourne's research began in the early

in a variety of natural

settings.

by the desire to find what he terms
relevant

theory of

While

learning"

He was motivated

"an educationally

(Cambourne,

1995,

p.182).

studying how children learn to talk,

Cambourne

questioned why so many children could manage the
complexities of the oral

language process and not the

process of reading and writing.

He realized that the

discontinuity of everyday learning and school-learning
could be the results of pedagogical practices.

He believed

that all classroom practices are driven by a theory of
learning.

After a careful analysis of the beliefs which

guided his past practices,

he began a new research project.

Cambourne set out to identify what conditions are
place for natural

learning to occur when children learn the

highly complex task of

learning to talk.

he studied a group of toddlers
observing the ways

in

For three years

in a variety of

settings

in which they interacted with parents,
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neighbors,

friends,

and acquaintances.

He

identified seven

conditions which affect and are affected by each other and
are essential
conditions

for language

include:

(a)

learning to occur.
Immersion.

Literacy activities

need to fill a student's school environment.
Demonstration.

These

(b)

Adults need to provide modelling

opportunities which include the metacognitive processes of
reading and writing events.

(c)

Expectations.

Learners

need to be given the clear message that they will read and
write.

(d)

Responsibility.

Learners need to be given the

opportunity to determine which learning tasks are
undertaken.

(e)

Approximations.

Learners need to attempt

new understandings without expecting perfection at
beginning use.

(f)

Use.

Learners must practice what they

know and what they are attempting to know on a regular
basis.

(g)

exchange of

Response.

Learners need feedback and an

ideas.

In order to translate these conditions
literacy learning,

it became necessary to consider the

notion of engagement.
language,

If

students don't

learning will not occur,

with constructivist theory.
principles of engagement:

interact with the

a notion which concurs

Cambourne

efficacy of

learning materials to a learner's
anxiety,

into classroom

identified four
learner,

life,

relevance of

freedom from

and learner's regard for the person providing the

demonstrations.

Four processes which accompany the

application of these conditions
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into classroom settings are

transformation,
evaluation.

discussion/reflection,

application,

and

Transformation refers to a learner owning and

taking control of

learning by paraphrasing new thinking

into one's own thoughts.

Discussion/reflection

includes

both the process of talking to others and talking to
oneself about

ideas.

Application simply refers to the

process of exercising knowledge and skills
experiences.

in everyday

Evaluation refers to a learner's questioning

of oneself as well as an outsider's view of how one
faring in the

learning process.

This theory of

is

learning

has guided much of the current reform in literacy learning
and overlaps both constructivism and another frequently
cited theory of

teaching and learning,

Vygotsky's Zone of

Proximal Development.

Zone of

Proximal Development

Vygotsky's theory is
it

like Cambourne's theory in that

is grounded in naturalistic

1978).

learning events

(Vygotsky,

Teaching and learning involve many social

interactions which begin long before

formal

schooling.

Caretakers begin to provide a cultural and psychological
context

for learning which includes many informal episodes.

These cognitive and communicative

functions eventually move

from the assistance of a caregiver to self-regulation by a
child.
events

Educators must consider the social and historic
in a child's

life as they attempt to understand
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student

learning.

Internalization is the process by which

the social becomes psychological,
consciousness arises

"individual

from the actions and speech of others"

(Tharp and Gallimore,
that an individual

as

1988,

p.

29).

This

is not

is a passive recipient of

to suggest

learning.

Vygotskian theory supports a constructivist view as

it

is

believed that children transform information into their own
internal thought processes also termed guided reinvention.
Learning occurs along a developmental

continuum from

assisted performance to unassisted performance.
called this contrast the
(ZPD)

It

is

"Zone of

Proximal Development."

important to note that

zones as well as

individual

Vygotsky

zones.

there are cultural
Cultural

zones exist

based on expectations and values of one's cultural
heritage.

Individual

zones refer to the capacity for

incorporating a new understanding into one's consciousness.
The ultimate goal of

learning is that performance

is

achieved.
The theory can be described as
stages.

Stage One:

if there

is a capacity to learn.

four developmental

New understandings can only be managed
Stage Two:

Assistance

begins to be provided by oneself.

Stage Three:

practice and use,

automatization,

internalization,

fossilization occurs.
learning is
develop.

Stage Four:

With

In this stage,

and
the

less automated as a new capacity begins to

A recursive

loop brings a learner back to Stage

One.
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Belief

in this theory of

change the traditional,

learning would dramatically

teacher-centered approach to

instruction in American schools.

Vygotsky's theory

suggests that teaching occurs at Stage One,
"assistance

is offered at points

performance requires assistance"
1988,

p.

31).

It

when

in the ZPD at which
(Tharp and Gallimore,

is the changing relationship between the

social process and the self-regulation process that can
indicate whether learning has occurred.

Skillful teachers

would provide assistance to learners as they encounter new
horizons

in their maturation process.

This requires a

teacher to know what each learner can do independently and
what each learner is attempting to do.

It

teaching at the moment when a learner is

requires

"ripe."

Students

would not be presented with predetermined curriculum based
on age.
Cambourne's theory
theory
shift

(Vygotsky,

1978)

(Cambourne,

both parallel

in educational reform.

suggested set of conditions
provide a naturalistic
setting.

1995)

and Vygotsky's

the current paradigm

Cambourne has provided a
for teachers which could

learning environment

in a school

A constructivist classroom environment would have

all of the conditions present plus with the addition of a
highly trained teacher who could assist
learner's Zone of

Proximal Development.

learning within the
Learning is

understood to be a personal process wherein one constructs
meaning from a variety of

sources.
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With constructivist

theory as the

foundation,

literacy learning is currently

undergoing a radical transformation in many classrooms.

Summary
The broad topics discussed in this chapter are
interrelated.
other.

As we

Deeper understanding of each one affects the
learn more about teacher change,

incorporate that knowledge
vice versa.

we must

into staff development plans and

Educational theories and teacher practice are

inextricably linked.

Understandings about

teaching and

learning should continue to be refined based on new
information.

Our learning process as educators parallels

that of our students.

Both can be described using a

constructivist model.

As we grapple with new

understandings,

we must continue to advance and refine

teaching practices.
Many educational reform efforts are based on
constructivist theory.

The theories of Vygotsky and

Cambourne were developed based on language acquisition.
This dissertation study will explore whether the
educational research which has guided literacy learning
could be useful

in the creation of constructivist

mathematics classrooms.

I will attempt to understand how

teachers create meaning for themselves and their students
when making the shift to a constructivist model of
mathematics teaching.
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CHAPTER

3

METHODOLOGY

Introduction
Chapter 3 will explain the design of the
same order in which the process unfolded.

The

study in the
first

section will describe the purpose of the study and the
research questions.
programs will

The two staff development training

then be described.

The Teaching and Learning

Model which centers around literacy learning will be
described first,

followed by a description of

program called Investigations.
training process

The

the math

framework of

the

for both teaching and learning models will

be contrasted and compared.
In an attempt
pilot

to field test

the design of

study was conducted and analyzed.

will be described,

be

for the actual

for their selection will be

This chapter will then describe the components

of the two qualitative case studies
methodologies,
analysis.

study

Teachers who participated in the study will

introduced and the reasons

described.

This pilot

including an explanation of how it

served to inform the design process
dissertation.

the study,

including the design,

data collection techniques,

and data

The trustworthiness of the study will be

discussed in the

final

section.
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a

Purpose of Study
The purpose of this qualitative case study is to
examine whether the theories and practices of a learnercentered teaching model based in literacy transfer to
mathematics.

The LN professional development model was

designed for implementation in literacy learning,

although

the program developers believe a learner-centered approach
to teaching will
mathematics.
teachers

transfer to other content areas,

This

including

study will provide an opportunity for

to examine their classroom practices during

mathematics

lessons and then articulate the reasons behind

the various actions.

The

following questions will be

investigated:
1.

Upon examination of their mathematics practices,

how do teachers articulate the theories which underlie
their teaching practice

in math,

and how do those compare

with the LN teaching and learning model?
2.

Which classroom management

techniques designed to

support a learner-centered classroom carry over from
literacy to mathematics?
3.

How do teachers describe and manage their own

cognitive dissonance which occurs as a result of
implementing a new math curriculum?
4.

How do teachers evaluate the

observation/articulation process used in this research
study as they implement a new math curriculum?
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Design of the Study
A qualitative case study approach was
design for this study

(see Figure

1).

It

selected as the
is the goal of

this researcher to describe and understand teachers'
beliefs and theories about
(Locke,

Spirduso,

own

their classroom practices

and Silverman,

1993).

This qualitative

approach promotes data collection in a naturalistic setting
and values the voice and viewpoint of
(Bogdan and Biklen,

1992).

A case

the participants

study provides the

opportunity to carefully examine a specific situation in
its particular uniqueness.

It

requires a patient,

reflective willingness to see another point of view

(Stake,

1995) .
Stake asserts that
in a case
normal

the

ideal mode of data collection

study is observation so as not to disturb the

activities of the case.

It

is possible to enter a

teacher's classroom and observe classroom practices;
so,

even

unless a researcher allows a teacher to reflect and

articulate the rationale behind those practices,

it

impossible to understand why a teacher is doing what
doing.

is
she

is

This particular issue was addressed through the

combined use of videotaping and interviewing in a pilot
study designed to practice and refine research techniques
required for the
the pilot

full dissertation.

study appears

More

information about

later in this chapter.
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Figure 1.

Questionnaire to
obtain personal
data

Design of Study:

Data Collection

Description of the Two Training Models

The Teaching and Learning Model
The Teaching and Learning Model
the Learning Network Model

(LN).

summer institute.

institute,

At this

on four general topics:

is also referred to as

It begins with a four-day
teachers concentrate

becoming reflective practitioners,

knowing the approaches to teaching literacy,
resources

for teaching literacy,

knowing the

and knowing the

individual

learner through the development of assessment and
evaluation procedures.
The

institute

multi-dimensional
this

is

intended to be a

change effort

first

for school

step in a

systems.

During

four-day immersion into the theories and practices of

literacy teaching,
presentations

teachers move

to small group discussions.

the small group meetings,
assessment

from general

session

During one of

teachers practice using an

tool called a running record through a guided

demonstration.

Following the

institute,

teachers are

assigned to a teacher leader who continues to provide sitebased teacher development opportunities.
Job-embedded training allows teachers to work side by
side with teacher leaders to develop their own personal
theory of teaching and learning

(Clay,

1991).

Teacher

leaders undergo an extensive two-year training program
where they learn to guide teachers through an instructional
dialogue towards a refinement of their classroom practices.
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Articulating the purpose of various classroom practices
a teacher leader in a dialogue session is the

first

for

step

toward an internalized reasoning process based on specific
theories of teaching and learning.
guides

future action.

theories are

Subsequently,

internalized,

Duncan,

During the

final

April

14,

1997).

session at the LN

institute each teacher develops an action plan.
plan consists of three questions:
How am I going to do it?
gotten there?"

personal

into other content areas

personal communication,

Action Plan.

as teachers'

teachers bring more precision to

classroom practice that expands
(P.

Reflective practice

"What

How will

(see Appendix A).

An action

am I going to do?

I know when I

have

A teacher leader sets up

a schedule to meet with a practicing teacher weekly.
Usually this

includes a thirty-minute observation of the

teacher's classroom practice
The

followed by a thirty minute

dialogue

session.

focus of both the observation and

dialogue

is drawn from Question One on the action plan.

An example of an action plan might
you going to do?"

"I

in reading."

"How am I going to do it?"

attempt

"What are

aim to develop deeper understandings

of the assessment process

a list of the

include:

This

section would include

steps the teacher would plan to follow in an

learn more about reading assessment.

response to this question might read:
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A teacher's

1.

I will reread the section of my notes about

taking a

running record.
2.

I will plan to take two running records each day until
I have a starting point with each of the readers

in my

class.
3.

I will discuss the analysis of the running records
with my mentor.

4.

I will take two running records while my mentor
observes during the next observation period.
The third question,

gotten there?"
records

"How will

I know when I have

could be answered thus:

"I

am using running

routinely to assess what the readers

in my

classroom can do."
During the scheduled observation period a teacher
leader might take notes as a running record is being taken
or even tape record a running record being taken for the
teacher to replay later.

The teacher leader would also be

assessing other bits of classroom practices which had been
discussed previously.
The dialogue period would typically begin with a
teacher leader asking a teacher to describe his/her current
understandings of the assessment process
particularly a running record.

in reading,

From that discussion a

teacher leader would build onto the teacher's base of
knowledge by directly teaching or by providing material
the teacher to read.
with the question,

for

An interactive discussion would end

"As a result of this session,
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do you

have any new understandings about the assessment process
reading?"

in

The teacher would then articulate any new

understandings and proceed to develop a new action plan for
the next observation period.

This professional development

process attempts to create a learner-driven environment

for

both teachers and students.
The teaching and learning cycle trains teachers to
begin with assessment of
enables

students

(see Appendix B)

which

teachers to teach with precision using focused

instruction

.

Assessment refers to the collection of

samples which range

from actual written work to monitoring

notes written by the teacher.
is evaluation,

The second step of the cycle

wherein a teacher defines what

a child can

do independently and when a child needs assistance to
perform a learning task.

Next a teacher makes a plan for

how and when to provide the assistance.
takes place with the expectation that

Teaching then

learning will occur.

Assessment to determine whether a child has developed the
intended learning outcome begins the process all over
again,

hence the name teaching and learning cycle.

Teacher

leaders are also trained to use this teaching and learning
model with the teacher/learners.
Focus meetings are held twice each month where groups
of teachers
any areas of

involved in the LN gather to discuss and study
literacy learning which teachers choose.

is through this process that a learning culture
developed.
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is

It

The Math Curriculum
Investigations

in Number,

Data,

and Space is an

elementary mathematics curriculum which concentrates around
three topics:

number,

training includes

five

data analysis,

and geometry.

Teacher

full-day training sessions which are

interspersed throughout the

first year of

implementation.

The training focuses on the teacher as a learner of
mathematics.

The trainers are teachers who have

implemented this math curriculum in their own classrooms
and have attended a three-day

"training for trainers"

session with the developers of the material.
training sessions,

At

the

five

teachers are presented with mathematical

experiences which are taken from lessons across the grade
levels.

Throughout

these days

teachers are grouped in

various arrangements and they are encouraged to articulate
their mathematical reasoning.
In our first year of

implementation,

training days occurred in the
of

school.

two of the

summer prior to the opening

These two days concentrated on teachers'

understandings of numerical concepts.
day in September focused on teachers'
geometric principles.
October training date.

The third training
understandings of

Data analysis was the topic on the
The

fifth day of training occurred

in January and included student activities across grade
levels using fractions and decimals,
number and geometric topics.
are

a combination of

Sixteen classroom teachers

implementing the new curriculum,
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one each from grades

two through five

in each of the

four elementary schools,

who have been assigned a math resource support
Two additional

second grade teachers are

teacher.

implementing this

math program without an assigned support teacher.
The math support teacher spends one math period each
week in the classroom assisting the classroom teacher.
decision to include a math resource support
made by the district

in a grant proposal.

person is not a typical part of

The

teacher was
This

support

the training model.

The

five-day training model assumes that when teachers
articulate their own construction of meaning in
mathematics,

it will help them understand how children

construct meaning.

The curriculum materials provide extra

reading to support teachers

in the assessment and teaching

process.

Similarities and Differences Between the Literacy and Math
Models
The LN model and the

Investigations model are both

based in constructivist

theory;

understanding is not as

fully developed in the

Investigations training.
Investigations is
way that

it

however,

teacher

The training process

similar to the LN summer institute

focuses on the teacher as a learner.

learn to articulate strategies which they use
solving.

for
in the

Teachers

in problem¬

Both models are grounded in a constructivist

theoretical base which values the creation of meaning by
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the

learner.

This,

as shown in Table

however,

1.

is where the similarities end

The LN training includes discussion

and investigation into the assessment,
planning process

for teachers.

evaluation,

and

Guided reflection occurs

for all LN teachers through the mentoring process.
Although our district has built
person to support the
Investigations,

it

in a weekly math resource

implementation process

for

is unlike a mentoring process since the

math resource teachers have received no training in teacher
development.

These resource teachers

simply help teachers

for the entire hour by assisting in the classroom or making
math materials

for the classroom teacher.

built-in dialogue

There

is no

session.

The typical role of math resource teachers
with math students who need remediation.

is to work

No special

training or teaching credential beyond elementary
certification is required for this position.
Investigations implementation process,

For the

each math resource

teacher works with four classroom teachers one hour each
week.

There are currently three math resource teachers

in

only two of our four elementary schools since these
positions are

funded through Chapter 1 monies.

these three teachers

One of

leaves his home school to work for the

first period of each day in a school which does not have a
math resource teacher.

Each of the other two resource
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Table

1

Comparison of Two Training Models
Descriptors
Initial

Literacy Model

Investigations Model

Literacy

Mathematics

content area

training
Agency providing
training

R.C.

Owen,

Publishers

Materials needed for

Any curriculum

Dale Seymour

implementation

company

Publishers

Number of Training

4 days at a summer

6 days

Days

institute;

summer,

plus

TERC

(two in
four

requires the training

interspersed

of teacher leaders

throughout the year

from within district

scheduled at the
convenience of the
trainers)

Theoretical basis

Constructivism

Constructivism

Cambourne's
Conditions

for

Learning
Vygotsky's Zone
of Proximal
Development
Teaching and
Learning Cycle
Classroom support

Weekly mentoring

Math resource

session by trained

teachers work in

teacher leaders

classroom with

includes a 30-minute

teachers 60 minutes

observation and a 30-

per week

minute dialogue
Meetings

Two focus meetings

Five meetings

per month held after

scheduled during

school;

school days;

topics center

topics

around literacy

center around

learning;

implementation

voluntary

issues;

attendance

all teachers

expected to attend
Status of district

Year Four;

voluntary

implementation

participation
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Year One;

voluntary

participation

teachers

schedules

additional
basis

math resource

to work

have

a

in the

resident

Teacher

teacher was

resource

leaders

for

classrooms

to mentor other

teacher

hired,

staff

is

salary.

each of

two

serve

middle

between

teachers

the

the

year.

four

are
of

share

math

leave

their own

a mentor release

additional
teacher

professional

leaders

Teacher

are

leaders
and

of meetings

the

Teachers
thus

special
in

at

five
are

housed

in

travel
one

concerns

resource

teacher

meetings

to

different

teachers,

day.

four

etc.

also

later present

to

days

Any support
teachers
The

and always
of

end at

these meetings

An assigned math

and takes

notes

the Associate
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level

fifth grade

included.

The purpose

and successes.

facilitates

meet

times

education or bilingual
are

Besides

teachers

there would be

the pilot

school

another

assigned by grade

arranged during release
the

is

literacy models.

implementor

level

fourth grade

involved

close
to

four

to

elementary schools

by grade

such as

meetings

is

an

the math and

specific meetings;

teachers,

which does

in our district.

training dates,

are

teachers

frequency and purpose

throughout

the

two

time

typically classroom

teachers,

requiring

other

district-wide

who

these

Currently

school

difference

to

LN are

elementary buildings.

the

The

for

An

teacher.

the

In order

the

classrooms

hired on a part

fourth elementary school

teachers.

to

to enter

Investigations math is being implemented.

where

not

one period per week

in

these

Superintendent.

The LN teachers meet two times each month.

These

focus meetings are designed to allow teachers to studyareas of

literacy development across grade

focus meetings occur after school hours.

levels.

The LN

Teacher leaders

facilitate one meeting and a Program Coordinator
facilitates the other.

The agenda for these meetings

is

set by the participants at the beginning of the meeting.
The

format

is generally an open discussion with some direct

teaching occurring by the

facilitator when warranted.

LN teacher leaders continue their training as they
meet monthly with the Program Coordinator.
monthly meetings,

At

these

teacher leaders view a video of one

aspect of a teacher leader's classroom practice.
viewing is

This

followed by a discussion and analysis of the

teacher's understandings.

Teacher leaders also continue to

be mentored by a fellow teacher leader or the Program
Coordinator.

A Typical Literacy Period in a LN Classroom
A LN literacy period will generally span a three hour
period.

Teachers prepare a daily lesson plan based on

prior assessments of student
will

learning.

include specific objectives

instruction,

The lesson plan

for whole class

small group instruction,

and individual

instruction in both reading and writing.
includes time

The plan always

for the teacher to circulate through the
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classroom to assess

student engagement.

This process

is

called roving.
The
an easel

literacy period begins with the teacher writing at
for approximately ten minutes as the

assembled on the rug,

engaged in the demonstration.

teacher constructs an authentic piece
students

students are

in front of the

from the planning stage through publication,

articulating her thinking process as she writes.
of this period,

students are

At the end

invited to share observations

they made which will be useful to them as writers.
objective

The

for a

"write-to"

An

might be the use of dialogue

specifically focusing on creative said words.
whole class daily activity is the

"read-to"

Another

which involves

the teacher reading a carefully-selected text with a
specific objective

in mind.

For example,

the teacher might

select a story filled with dialogue which includes
interesting said words.

During the read-aloud,

the teacher

would be noting the use of

said words

manner.

invited to comment about

Students would be

in an authentic
the

story or the way the author used said words at the end of
the

lesson.

The emphasis

in both the read-to and the

write-to is always the creation of meaning.
Following these two demonstrations,

students return to

their desks to plan what they will do for the remainder of
the

literacy block.

planning sheet
process.

Many teachers develop a form called a

to assist the students

in their planning

Students are expected to write and read every
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day.

Students choose their own topics

specify audience,
one day might

include

my broken ankle
plan
(5)

(3)
get

purpose,

(2)

(1)

and topic.

for writing but must
A student's plan for

write a plan for my story about

conference with a teacher about my

begin writing the story

(4)

read for 15 minutes

spelling words to study for the next week.

Meanwhile,

the teacher may also have a specific plan to

meet with the child for a guided reading group.

This,

would become part of the child's plan for the day.
component of the planning sheet
have a list of authentic

includes choices.

literacy activities

Another
Students

from which to

choose after they have accomplished their requirements
the day.

These activities might

story at the

listening center,

written piece,
student.

for

include listening to a

illustrating a previously

or practicing spelling words with another

Throughout the

working throughout
activities.

too,

literacy period students will be

the classroom in authentic

learning

The classroom usually has a publishing center,

a research area,

student work areas,

a classroom library,

rug area which accommodates the entire class,

a

and small

group instructional areas.
After the

initial whole class

instruction,

the teacher

would begin roving around the classroom to assess each
child's planning ability.
group of

She might work with a small

learners to assist them if they cannot

planning sheet

independently.

After each rove,

would work in a variety of groupings,
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fill out a
the teacher

providing direct

instruction as

indicated in her lesson plan for the day.

Between each small group meeting,

the teacher would again

circulate throughout the classroom,

assisting the students'

learning and taking notes which guide the
the next

literacy period.

The

lesson plans

for

literacy period usually ends

with the students reflecting about their learning.

The

student's planning sheet will often have a section for
daily reflections which includes use of time and
new I

"Something

learned."
Each one of the classroom practices

teacher's attempt

is guided by the

to meet the needs of every learner.

teacher plans each activity mindful of
learning outcomes.

A LN

specific student

A LN teacher is continuously challenged

to articulate what understandings and beliefs are driving
classroom practices.

Pilot Study
Patrice

is a second grade teacher who has been trained

as a teacher leader in the LN.

She

is also fully

implementing the new Investigations math curriculum.
Patrice agreed to participate

in a pilot

study to guide my

final research design for the dissertation study.
Initially Patrice was not aware of the topic of my research
study.

The extent of her knowledge at the outset of the

study is reflected in the consent
Videotaping by an external

form

source was chosen for the

initial data collection in the pilot
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(see Appendix D).

study as the

least

intrusive means of observing a math lesson as
Figure

1.

shown in

The teacher was then encouraged to describe her

own meaning in a stimulated recall conference based on
joint review of the videotaped lesson
On March 6,

1997,

(Westerman,

1991).

a videographer from our school

district videotaped a ninety-minute math lesson in
Patrice's

second grade classroom.

Patrice to view the video.

The next day I met with

At various

intervals,

I would

stop the video to question Patrice about her classroom
practices.

This questioning was audio-taped.

The general

technique

in the questioning process was

similar to our LN

training,

"Why are you doing what you're doing?"

The

viewing and dialogue process required two one-hour
sessions.

The

was

form of an interview.

in the

Patrice

final portion of the

four questions:

teaching and learning?

At

second dialogue session
this point

I

asked

(a)

What beliefs do you hold about

(b)

Can you describe

your training in the LN model has

if and how

influenced the

implementation of this math curriculum?

(c)

Have there

ever been times when the math curriculum asks you to do
something that doesn't

fit

and learning?

what do you do about

If yes,

into your beliefs about teaching
it?

(d)

Can

you describe how this video/observation/interviewing
process has affected your thinking about the
of this math curriculum?

The dialogue

was transcribed by a paid transcriber.
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implementation

from the audio-tape

On another day,

April

minute math lesson.

2,

1997,

I observed one sixty-

Fieldnotes were collected which

included any observable classroom management
which are also used in the LN model of
instruction.

For example,

literacy

a LN instructional approach such

as modelling would be called a
done to the children.

techniques

"to"

approach meaning it

This approach would be evident

is

if a

teacher solves a problem aloud describing her metacognitive
process as

she records the solution using words,

pictures,

or numbers while the children sit gathered on the rug
thinking about the teacher's thinking.
this
if

The

indicator that

is an approach influenced by the LN training would be

the teacher is articulating her thinking.

LN materials

could include management

tools

notebook for daily work,

a teacher recording monitoring

notes as

she roves,

of children.
such as

such as each student using a

or an easel

for the modelling in front

An example of LN language would be a question

"What did you notice about

math problem that might be useful

the way I

solved that

to you when you're

solving a problem?"
An external
April

9,

1997.

researcher also visited Patrice's class on
This researcher was trained in the LN model

but had not received any Investigations training.

She was

instructed to jot down any observable management techniques
which are also used in the LN model of
including approaches,

materials,
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literacy instruction

or language.

After the two observations and the two stimulated
recall

interview sessions,

participant.

She was

instructed to write down classroom

management techniques
language that

Patrice also became a researcher

including approaches,

or

she employed during mathematics class which

she credited to the LN model.

I deliberately did not

identify specific approaches,
the

materials,

materials,

intention to include Patrice's

or language since

input was to determine

how she perceives her classroom practices.
Patrice and the external
copies of

the

transcribed notes

plus copies of
this

study.

the

four research questions which guided

coding any specific references

techniques,

instructions read:

Vygotsky's

or expressions of dissonance.

The
coding

(such as Cambourne's Conditions of
Zone of

Proximal Development,

Teaching and Learning Cycle),

LN management

expressions of dissonance."
returned to me

to LN theories,

"Read and reread the transcripts,

any specific theories
Learning.

from the dialogue sessions

Each was asked to read and reread the

transcripts,
management

researcher were then given

and the

techniques,

or

The coded notes were then

for analysis.

I

also participated in the

coding process.
The third major source of data collected for the pilot
study was copies of Patrice's
notes,

lesson plans,

and evaluation procedures.

for evidence of management

I

monitoring

examined these copies

techniques and approaches which
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support a learner-centered classroom approach to teaching
that were developed during the LN implementation model.

Analysis of the Pilot Study Data
The essence of a qualitative
researcher as an instrument
Spirduso,

& Silverman,

study incorporates the

for interpreting data

1993) .

(Locke,

Locke and colleagues

describe the central activities of this process as data
reduction,

organization,

manipulation,

and display.

I

began the analysis with the three sources of coded
materials

from the transcribed notes.

Coding was done to

answer the question of how teachers articulate the theory
behind their classroom practices especially as the theories
relate to LN training.
of

Data reduction began by listing all

the coded remarks on three

based on the

source.

yellow paper,
studying the

Patrice's codings were

Betsy's on blue,

listed on

and mine on orange.

lists of coded responses,

categories became apparent.
Learning,

separate colors of paper

After

seven different

Cambourne's Conditions of

Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal Development,

and the

Teaching and Learning Model were established a priori while
beliefs about
dissonance,

learning,

and

"other"

reflective practice,

responses were inductively derived

from multiple readings of the data.
the terms which fit
included:
way,

evidence of

To illustrate,

into the general beliefs about

naturalistic,

authentic,

construction of meaning,

etc.
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lifelong,

not

some of
learning

just one

Many of these beliefs

overlap and specifically support the belief
constructivism.

system of

Dissonance became evident at

two levels:

when the teacher's classroom practices didn't match the
theoretical underpinnings of the LN model as recognized by
the researchers and when the teacher noted incongruities
between what
place
as

she believed and what

in her classroom practices.

"other"

The category referred to

included any terms which did not

previously mentioned categories.
the model

she actually had in

such as

approaches,"

"knowing the

This

fit

into the

included language of

learner,"

"knowing the

and items noted such as management and

refinement.
Again the analysis continued on three different colors
of paper for ease of distinguishing the source.
coded remarks were

listed and tallied.

All of the

Careful examination

of these organized lists yielded similarities and patterns
among the three

sources.

A similar process was

followed

for the two classroom observations and for Patrice's selfreported data.

Central themes emerged from this collage of

the various terms,

conditions,

process continued as
and Biklen,

1992) .

other researchers

and comments.

The analysis

I began writing the results
The results were

(Bogdan

shared with the two

for feedback and approval.

Results of the Pilot Study
Central

to the results of this pilot

observation that the teacher,

Patrice,
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study was the

was able to

articulate
doing.

in every case why she was doing what

Even the paid transcriber commented that

she was
she was

amazed by how this teacher knew why she did every little
thing in the classroom.
minutes of the video,
different children,

For instance,

Patrice had moved to several

stopping briefly and talking to each

one about his/her work.

The last child Patrice had talked

with had written 50+50+13
Patrice,

after viewing a few

as another name for 113.

"Why are you moving from student

I

asked

to student...?"

Patrice responded in detail about the conversation she had
just had:
Uh, I would say assessment is the main
reason.
I was assessing where, he is, what kinds
of things he needed.
I noticed that instead of
saying, when I asked if he was going to do
addition or subtraction, he couldn't tell me what
he was going to do.
He said, "plusses" and I
didn't understand what he said at first, so he
had to repeat it.
So I repeated it to make sure
I understood what he said.
So that tells me
something about his not knowing exactly what the
operations are, probably.
I need to find out
more about that.
But it also tells me something about his
ability to decompose numbers, that he knew
something about hundreds.
He knew how to split
it into weaker parts.
He knew something about
taking a number 113 and knowing there was 100 and
there were 13.
It showed me something about
where he was in his understanding about numbers.
But I'm not sure how he's able to express
operations.
He has the big idea of operations,
the concept, but I'm not sure he has the
language.
Of

significance

in the coded responses was that all of

Cambourne's Conditions were noted by Betsy and me.
did not

identify immersion,

use,

throughout her coded responses.
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Patrice

or approximation at all
Although the amount of

coded responses differed,

expectation and responsibility

were named most often by all three researchers.
The Zone of

Proximal Development was referred to often

and duly noted by all three researchers
frequent reference to scaffolding.
Proximal Development
to

including the

Within the Zone of

lies the crux of the three approaches:

(a teacher modelling in front of children),

teacher guiding a child's
and by

with

(a

learning by providing support),

(allowing a child to work independently).

teacher was observed using all three approaches

The
in the

three math lessons and by self-report.
Assessment and evaluation occurred on a continuous
basis

in Patrice's classroom during these three math

lessons.
absence of

The external researcher and I both noted the
formal documentation of this process even though

it was evident

in questioning,

decision-making based on

children's responses to the questions,

teacher dialogue,

and self-reported activity by the teacher.
literacy classroom a teacher will

In a LN

frequently be observed

carrying a clipboard to jot down monitoring notes.
notes become an important assessment tool
teacher's planning decisions.

These

for many of the

Other evidence of assessment

and evaluation was also recorded by the terminology
"Knowing the

learner"

which is

language

from the LN model

that appeared on the coded transcripts.
There was much evidence of Patrice's reflective nature
as

illustrated by phrases

such as,
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"The reason I..."

and

"I'm not

really sure

I did much teaching...".

In fact

she

even reflected during her researcher comments by noting,
"Will

it

transfer?

I don't know"

use of the book as a guide,

"Is

Patrice's beliefs about
throughout her responses.

and when referring to the

it a recipe?"

learning were sprinkled

The belief

that

learning occurs

in a social context was evident both in the climate of the
classroom and in Patrice's comments
about

talking.

of Vygotsky,

This practice

Cambourne,

Patrice mentioned that

is

in the transcriptions

supported by the theories

and constructivism.

At

one point

since a particular activity was

challenging she believed even more talk would need to
occur.

Patrice believes that

and naturalistic and that

learning should be authentic

learners need to construct

meaning from what they already know.

Her questioning and

roving among students were evidence of classroom practice
that occurred due to this belief.
entire math period to assist
Although it
many of

is evident

Patrice worked the

learners at
that

the point of need.

Patrice has transferred

the LN theories and practices

into mathematics,

some of her comments and practices did not reflect the LN
model.

Patrice even noted that

she

is not

recording and

planning for math lessons and excuses this by saying,
guess

I'm not

there yet,"

a phrase used when describing

lifelong learning in the LN model.
evidence of

This statement

Patrice's understanding that

one step at a time as

"I

is

she can only take

she refines her practice and that
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she

will always be working toward new goals.
instances we noted that

In other

Patrice was not directly

transferring LN theories and practices.

At one point

Patrice was teaching the concept of area but never used the
actual vocabulary for this concept.

LN training

specifically encourages teachers to use the
vocabulary for describing features.

specific

For instance,

quotation marks are named rather than called by some other
term like talking marks.
subsequent

lessons but

introductory lesson of
Since the LN model

Area may be a term used in

it was not evident during the
this concept.
is

learner-centered,

it

is

frequently described through its theory-driven practice.
Resources do not drive classroom practice.
instances,

Patrice stated that

In a few

she was doing a math lesson

in a particular way because the book suggests
that way.
felt

She added that this was a pilot;

therefore she

somewhat obligated to follow the book.

rationale

she gave

it be done

for this decision was that

Another
she doesn't

know exactly where the curriculum is heading since
her first

time using the resource.

the book so closely,

it

In regard to following

Patrice states:

It (the book) really has a lot of leeway for
working
at where the children are and not
necessarily getting a specific answer from
children.
It's sometimes okay to leave children
where they are and not tie things up in a neat
little package as sometimes the other series had
us do.
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is

This comment does
resource and that
beliefs about

its past

learning.

the observation that
book.

indicate that Patrice trusts the
lessons are consistent with her

Patrice's

lesson plans

supported

she seemed to be closely following the

She did not even write out

she just highlighted various

separate plans;

sections of

rather

the teacher

resource book for her lesson plans and occasionally wrote
short notes

in the margins of the book.

Management Tools
Several management

tools and methods have transferred

for Patrice to the math context.
the use of an easel,
reflection sheets,
entire room as

The obvious ones

draft writing books,

authentic materials,

included

math folders,

and the use of the

students work on mathematics activities.

Closer inspection revealed some differences and some
similarities
instance,

in the purposes of the various tools.

For

the use of a composition book and dating work for

the daily number routine directly transferred from the
understanding that keeping work in a book is a valuable
assessment

tool

for a child's

learning.

Patrice also

mentioned the use of a monitoring notebook,

although this

was not evident and was also not offered to me

for viewing.

The easel as used for recording thinking strategies

so that

children can access the sheets at a later date was also
transferred from the LN model.

Patrice differentiated

between a rough draft and a published piece
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in mathematics

work.

This concept has transferred directly from the LN

training as

self-reported by the teacher since LN training

encourages teachers to provide the support

for perfect

published pieces when work is being shared with an
audience.

In contrast,

the

Investigations teacher's

editions routinely demonstrate student work in a draft
format,

even when the piece

is

intended for an audience.

The math folders and authentic materials used by
students cannot be attributed to LN training since both are
suggested by the

Investigations curriculum as well.

Although Patrice encouraged the children to make choices
about which learning activity they would do at various
times,

there was no evidence that the children were

planning as they do in a LN literacy classroom.

The

mathematics choices are defined in the teacher's edition
and are generally only for a portion of the period.

In a

LN literacy classroom a child fills out a planning sheet at
the beginning of each literacy period while the teacher
roves to determine the appropriateness of the choices.

The

child then uses this plan both as a guide for accomplishing
various

learning tasks and later as a reflection sheet at

the end of the

literacy period.

The reflection generally

includes a self-assessment of how well a learner used
his/her time and something new learned today.
students used a reflection sheet

Although

in Patrice's math classes,

it merely serves to record the activities accomplished and
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has no reference to reflection about

specific new

understandings.

Approaches
Since the two curriculums are based on constructivist
theories,

the suggested approaches

for implementation often

overlap making it difficult to attribute specific training
models to classroom practices.

One approach Patrice used

which can be attributed to LN training is known as

"to"

which includes modelling and articulating her own
metacognitive process as she worked through solving a

Investigations training encourages the teacher to

problem.
have

students articulate thinking processes but

there

is no

mention ever of a teacher doing any modelling with an
emphasis on the metacognitive problem-solving process as
LN training.

in

Another approach which can be directly

attributed to the LN training is

student

responsibility¬

asking children to explain why they are doing what they are
doing.

Patrice self-reports this as a part of her

mathematics practices which has

its basis

in LN training.

The mathematics curriculum encourages the teacher to
circulate around the room,
individual

stopping to converse with

children to discuss the child's thinking.

This

approach is called roving in the LN model of teaching and
learning and was observable during the entire mathematics
period.

Although this approach cannot be attributed to the

LN training,

Patrice named it as a LN approach that
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she has

carried over into mathematics practices.

Patrice's

articulation of roving as an assessment opportunity is
directly related to the Teaching and Learning Model but the
activity itself
training.

is suggested by the

Investigations

An approach which was evident

classroom was

"by"

in Patrice's

which allows children time to work

independently to practice what they are able to do by
themselves.

This time to work independently is encouraged

by both the LN training and the

Investigations training.

Although the teacher did work in small groups
scaffolding the

learning for children when the challenges

outweighed the supports,

this seemed to be happening as

deemed necessary from on the spot assessment and
evaluation.

The LN model of teaching and learning

encourages deliberate planning for tomorrow's

lesson based

on the observations made by a teacher in today's

lesson.

Language
There was evidence that

some of

carried over in instructional
approaches and tools,
this

it

the LN language

settings.

is difficult

As mentioned with

to fully attribute

language to the LN training since constructivist

theory encourages an emphasis on creation of meaning.
of the specific
who was not

Some

language cited by the external researcher

trained in Investigations math included:

"Before you move,

think about what you plan to do.
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What do

you notice about your work?
else do it another way?
Finally,

What helped you?

I need to see what you can do."

the teacher could articulate

using the particular management
approaches,

materials,

Did anyone

why she was

techniques such as

and language.

This could be

attributable to the LN training which gets teachers

into

the habit of telling why they are doing a particular
practice.

Patrice's depth of responses

interviews

indicated that

why she

is doing what

she

Discussion of
The

she

in the audiotaped

is a practitioner who knows

is doing.

the Pilot's Findings

following section will

list the

four research

questions and a discussion of what the pilot

study findings

suggest.
1.

Upon examination of their mathematics practices,

how

do teachers articulate the theories which underlie
their teaching practice

in math,

and how do those

compare with the LN teaching and learning model?
As presented in the results,
articulate reasons
during math class.

Patrice was able to

for all of her classroom practices
In almost every case the theories which

Patrice articulated were either directly attributable to LN
training or they were congruent with the basic LN theory
that
the

learning occurs when there
learner.

is a creation of meaning by

Since both LN training and the

Investigations

mathematics curriculum are based on constructivist
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theories,

this

finding is not

surprising.

What

is

interesting is Patrice's ability to discuss a theoretical
understanding which is behind almost every practice she
employs during a mathematics
of

lesson.

Patrice's description

learning summarizes her belief:
Learning takes place in the whole context of
the world and interactions with a lot of people
and a lot of material.
I think the more we can
provide that in the classroom, the more children
are able to learn and get more ideas about how
they learn.

2.

Which classroom management techniques designed to
support a learner-

centered classroom carry over from

literacy to mathematics?
As discussed in the pilot's
techniques

including tools,

findings,

approaches,

many of the LN

and language have

directly carried over in Patrice's classroom.

Patrice

attributes more carry over than can be positively

Investigations math

identified through observation since
suggests

some similar methodologies

the techniques,

for teaching.

that of daily planning,

One of

has not carried

over and was mentioned by the teacher as a goal

for the

future.
3.

How do teachers describe and manage dissonance which
occurs as a result of

implementing a new math

curriculum?
Patrice did mention that
pretty closely since

she was

following the book

she was piloting this curriculum.

response to the question of dissonance was,
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Her

I can't really say that I've found that.
It
really has a lot of leeway for working it where
the children are, and not necessarily getting a
specific answer from children.
It's sometimes
okay to leave them where they are and not tie
things up in a neat little package as sometimes
the other series had us do... the difference
between constructivist math and math we've done
in the past. Get them to parrot what you want
them to say.
In one

instance Patrice

indicates

some uncertainty

about her current methodology for working with individual
learners:
I thought about having x number of children,
and these are the ones I'm going to be checking
on this week or today and then, you know, change
and have others tomorrow.
And I've thought about
using that technique but I seem to get into the
heat of the moment, and I tend to go where I sort
of have an instinct, I mean whether right or
wrong, that's what sort of gets me in one
direction or another.
4.

How do teachers evaluate the observation/articulation
process used in this research study as they implement
a new math curriculum?
Patrice's own words best answer this question:
Well, I think looking at it I was very
pleased at some of the things that were happening
were things that I wanted to happen.
That
sometimes I really was targeting the questions I
wanted to ask to bring them along a little
farther.
And I also saw a lot of engagement with
the children....
And I like the way they can
talk through their thinking.

Revisions to the Dissertation Study as a Result of the
Pilot Study
The basic design of this dissertation study emerged
from the

initial research questions.
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The

idea to

triangulate the data collection and the data analysis
evolved as trustworthiness

issues were considered.

implementation of the pilot
design for the actual
input
I

study led me to modify the

study.

Member checks and participant

in the analysis became an important consideration as

sought deeper understandings of the teachers'

After reading and analyzing the
of

The

the stimulated recall

views.

four questions at the end

interview in the pilot

study,

I

decided to add a semi-structured interview to the design of
the

study.

After the

stimulated recall

two formal observations,
of

interview and the

each participant was given a set

five questions with instructions to jot down thoughts

for an upcoming interview session.
participants

This allowed the

to be more thoughtful and reflective

responses to the

five questions while also affording me the

opportunity to probe
Appendix C).

in their

for an expansion of

Following the

final

the responses

interview session,

(see

each

teacher was given a form to self-report any management
techniques which have carried over from literacy to
mathematics.
Another revision occurred as a result of the videotape
from the pilot

study.

The videographer had focussed so

entirely on the movements of the teacher,
to get a sense of the
study,

larger picture.

the videographer was

For the actual

instructed to keep the camera

on the widest angle possible.
difficulties

it was difficult

There were also technical

in the audiotaped sections.
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This problem

alerted me to use a different taping apparatus

for the

study.
Noted in the transcriptions of the study were the
lengthy lead-ins by the researcher during each video
segment.

The purpose of the

lead-in was to have the

context of the explanation stated on the audiotape.
the dissertation study,
describe what
video.

For

the researcher asked the teacher to

just happened during each section of the

The teacher then described why she was doing that

particular practice.

This eliminated much of the

researcher's comments.
video was

Also,

the decision to stop the

shared between the teacher and me.

Additionally,
from the pilot

as a result of the

study,

field notes taken

it became evident that

I needed a

more thorough description of the context of the classroom
in the

fieldnotes.

Much of the pilot observation

concentrated on the management techniques and the tone of
the classroom did not

resonate through the observation.

order to fully describe the context of
detailed fieldnotes of

the study,

In

I wrote

the classrooms where the

observations took place rather than just

lists.

The Participants
Emily and Bethany

(pseudonyms)

were chosen for this

study since they have both been trained in the LN model of
teaching and learning and the
Although I did not

Investigations model.

intend to limit the study to second
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grade teachers,

Emily,

teach this grade

Bethany,

and Patrice all currently

level.

Emily and Bethany both work for the
district

same school

in a suburban community in western Massachusetts.

The school district
students.

is comprised of approximately 3,000

The elementary schools

approximately 400
school qualifies

students.

in our district each have

Neither Emily's nor Bethany's

for Chapter 1

services based on the

economic status of their student populations.
school has
Bethany's
students

five children from Spanish-speaking households.
school hosts a bilingual program and has ten

from households where Spanish is the primary

language.

My relationship with the participants

colleague.
level

Emily's

I work in the same school at

is that of

the same grade

as Emily.

Data Collection
Data were collected from six sources as
Figure

1,

p.41:

shown by

an initial personal data survey,

stimulated recall

a

interview centered around a videotaped

math lesson,

a semi-structured interview,

observations

from two different researchers,

classroom practices

classroom
self-reported

from each of the two teachers,

formal classroom documents.

and

The initial personal data

survey was designed to provide personal and contextual data
(see Appendix E).

The stimulated recall

interview was

conducted in my home to encourage a relaxed atmosphere.
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The

initial

part

participant
the

of

the

to describe

introduction,

intervals

remote

and

I

control

The
the

"Why were you doing
source

of

data

observation by an external
also participated
the

position due

Betsy has

not

curriculum.

about

source

were

to write

including
she

researcher,
study.

of

be

down any evidence

did a

I

Betsy.

Betsy had

She was

selected

a

teacher

Betsy's

of

attempted to

fieldnotes

as

matters,

capture

considered
judgments

instructions

or

techniques

language which

My observation
specific

as much of

of what

and thinks

time

seemed relevant.

Bogdan and Biklen
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is

lesson.

"the written account
experiences,

for

leader.

LN management

materials,

contextual

as possible.

sees,

questioning

classroom

classroom observation.

experience

hears,

as

and any other notes which

fieldnotes,

the

likely to make

observations.

included attention to
sequences,

significant

Investigations math

the

teaching approaches,

also

at

having had the math training
she would not

I

and then the

included one

in

of

and

that?"

observed during a mathematics
I

my

context

played as

teacher

the video

the

Following

lesson was

structure

the pilot

trained

invitation to

learner.

The

to her LN training

Not

since

the

in

been

a benefit

a

to pause

description of

Another

as

watched.

for discussion.

included a
question,

herself

an

the videotaped math

both the participant
shared the

interview was

in the

the

(1992)
the

In

describe

researcher

course

of

collecting and reflecting on the
study"

five

the

three

questions

you hold about
the

to

teaching and

LN professional

describe

and how your

if

influenced the

curriculum.

teacher was

Have

your beliefs

about

you do

it?

(being observed,

The

to bring

to do

five

questions

(e)

Each of
invited

to

the

share

or

in the

does

learning?

during

fit

to

into

what

do

study

thinking about

curriculum
jot

the

in any

down

thoughts

including

of
of

The

in
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study was

self-reporting

have

transferred

teacher was

lesson plans
same

the

teaching approaches,

lesson plans

lessons which occurred on the

probing

interview process.

collection by

practices.

copies

not

this

changed your

language which she believes

lessons,

the math

If yes,

in

participating

data

to provide me with copies

has

interview which centered around

techniques

into her mathematics

observed

that

when

included additional

teachers

has

Please

LN model

times

encouraged

occurred to me

LN management

materials,

and

ways

Investigations math

your mathematics
then

do

changed,

the

the

something

interviewing)

questions

in

beliefs

In what

(c)

Has participating

an audiotaped

that

(b)

ever been

teaching and

teacher was

to

training

there

implementation of

ways?

What

training

implementation of

(d)

about

(a)

challenged your beliefs?

curriculum asks you

all

the

learning?

development

or

these

qualitative

observations,
think about:

reinforced,

the

in a

(p.107).

Following
given

data

days,

for
for

the
the

samples

also

asked

three
literacy
of

monitoring notes,

and any other samples of documents which

demonstrate her evaluation process.

These written

materials were collected to provide clues about the
workings of the classroom and the theories which are behind
the teacher's observable practices.

Data Analysis
The
soon as

formal

analysis of the data in this

the transcriptions were typed from the

"Analysis

breaking them into manageable units,

synthesizing them,
important

you will

interviews.

is the process of working with the data,

organizing them,

is

study began as

searching for patterns,

and what

tell others"

is to be

learned,

(Bogdan & Biklen,

discovering what

and deciding what
1992,

p.153).

The

beginning analysis of the data in this study was
triangulated by the

inclusion of the external researcher

and the research participant.
researcher,

Betsy,

who has had practice

the transcripts

the external

in the pilot

study,

from both research participants

(see

Appendix F for a sample of the coding process).
the coding,
pilot

she and I had met

coded

Prior to

to review our coding from the

study to ensure consistency.

Betsy's technique of

colorfully identifying the various theoretical
underpinnings during the analysis of the pilot
proven useful during the data display;

study had

therefore

to also use this procedure during my coding.

After the

final data collection I met with the two teachers
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I agreed

in my

home to distribute the transcripts and to discuss coding.
I

described the technique which Betsy and I

and the

four broad categories

Vygotsky,

purple;

dissonance,

Cambourne,

Teaching and Learning Cycle,

management,

directions which I

for coding:

agreed to use

other,

green.

The

red;

blue;
and

specific

typed stated:

I would like you to read and reread the
transcripts, searching for certain words,
phrases, patterns, ways of thinking, and events
which describe the theoretical basis or the
actual practice which you are describing.
Write
down words and phrases to represent any topics
and patterns.
I'd like to suggest four broad
categories to help you.
Please record any time
you can identify one of Cambourne's Conditions
for Learning, and part of Vygotsky's theory
regarding the Zone of Proximal Development, or
any reference to a portion of the Teaching and
Learning Cycle.
Another area of coding I'd like
you to focus on is dissonance of any type.
Besides these specific topics, please also jot
down any other term or topic which you feel is
important in the words you've said.
You are
welcome to use Betsy's color coding method if
you'd like or you may develop one of your own.
•

A description of

the methods which the teachers used

for their coding process
study.
sheets.

is provided in Chapter 5 of this

The coded data were

listed on separate color-coded

These responses were organized by broad themes.

All of the data were examined for commonalities and
discrepancies.
external

The three separate

researcher's,

reexamined.

lists

and the teacher's)

(mine,

the

were collated and

A matrix was developed to display the

frequency of coded responses to aid in representing the
consistencies and inconsistencies among the coded responses
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(Miles

& Huberman,

1984) .

The themes and patterns were

analyzed and are presented in Chapter 5 of this

Trustworthiness of

study.

this Research Study

Six strategies generally can be used to ensure
trustworthiness
member checks,
phenomenon,

in qualitative studies:

repeated observations of the same

peer examinations or debriefing,

modes of research,
biases

triangulation,

(Merriam,

participatory

and an explanation of a researcher's

1988) .

This pilot

study incorporates

of these

strategies.

multiple

sources of data and multiple

four

Triangulation occurred through
investigators.

A

member check occurred when each teacher was provided the
opportunity to participate
well

as

in the collection of the data as

in the analysis of her own transcripts.

She was

also encouraged to provide a response to various drafts of
the

interpretation of the data.

In order to provide

repeated observations of the same phenomenon,
different

three

classroom observations were made of each teacher

implementing the math curriculum:
my observation,

one via videotape,

and one by an external researcher.

biases are described in Chapter 1 of this
There

one by
My

study.

is a question as to whether any qualitative

research study can be replicated and the same results
promised

(Merriam,

1988) .

Merriam lists three suggestions

for qualitative researchers which will ensure dependable
results:

(a)

the

investigator's position,
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(b)

triangulation,
(1992)

and

agree that

(c)

an audit trail.

Bogdan and Biklen

inconsistent expectations among

qualitative researchers exist regarding reliability.
authors describe reliability as the match between what

These
is

recorded and what actually happened rather than a guarantee
of consistent
present

results

in different observations.

The

study has attempted to address reliability by using

the techniques which Merriam suggested.

A detailed account

of the data collection and analysis process was provided in
this chapter to serve as an audit

trail.

Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to present
of this research study from the
through the

final

study.

It was

inception of

idea

imperative to explain both

of the training models to provide a context
The pilot

the

the design

for the study.

study was described in detail because

it greatly

influenced the design of the dissertation study.
In an attempt to understand the theories and views of
the teachers,

all

three research participants became active

in both the data collection and the analysis process.

The

piloting process presented a marvelous example of the
emerging nature of qualitative research.

The pilot guided

me to build in validity checks and reliability assurances.
It truly served to strengthen the design of the actual
study.
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CHAPTER 4

PARTICIPANTS AND CONTEXT

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the
participants,
of the

Emily and Bethany.

schools and classrooms

who work within the classes.

I will also describe each

including the support
The data for these

descriptions were obtained through five
surveys,

video-taped mathematics

observations,
plans.

also relevant
setting;

sources:

lessons,

personal

classroom

conversations with the teachers,

Although this

and lesson

study focuses on mathematics,

to outline the

it

is

literacy period in each

therefore a general description of

schedule will be provided.

staff

the daily

Each teacher will be described

separately to allow the reader to be

fully immersed in a

single teacher's daily journey.

Emily's School
Emily's

school has a blend of old and new

construction.
ago,

The entire building was renovated five years

and two neighborhood schools were combined.

The

building is situated at the top of a hill and is designed
in a contemporary style.
modern bell

The entrance

is

tower that commands attention.

is tiered along three

located under a
The playground

levels with modern play structures

two separate playgrounds.

in

The principal had been hired at
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the now defunct

school one year prior to the move.

replaced the retiring principal at the present

She

school and

accompanied the

incoming faculty when the schools were

blended.

is also an assistant principal who was

There

newly appointed the year the two schools were combined from
the position of math teacher at a different district
elementary school.
Emily's

school population is a combination of two

small autonomous communities,

which could both be described

as middle-class communities,
pocket.

Also overall

strength and consistency of parental

involvement at Emily's
district.
is

school

is unlike any other in the

Since the merger of the two schools,

still working out

this school

its new identity with two leaders who

have had little experience
Two years ago the
an external

one with a strong conservative

in instructional

leadership.

faculty requested facilitation from

source to work on issues which still exist

the combining of

two school communities.

in the second year of

implementation of

from

Emily's school
the LN model.

faculty is divided in their support of this model.

is

The

The

principal and assistant principal have wavered on their
support of the

implementation due to faculty unease.

Emily's Professional Biography
Emily has been teaching for 24 years.
teaching second grade at the same site
years.

She has been

for the past ten

She currently serves as a teacher representative on
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the school council and is also a teacher leader in the
Learning Network.

She has taught all grades

from preschool

through eight and has also served as a head resource
teacher in the Massachusetts Migrant Education Program.
She currently holds a Bachelor's of Science degree
local

state university.

She has

from a

lived in this suburban

town all her life.
In describing herself as a learner,
she

is a visual

learning.

Emily states that

learner who needs a hands-on approach to

She also sees herself as a reflective

learner

who is continuously evaluating herself and attempting to
learn from her experiences.
listening,

she

When she

is reading or

finds herself needing to take copious notes

and rereading often until

she can put

the

ideas

into her

own words.
Emily became
learning model
voluntarily.

involved in both the teaching and

and the

Investigations math program

From the day she began teaching,

attempted to have a learner-centered classroom;

she has
however

only since her immersion in the LN professional development
model does

she believe that

she

is actually succeeding.

I've always felt, the first day I stepped
foot into the classroom, over 24 years ago, that
I had a child-centered classroom, which I felt,
even years ago, was providing each child with an
individual education plan.
But, what was driving
my teaching practice then, and for the most part,
a hundred percent of the time, what was driving
my practice was a teacher's manual.
Here I
thought I was really looking at the learner, but
I really wasn't.
I was actually going through a
manual, page by page, and thinking learning was
going to really occur.
But now I find that my
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classroom practice isn't driven by a manual, and
going through the Literacy Learning Network has
really changed my thinking.
My teaching beliefs
have changed, really, over the past three years.
Since Emily is
by Fuller

(1969) ,

in the

late teaching phase as described

one would expect her concerns to be

primarily about teacher development and student

learning.

She has attended the LN summer institute twice and has been
mentored in her classroom practice
two years.

in literacy for the past

She was mentored monthly by the Program

Coordinator described earlier in this
also trained to be a teacher leader,

study.

Emily was

which provided two

additional professional development meetings each month for
the past

two years.

Emily has attended five days of

Investigations training and has the support of a math
resource teacher one hour each week.

She describes this

support,

"Our relationship is

setting,

although we've not had the opportunity to dig into

classroom practice,
dialogue.
'helper'

His

supportive

in the classroom

whereby we are sharing in instructional

(the resource teacher's)

role appears to be

with small group investigation activities.

also makes

He

sure supplies and materials have been received

in a timely manner."

Emily's Students and Support
Emily's
11 girls.

Personnel

second grade classroom consists of

11 boys and

Six of the children are currently receiving

special education services.

Emily's classroom is described

as an inclusion classroom which means that
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she has a

cluster of

students who receive special education services

as well as a

few who require remedial reading services.

Clustering students
larger blocks of
setting.

into one assigned classroom allows

support

Emily has the

services
support

for

in a single classroom

services of either a

special education teacher or an instructional assistant
approximately 75% of

for

the day.

Currently Emily is serving as a teacher leader for 25%
of

the day which means that

daily basis

she

leaves the classroom on a

for an hour and a half.

special education teacher,
teacher leader,

Nancy,

During this time,

who is also a trained

is the head teacher.

This arrangement

allows Emily and Nancy to co-teach and offers the
amount of disruption for the
have been trained in the
there

students.

The

least

Since both teachers

same teaching and learning model,

is consistency in the delivery of

students.

instruction to

instructional assistant who works

in the

classroom has been working alongside both teachers
past

two years.

for the

Although she has not received specific

training in the teaching and learning model,
Nancy provide specific
of

the

instructions

both Emily and

for the daily lessons

the students who receive the support of the

instructional assistant.
Emily also supervises a student teacher from a local
liberal arts college during fall and spring semesters.
student teachers spend three morning per week in Emily's
classroom.

The speech and language teacher spends
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The

approximately one and one-half hours per week in Emily's
classroom.

She works

side-by-side with specific children

during literacy blocks as
Educational

Plans.

indicated on Individual

Although there

is a variety of

persons working within Emily's classroom,
fully accountable

it

support

is she who is

for the delivery of the mathematics

curriculum.
Emily also welcomes parents
to assist

into the classroom either

in daily activities or to observe at any time.

She also has a senior citizen who volunteers on a weekly
basis who spends approximately three hours each week
working with children and tidying up the classroom.

Emily's Classroom
The classroom furniture
not appear to be a

is set up so that

front or back of the classroom.

desks are clustered in three
shown in Figure 2.

store-purchased materials,

There

teacher-generated materials,

there

which holds three

space.

Where wall

and

Even the

filled with posters and job charts,

functional

due to blinds,

filled with

is a combination of

student-generated drawings and writings.

very little

Student

large rectangular groupings as

The classroom walls are

information and materials.

chalkboards are

there does

space

is

leaving
limited

is a string hanging from the ceiling

large chart pages.

list options to choose

Two of these charts

from during literacy and one

the steps of the writing process.
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Doors,

cupboards,

lists
and

Figure 2.

Layout of Emily's Classroom
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even the hallway outside the classroom are filled with
posters,

charts,

and artwork.

Classroom rules are posted

in full view of all students.
Shelves and tables are scattered throughout the
classroom space.

All math materials and literacy materials

have very specific storage containers and placement on
shelves.

Many books line the bookshelves and several bins

are marked for specific readers.

There are crates filled

with student-published books which are available for all to
read.

A listening post with tapes is set up on one of the

window sills.

Children have access to all areas of the

classroom including the teacher's desk which is located at
the far corner of the classroom,
rug area.

behind bookshelves and the

There are two computers which are used primarily

for word processing.
classroom space,

Although there are many items in the

it has the appearance of order and

structure.

A Typical Day in Emily's Classroom
8:55

On arrival children are responsible for a

variety of daily routines.

One example is students place a

clothespin next to his/her name on a sign-in chart to
indicate attendance and lunch plans.

Emily greets children

at the door and has short conversations with individual
students.
9:05

The day officially begins with a class

gathering called morning meeting wherein a review of the
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day's schedule and other administrivia occur.
children gather on a rug which is
the classroom.

There

located along one wall of

is an overstuffed chair where the

teacher sits as the children face her.
the class engages
day."

During this time

in a number routine called

"number of the

The purpose of this activity is to track and record

the number of days that
instance,
of

All of the

school has been in session.

on the day which I observed,

school.

My observation began at

it was the

1:00

For

162nd day

and this number

had already been recorded in three different places during
the morning meeting:

on a 200

chart,

in place value cans,

and on a number strip.
9:15

Following the daily routine,

the

period begins with both a read to and a write
explained in Chapter 3

of

this

study.

literacy

to as

Each of these

activities are teacher-directed with a specific objective
explicitly stated in the teacher's
9:45

lesson plans.

Students return to their seats to fill out

a planning sheet.

Each student

independently writes out a

plan for the morning literacy block.
specific

Emily moves to

students who may need support to plan their time.

The teacher also has a specific lesson planning sheet which
indicates which groups of children she will work with and
what
27,
that

the objective
1997,

is

in each case.

For instance,

on May

the teacher wrote on her lesson planning sheet

she would meet with Kristina,

Michael,

and Jordan for

a guided reading of the book Pancakes for Supper.
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The

stated objective was using pictures to gather information.
Next on the teacher's plan was to do a running record with
Michael on the book entitled The Seed.
lesson planning sheet

includes each child's name and what

exact part of the writing process the
at

the outset of the day.

Molly,

proofreading;

teacher's

in reading,

Students

specific plans

writing,

leave their planning sheets

The
for

and spelling as

recess period and a

15-minute

in full view on

for their morning activities.

literacy period lasts until

lunch time with a 15-minute

snack period from 10:45-

During literacy students use the entire classroom

space,

making decisions about where and with whom they will

work unless

the teacher directs them to a specific adult-

led activity.
time,

writing;

the classroom.

their desks to use as a guide

11:15.

Jordan,

intention to check in with specific students

during a rove throughout

The

is engaged in

illustrating two books.

lesson plan also includes

well as the

student

For example,

Sean,

meeting with students

The teacher's

Although much talk is occurring at

conversations are carried out

this

in a respectful voice

level with teachers modeling by moving to any child to
converse,

rather than talking aloud across the classroom.

A snapshot of the classroom during literacy on a
particular day reveals a group of
reading with Emily.
center.

five students at a table

Two students are at the

listening

Three students are publishing at the table set up

for this type of activity with art materials and paper
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handy.

Two students are typing stories on the computers

and the

instructional assistant

with an individual
skill.

student reviewing a specific editing

Seven students are

reading.

is working side-by-side

independently writing or

Two students are reviewing spelling words with

each other.

There

is a sign-up chart

in need of an adult-led conference
planning.

As a child waits

goes on to the next

for students who are

for revision or

for an adult's assistance,

s/he

item on his/her planning sheet until a

teacher is available.
The

literacy period ends with students writing

reflections about

learning onto their planning sheet.

They

consider and record how well they have used their time and
they write out at

least one new understanding which they've

developed throughout
student

recorded,

in sign."
I

the morning.

"Today I

For instance,

learned that

there

one

is a silent g

Another student recorded on the same day,

learned that monkeys eat

reflections are reviewed at

flowers."

"Today

These student

the end of the day and then

collected.

12:30-1:00
1:00-2:00

Lunch and Recess
As students return from lunch,

they

begin working at their desks on a daily routine entitled
"ways to make."

Emily has written lesson plans which

indicate a specific objective
states,

for this activity.

She

"To provide students an opportunity to practice

number sentences with combinations of
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10 and adding a

zero."

She also has written examples

For approximately 15 minutes,

in her lesson plans.

the students think of as many

number sentences as they can to make the number of the day.
In this case the number is
50+50+62=162.

162.

Students might write

Following this activity students'

names are

drawn from an envelope and they are invited to write one of
their number sentences on the easel.

The teacher

encourages each child to explain his/her thinking which led
to the particular number sentence.

Sometimes Emily selects

which number sentence the child should write on the easel.
Other children sit
invites comments

at

their desks and observe.

Emily

frequently and gives praise to the

children who participate.
Following the

"ways

to make"

routine,

investigation for the day is discussed.

the math

The

investigation

is prompted by a teacher's manual based on a sequence of
mathematical

concepts.

The day I observed,

written three objectives:
enable
sides.

students to sort

Emily had

"Investigating Quadrilaterals:

To

shapes according to the number of

To provide students with a hands on approach to

sorting quadrilaterals

in different ways.

To provide

students with an opportunity to identify rectangles."

The

investigation usually begins with a large group meeting in
the rug area.

Students are then dismissed to work areas as

the teacher moves around the classroom interacting with
various groups and individuals.
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1:55
period,

For the last five minutes of the math

the children write the names of the various

activities which they did on a reflection sheet.
materials are kept

in a math folder inside

The math

individual desks

unless Emily collects them for assessment purposes.

2:00-2:45

During this time the students engage

in a science or social

studies

minutes

time which includes time

up,

is a dismissal

investigation.

organization of personal materials

The

last

15

for clean¬

for returning home,

and an opportunity for students to discuss new learning and
discoveries which have occurred that day.
Each day there

is a 30-to-40-minute period when the

children leave the classroom for music,
education.
each day.

The

schedule

special

or physical

subjects varies

Other activities which are often sprinkled into

the daily routines

include students reading their published

work with other classes,
student

for these

art,

teachers,

special units prepared by the

and special visits

from outside

resources.

Bethany's School
Bethany's school was built approximately 30 years ago.
It

is a one

level,

rectangular design.

flat-roofed brick building with a
Bethany's school population could be

described as a blue collar residential area which was built
primarily as ranch-style housing developments after World
War II.

In the past ten years,
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higher priced houses have

begun to be built

in this area,

enough to disqualify the
leadership at Bethany's
opened and through the

changing the population

school

for Title

I

services.

school has been stable since

The
it

introduction of the LN professional

development model beginning four years ago.
The principal was the assistant principal when the
school

first opened and was promoted to principal

years ago.

Most of the teachers

twelve

in the building have been

employed there since the school opened.

The assistant

principal was a teacher in the building and was appointed
by the current principal.
in the district to become
currently in its
principals

The school was the

the

school

involved in the LN model and is

fourth year of

support

first

implementation.

Both

implementation of the LN model but

they have been directed by the superintendent to keep
participation voluntary.

This has created an uneven

implementation of the LN model

Bethany's

throughout the grades.

Professional Biography

Bethany has been teaching for five years.
first year she
grade one

is the

is teaching second grade after having taught

for the

first

four years.

She has moved from

grade one to grade two with the same group of
process called looping.
one and travel

This

students

in a

Next year she will return to grade

for two years with that group of children.

She attended a local

state college and was hired

immediately after graduation.
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She had no induction program

and describes her first year of teaching as difficult.
During her second year of teaching she had a classroom
assistant who

"really helped me with how to deal with

special ed children,

as

far as discipline went,

be consistent and whatnot."
teaching,

and how to

After the second year of

Bethany was not rehired due to the principal's

concerns about Bethany's ability to manage her classroom.
She applied for other positions within the District and was
hired by the principal at the school where
teaches on the condition that
by a teacher leader.

she currently

she agree to weekly mentoring

She describes this experience,

And when I began being mentored, that just kind
of facilitated a whole bunch of new learning and
new ideas about teaching, and I finally felt like
I was going on my way to being a good teacher,
and I really felt comfortable with what I was
doing and really competent, finally.
And that is
still continuing to happen.
Bethany describes herself as an active

learner,

"...one who is constantly looking for new information and
ways to better my teaching,

and better myself as a person."

This description rings true to her actions.
attended the LN summer institute
years.

She has

for three consecutive

Bethany has been mentored weekly by teacher leaders

for the past

three years.

The

first year of Bethany's

mentoring was the training period for the teacher leader.
She had this

same teacher leader for two years.

This year

Bethany was assigned a new teacher leader who is
beginning her training as a teacher educator.
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just

Bethany has

expressed some disappointment with the

skills and

commitment of her current teacher leader.
When Bethany realized that
grade

level,

she was moving up to a new

she persuaded the Associate Superintendent to

allow her to participate in the piloting of
math.

Investigations

Because she was added as an extra participant,

she

agreed to implement without a math resource teacher to
support her;

therefore her only support when implementing

this program came

from the

Since her arrival at
teaching,

five training days.
the school where she

is presently

Bethany has participated voluntarily in many

other professional development activities as well.
instance,

she has

just

completed a two-week intensive

training program in constructivist mathematics,
year she has

this past

served as a cooperating teacher for a

preservice teacher from a local
various committees at
serve

For

school.

college,

and she serves on

Bethany has also agreed to

for two years as a teacher representative on her

school council.
Since Bethany is
teaching phase.

final year of the early

Fuller's work suggests her concerns would

center around self,
eyes of

in the

that

is,

how she measures up in the

superiors and how capable she

classroom

(Fuller,

1969).
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is of managing a

Bethany's Students and Support

Personnel

There are currently 14 boys and 8 girls
classroom.
services.

Two of
This

in Bethany's

the students receive special education

is the second year Bethany has had the same

students due to a swell
particular class.

in the population of this

She will return to a first grade

position next year.
Bethany has one adult

in her classroom all day who is

assigned to work specifically with one student assisting
that

child's

learning.

Another instructional assistant and

special education teacher also work in her classroom for
approximately 45 minutes each day to monitor the
of both children who have

learning

individual education plans.

During spring semester Bethany also had a full

time student

teacher in her class.
The other adult who regularly enters Bethany's
classroom is a teacher leader who spends

30 minutes each

week observing during literacy.

Bethany's Classroom
Bethany's classroom has the appearance of orderliness
from the moment you enter the classroom.
exception of two students,
have a desk;

With the

neither students nor teachers

however each has an assigned space.

four round tables,
individual desks as
at each table.

one rectangular table,
shown in Figure 3.

and two

Four students sit

Each student has a cubical
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There are

slot

in a

Figure

3.

Layout of Bethany's Classroom
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shelving

structure

classroom closets
adults
Next

share

to

the

The

a

for personal
for

coats,

table which

adults'

table

classroom has

distinctive

spaces.

shelves

is

small

rug,

plastic

storage

Everything

is

Color-coded
provide
print

kinds:

containers

and children's
the

available

and

is

wall

racks

in,

teacher of
begin

their

circulates

room

into
is

In one

a

corner

There

are many-

specific

the window

classroom
shelves

children

a

the

room.

space.
sills

to

is

immersed

of

books,

in

filled with books,

space.

Dav

in Bethany's

When

for

the

job of

includes

checking

individualized
four or

to

a

school
see

five

Meanwhile,

lunch.

that
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One

everyone

of

child
has

and notifying the

all

of

spelling practice
individual

they are

specific placement

lunch tickets,

any absences.

Classroom

children arrive,

those purchasing

counting the

to

the

throughout

own

books,

specific

cabinets.

reading which has

shelves
its

The

sills.

room there

chairs.

The

of

file

corner.

filed along

sign-in which

assigned the

signed

on

large

and teacher's written work posted on much of

8:55-9:20

lunch tickets

the

independent

for all.

for

the window

two

in the

are

lunchboxes.

separating

several

are

A Typical

required to

to

are

labelled and has

folders

all

for

containers

easy access

of

plastic

an area

There

and

In the back of

there

futon,

next

there

rug area with an easel

a

boots,

is

large

also

items.

the
as

students

students
the
to

teacher

assign

new spelling words
spelling,

for the week.

As

students

finish their

they complete a planning sheet which indicates

which reading and writing activities s/he plans to
accomplish that morning.
begin independent

Students then move to the rug and

reading until

the entire class has

completed both spelling and planning sheets.
have not completed spelling words by 9:20,
remain in at

students

they are to

recess to complete them.

9:20
of

If

The teacher writes her own story in front

the children.

9:35-10:45
which she

fills out daily.

segments to include
time.

Bethany has a teacher planning sheet

During the

conferences,

It

is divided into ten-minute

specifically planned use of

teacher

literacy period she conducts revision

editing conferences,

and guided reading groups.

shared reading groups,

She has a specific rule

regarding student publishing in which a student may not
publish a story until

s/he has completed two stories

through the teacher edits.

The period generally begins

with a revision conference

for those students who are at

this

stage of

10:45-11:00

Recess and snack

11:15-12:35

When the children have

their snacks,
teacher.

their writing process.

finished

they gather on the rug for a read-to by the

Bethany chooses a book to read aloud with a

specific objective

in mind such as Possum Magic by Mem Fox
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for the purpose
challenge

of

or

specific
their

language

social

studies

investigation

findings.

folders

birds.

s/he wonders

reader overcomes

to

students

a

current

for

recording

science

Each child chooses

about

work on a

They have

and notebooks

of

the

cultural

investigation.

An example

is

due

read-to,

Following the

investigation
which

demonstrating how a

unfamiliar

differences.

science

of

and then proceeds

a question
to

research the

answers.

12:35-1:05

Lunch and

1:05-2:30

As

students

retrieve

their math

folders

on

to make."

They are

"ways

five
time,
with

equations
the

individual

throughout
very

within a

teacher

soft

presence

compliance.

talking

the

and usually

The

this

class

day.

This

includes

a

Bethany records.

seats

level

students

look

to

classroom and works

that

the

of

the

class

is

on task with her
commands

math activity,

rug area

follows

the

for

the math

teacher's

guide

demonstration coupled with a variety

processes,

their

and begin to work

in a voice which projects

noise

lesson

responses.

to

the

individual

back

of .student

math activities

they

During this

facial

the

lunch,

fifteen-minute period.

teacher keeps

Following

Bethany brings

and notebooks

throughout

specific

from

a minimum of

students,

the

or a

lesson of

roves

return

required to write

the work area.
and

recess

As

students
The

describe

teacher

then

on a white board and directs
or their

assigned groups
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their

thinking

lists
the

the

students

to begin the

activity.

Again the teacher moves

question and probe

individual

from group to group to

students.

Bethany sets

minimum expectations with specific activities
must do at

least

such as,

"You

five of one number before you may move on

to another number."
Students work in small groups throughout the
classroom.

Those who work on the rug use classroom

clipboards.
class,

When the teacher wants to address the entire

she says

in a

She then waits as
look at her.

loud,

the

clear voice,

students

Following the

in folders and cubbies,

the

stop what

"Direction time."
they are doing and

filing of their math materials
students return to the rug area

for a closure discussion which includes teacher recording
and student discussion about the various discoveries they
have made.

2:30-2:40

Students take turns reading published

books to the class.

2:40-Dismissal

Bethany has a behavior

modification chart posted in the classroom.
name

is

Each child's

listed on it with four green tabs per child.

Throughout the day,

if a child is having difficulty

following instructions,
to a yellow card.

Bethany turns the green card over

For the

last ten minutes of the day,

the

number of green cards determines the amount of choices each
student has

for this

free choice period.

For instance,

four green cards means that child is allowed to use any
materials available

in the classroom for drawing.
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If a

child has two green and two yellow,
crayons and paper.

All

s/he may only use

children participate

in this

activity but with a variety of options based on the chart.

Discussion
Emily and Bethany are teachers who have voluntarily
participated in two pilot programs which support
constructivist

theory,

the Learning Network professional

development model and Investigations math.
willingness to contribute to their school

Their
communities

is

evident

in the variety of committees on which they both

serve.

Although they are at different

teaching careers,
learners.

stages

in their

both teachers describe themselves as

The two teachers have different

Emily is a reflective

learner who needs

learning styles.

time to process

before she begins to actively implement new understandings.
She prefers to think about
articulates them.

things privately before she

Bethany is a learner who tries things

and then talks them through to establish new understandings
as

she processes aloud,

you can."
years of

"just moving along doing the best

Bethany's only support during her first
teaching came

two

from a paraprofessional.

Although both teachers work in the same community,
school populations are very different.
support

The amount of

for implementation of new models also differs.

is the parents of Emily's school who press
consistency whereas

it

the

It

for change and

is the principal at Bethany's school
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who is

spearheading the

teaching.

implementation of constructivist

Emily's school

is still wrestling with its

identity from a merger five years ago.

With the exception

of the elimination of tracking ten years ago,

Bethany's

school has encountered very little change.
The general
is

similar,

Emily's classroom operates at a higher

level with more

space and decor.

input emanating even from the use of

There are many adults who flow in and out

of Emily's classroom,
are

often unnoticed by the

scattered throughout

learning.

classrooms

yet there are distinctive differences between

the them as well.
noise

structure of the two teachers'

students who

focused on their own business of

To a casual observer it would be difficult to

pinpoint who the classroom teacher is when there are
several adults working in the classroom as they seem to
share the management of the classroom.
teacher's

interactions

frequent questioning,

Many of the

include relaxed conversation,
and continual

smiling.

Although

Emily has been a member of her faculty for ten years,
prefers to work behind the scenes,
at

frequently not

faculty meetings even when she has

she

speaking

ideas to share.

Bethany's classroom is more structured and teacherdirected.

Frequently the teacher's voice

directing the class.

There

the teacher is or who is
are present.
students are

is heard

is never a question of where

in charge even when other adults

Most of the teacher's

interactions with

functional and efficient.
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All materials have

a place and the expectation is that

students will maintain

that order.

Bethany is a new staff member at her school;

nonetheless,

she speaks out at

faculty meetings,

sharing

her ideas and thoughts.
According to the
teachers

semi-structured interviews,

both

fully embrace the principles of constructivism.

They are both eager to continue to develop new
understandings and have each stated that they know they
will never be

finished learning.

Summary
This chapter provided an overview of each of the
teachers who participated in this study.
a description of

It also included

the various contexts and other factors

which influence a teacher's daily journey.
will describe the results of

the study derived from

transcriptions of the stimulated recall
transcriptions
notes

from the

interviews;

semi-structured interviews;

from two classroom observations;

of management

Chapter Five

techniques,

approaches,

field

self-reported lists
and language which

have transferred from literacy to mathematics;

and formal

classroom documents which were supplied by the teachers and
include

lesson plans and monitoring notebooks.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present the
of this research study.

It

is difficult

findings

to identify a

specific moment when analysis began since

it

is a

continuous process of creating meaning from first
impressions through final compilations

(Stake,

data were collected from five sources:

transcriptions of

the

stimulated recall

interviews;

semi-structured interviews;
observations;
approaches,

transcriptions

field notes

The

from the

from two classroom

self-reported lists of management

techniques,

and language which have transferred from

literacy to mathematics;
which were

1995).

and formal classroom documents

supplied by the teachers and include

lesson

plans and monitoring notebooks.
After the data were collected there were three
different people who contributed to the
coding the transcriptions of
interviews:

the teacher,

the

data and drew up displays,

sources

stimulated recall

an external researcher,

After the coding was completed,

themes.

formal analysis by

I

and I.

compiled all of these

searching for patterns and

These displays were color coded to distinguish the
in the search for consistencies and inconsistences

as described in the pilot

study and Chapter 3.

of the semi-structured interview transcripts
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My analysis

included

reading and marking passages which were of
(Seidman,

1991).

I

interest

then reread the transcripts,

to me

labeling

and searching for significant passages relative to my
research questions.
the analysis as

Following this process,

I

continued

I began organizing this written report,

reading and rereading the multiple documents and coded
displays.
This chapter is organized around the research
questions

in two separate

sections

in the

interest of

understanding the beliefs and practices of the two
teachers.

Part One centers around Emily and Part Two

centers around Bethany.

The chapter concludes with a

discussion and summary of

the

findings.

Part One:
1.

Emily

Upon examination of their mathematics practices,

how do teachers articulate the theories which underlie
their teaching practice

in math,

and how do those compare

with the LN teaching and learning model?
Emily's teaching beliefs have changed since she has
become

involved in the Learning Network training.

outset of her entrance
years ago,

into the teaching profession 24

she had professed to a philosophy of

centered education.

in the LN,

classroom to be

learner-

In retrospect Emily now states that

has only been in the past three years,
involvement

From the

that

since her

she can actually describe her

learner-centered.
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it

My teaching beliefs have changed, really over the
past three years.
I feel that the strength of
the literacy learning model has done that.
It's
a cohesive theory.
I find that it's applicable
to every teaching and learning situation.
I
never thought about that before, because I had
the manual that told me exactly what to do, I had
the recipe in front of me.
When asked to articulate her beliefs about teaching
and learning,

Emily replied with a thorough description of

the teaching and learning cycle as well as references to
Brian Cambourne's Conditions of Learning.

She also

described how her use of materials has changed from a whole
class curricular approach to a more

learner-driven

approach.
The beliefs I hold about teaching and
learning I find are deeply rooted in the teaching
and learning cycle.
What I'm talking about is
the process of assessing, evaluating, planning,
and teaching to meet the needs of individual
learners.
The teaching and learning cycle
describes a process whereby I'm making
professional instructional decisions each and
every day as a teacher.
I evaluate whatever
sample I'm looking at for what the child can do.
What I find is this is a focus on formative
evaluation, it's really informing my teaching
practice, it's going to tell me then what this
child can do, what they are trying to
approximate, where I can lead them along this
continuum.
I evaluate for the purpose of
identifying a teaching point that is needed to
help move the child forward.
... I have a deep understanding of
Cambourne's Conditions for Learning, what kind of
conditions need to occur within the classroom
that must be present for the learning situation
to occur.
Children need to be immersed in a
situation. They need a demonstration, usually by
a teacher but it could even be done by a student.
I have expectations for each and every learner in
the classroom and it's my responsibility to
engage them in the learning I meant to, and the
responsibility I have as their teacher to
recognize where they're at in the learning
process.
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... I can say over the past three years the
type of reading materials in my classroom has
really changed.
Where I was using a piece of
literature with the whole class: same book,
didn't matter if it was at their level of
learning or not, because it was written on a
second grade curriculum list, that's what we
used.
Now, as I'm looking at the learner I'm
also looking at the resources.
My beliefs about
teaching and learning have really changed.
It's
really in all the subjects here.
It's also in
the science, it's in the math, it's in the social
studies.
When Emily was asked to describe how the LN training
has

influenced the

math curriculum,

implementation of the

Investigations

she described an unscheduled mentoring

situation with the program coordinator which occurred in
September as being a catalytic event which changed the way
in which she thought

about

the

implementation process.

Emily had been using the teacher's manual which listed as
the objective to introduce three coins:
and a penny.

a dime,

a nickel,

Her plan was to directly use the already

written lesson plan in the teacher's manual.
questioning by Jan,

her mentor,

After brief

Emily came to a new

understanding about teaching math.

She had made a link

between the teaching and learning cycle and the math
investigation on coins.
I

started math Investigations with some

former beliefs, because here I had a teacher's
manual, I had the prescription right in front of
me.
And one day in September, Jan came into the
classroom as I was starting the math activity.
It happened to be on coins.
And she said,
'Emily, how are you going to start this
activity?'
I opened up the math investigation
[book], I showed her what was going to happen,
there was an objective here and the activity that
was going to happen.
She says, 'How authentic is
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that?
What do you think you're going to do
today, not looking at that information on the
page for coins.'
I said, 'Well, the first thing
I'd like to know is, what do these kids know
about coins?'
So she was actually bringing me to
the point to look at the teaching and learning
cycle as you're doing this activity.
So I went
into that lesson with not what was in the manual,
but yet to try to find out what was already in
these kids' heads.
What I find in mathematics
this year, unlike other years, I'm constantly
observing, I'm monitoring a child's thinking.
That whole teaching and learning cycle, I'm
seeing that it's replicated during mathematics,
that it's just permeating my whole day as a
teacher.
Emily's responses to the

interview questions

demonstrate her ability to espouse two of the major
theories of the LN model.
she has
model

Her responses also indicate that

indeed begun to transfer the basic theories of the

into other subject areas.

beliefs about

Emily's discussion of her

teaching and learning reveal her personal

emphases of the LN model.

There were two unexpected

responses during the

interview.

refer to the

Proximal Development except

Zone of

instance when she talked about
learning.

Also,

Emily did not

in one

scaffolding a child's

in describing the

Cambourne's Conditions

specifically

incorporation of

into her classroom,

Emily referred

to responsibility from the viewpoint of the teacher rather
than from the viewpoint of the
definition of
learner.

learner.

the condition of responsibility refers to the

In order for learners to feel empowered they need

to make their own decisions about what,
will

learn

Cambourne's

(Cambourne,

1995).
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when,

and how they

Emily's responses

suggest that her beliefs are

strongly aligned with two of the basic theories of the LN
teaching and learning model.
coded transcripts

Careful analysis of the three

from the stimulated response

interview

reveal how these beliefs carry over into Emily's daily
mathematics practices.

The directions

included four major categories
Learning Cycle,

for analysis had

for coding:

Vygotsky's Zone of

Cambourne's Conditions of Learning,

the Teaching and

Proximal Development,
and dissonance.

Two

other categories emerged including reflection and
management.

Each of these categories will be discussed

under the respective research question.
Emily's coding was done

in a unique

fashion.

She

underlined using a color key for the various theories with
few written words to specify the

intent.

At

times entire

paragraphs might be underlined in both purple and red
referring to Vygotsky's
Cycle respectively.
was evident

ZPD and the Teaching and Learning

Although the overlap of the theories

in all three coded transcriptions,

Emily's

coding demonstrated it most as she actually had three or
four colors under some sentences.
as the most

specific

identifiable quality in the

transcribed sentences.

She

learning cycle as the basis

indicated the teaching and
for many of the practices

discussed in the transcripts.
cycle was

Emily cited reflection

The teaching and learning

identified by the sentences underlined in red.
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Betsy,

the

external

and color coding

researcher,

to describe

specific

components

of

the

only parts

of

sentences would be

specific
the

results

respective

teaching and

of

the

sections

and

had used words

conditions

learning cycle,

and

and often

underlined and coded.

coding will
where

I

be

discussed

the various

The

in each of

theories

are

presented.
All

three

references
model.

to

The

researchers
all

three

following

analysis

does

the

LN

Reflective
The

summer

style.

of

the

questions

talking

to

This

these

LN

illustrate
theories.
as

aloud even as

doing what

she was

the

easel

at

lesson and

The

the

Emily's

she

the microphone.

explanation riddled with reflective

to me

opening

very
willingness
as

Emily

is

had accidently
Meanwhile,

the words,

fully typed page
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spoke

The video begins

and writes

action triggered a

she

doing.

illustrate

to herself.

off

self-reported

continuously questioning her own

the videographer because

the volume
to

is

interview

to pose

walks up

She

concur with Emily's

the videotaped math

beginning of

turned

reflect

and

the

institute.

and decisions

why she was

segment

highlight

of

Practice

understandings
about

practices

underpinnings

of

section begins with reflective practice

transcripts

reflective

theoretical

section will

how Emily's mathematics
This

identified an abundance

of

"Ways

a boy

To Make."

transcribed

questions.

Following

is

an extraction of

just the questions

from one page of the

transcribed notes.
I was thinking, why did he do this on his
own?... What is that telling me?
What is that
telling me about what I've been doing?... So why
am I doing this routine every day?.. Okay, now
I'm thinking about, what just popped into my head
is, why do we start this every day?
Why do we
start with ways to make?... What are they gaining
in ways to make?... What's driving me to do that?
Is that authentic learning for children?
What
are they learning?
A confidence for math?
Not
feeling anxiety for larger numbers?
Seeing
combinations?
What is the purpose of ways to
make?
As Emily continued to discuss the routine of ways to
make which starts off the hour-long math lesson each day,
she was often able to satisfy her own questioning with
reasons

for why she had done particular activities.

instance,

after asking aloud what the students are gaining

from a particular routine,
sense out of numbers,

Emily continued,

"They're making

they're challenging their thinking

with number combinations,

they're expanding their thinking,

they're trying to find patterns with numbers."
point

she even acknowledged her approval of

process by stating,
Throughout

For

the

At one

the reflective

"Good question I'm asking myself."

interview Emily continued to question aloud,

frequently answering her own inquiries and sometimes
stating an intention to alter a specific practice
way to better meet

in some

the needs of the students.

My coding also indicated frequent references to the
reflective qualities of the teacher.
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The external

researcher coded instances of reflection even though
reflection was not one of the described foci of the

study.

Teaching and Learning Cycle
Emily's

statement

that

the beliefs

she holds about

teaching and learning are deeply rooted in the teaching and
learning cycle could be substantiated in her actions
classroom as well as

in her coding.

in the

All three coders

indicated frequent classroom activities which reflected
various components of
planning,

teaching.

this cycle:

assessment,

evaluation,

Emily's coding revealed a more

holistic view of the theoretical underpinnings and in one
instance,

she had underlined an entire page of

transcription in red

(with the exception of two questions)

to indicate the teaching and learning cycle.
Betsy and I

had indicated assessment,

learning on that page,

Although

teaching,

and

we had also noted parts of Emily's

explanation stemming from scaffolding and specific
conditions

such as

expectation,

immersion,

and use.

demonstration,

To illustrate,

by building up a foundation for them,

risk-taking,

Emily had stated,
now I

can just

"So

zing

in on those words and I know that they're all going to have
some understanding of what
instance,

I'm saying."

In this particular

Betsy and I had both coded scaffolding whereas

Emily had this

included in the red underlining.

instance on the same page which Betsy and I
demonstration was,

"But

indicated as

I'm using vocabulary that
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Another

I

feel

is

important to that whole process of

learning."

example

the theoretical

illustrates the overlap of

interpretations while

This

it also exemplifies the compatibility

of the various theories.
In both specifically coded responses,

the most

frequently identified component of the teaching and
learning cycle was

"assessment."

During her discussion,

Emily often referred to needing to know what the child
already understood,

therefore she collected information.

specific example of a sentence noted by both is,
paying close attention to what that
doing,

individual

"I'm

learner is

and then jotting down information on that

clipboard."

Emily takes the

information she collects each

day and pastes the computer label on a particular page
her math notebook reserved for that
words,

A

specific child.

"I'm listening attentively to what

the

in

In her

learners

already know."
"Evaluation"
component of
throughout

was the second most

frequently cited

the teaching and learning cycle.

the transcriptions

Statements

indicate that Emily takes the

information she collects about the students and analyzes
to better understand each child's mathematical
For instance,

it

thinking.

after describing a child's mathematical

experience with interlocking cubes on the day of the
videotaped lesson,

Emily stated,

correlations between numbers.
She wasn't using multiples of

"She wasn't

seeing

She wasn't using landmarks.
five and ten.
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It was all

one-to-one correspondence."

Emily's mathematics notebook

and her monitoring notebook,

where she has written a

descriptive summary of each child's mathematical
also

indicate that

she has used her assessment

analyze what a child understands.
of this
March,

There

skills,

samples to

is only evidence

summative type of analysis on one occasion in
1997.

This date corresponds with parent/teacher

conferences held at

that time.

Regarding assessment

and

evaluation Emily states,
I'm entering monitoring notes about what
kids are saying to me, instead of letting it go
in one ear and out the other, because I think
that's what happened to me in my teaching
career... Learning how to assess and evaluate
using a constructivist math program, it takes a
lot of practice... Even though I practice it
during reading and writing time, and during
science and social studies investigations, for
some reason, I don't know why, it was harder for
me to take notes about math.
One

specific

evaluation as a

inconsistency with assessment and

formative process occurred during the

fifteen-minute

segment of my classroom observation.

assignment was

for students

definition of a rectangle.
directions were,

The

to independently write a
The teacher's explicit

"I want you to do one activity so

get a better understanding of what you have
head as a definition of a rectangle."
back to their desks,

final

I

could

inside your

As children walked

a worksheet was distributed with the

following written directions:

"Suppose you wanted to

describe a rectangle to someone younger than you.
what you would tell him or her."
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Write

The teacher continued to

give oral directions after reading the written ones.
Several children began asking questions as others began
working.

Emily continued to provide guidance

to be heard by the entire class.

loudly enough

One girl actually

verbalized her definition loudly enough for all to hear.
During this entire activity students were sharing ideas and
talking aloud.

The material which was eventually collected

by the teacher at

the close of the period could not be

identified as each child's

independent

sample due to the

collaborative efforts of many of the students.
Although

"planning"

and

"teaching"

periodically during the transcriptions,

were coded

other components

overshadowed many specific references to these processes.
In the cases of modeling,

demonstration,

one could argue that these could also be
teaching.
model

and scaffolding,
interpreted as

An inconsistency with the teaching and learning

in literacy is

found in Emily's

specific daily plan

for individually targeting students based on the assessment
and evaluation samples
instance,

from the previous day.

Emily's mathematics

lesson plans

For

indicate very

specific planning for teaching concepts and identifying
objectives
however,

that

teaching as
plans.

for the entire class.
specific

There

learners will be targeted for direct

is clearly indicated in the

The direct

is no evidence,

literacy lesson

teaching during math seems to occur more

by random movements throughout the classroom during the
math lesson as a result of

spontaneous assessment and
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evaluation.
assessment

Emily stated,

I need,

is the

sample so then the evaluation can occur and the

rest of the cycle will
model

"That's what

just automatically happen."

The LN

supports meticulous planning for each individual

learner.

This

is a monumental

task which requires careful

consideration and does not happen without

steadfast effort

on the part of the practitioner.

Conditions of Learning
When asked to elaborate on her meaning of Cambourne's
Conditions,

Emily stated that

she believes the conditions

refer to an atmosphere which needs to permeate the
classroom.

All of the conditions Brian Cambourne has

identified for an optimal

learning environment are

indeed

observable at various points during the three mathematics
lessons observed in this

study.

Emily did recognize the

conditions during her mathematics practice.

They were

indicated by entire sentences and paragraphs underlined in
blue.

My coding reflected twice as many indicators of

Cambourne's Conditions as Betsy had marked.

The

proportions of these descriptors were consistent except
two conditions:

I had cited immersion five different

and Betsy had never identified it
also,

times

throughout her coding;

I had fewer indicators of response than Betsy.
During the hour-long math lessons,

students are

continuously immersed in numbers and mathematical
discourse.

During the

interview it became apparent
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for

that

Emily is beginning to question whether or not the
could extend throughout
mathematical

the day.

"How could I

thinking throughout the whole day?

that throughout

the whole day?

pockets of math,

immersion

incorporate
Am I doing

Or do we have these

little

and is that all right?"

Demonstrations occur continuously,

some are planned

and carried out as the teacher articulates her thinking
aloud.

Other demonstrations are part of the natural

of the
side,

interactions among the students as they work side by
and still others are structured by the teacher as

students

individually describe their mathematical

while others

learning before

"Engagement"

of

whether or not
evident

the

invested in the

the conditions

she teaches a lesson or new skill.
learners

is a good indicator as to

the conditions are present.

to the researchers as students

subsequent

thinking

listen and comment.

Emily described being ever mindful of
of

flow

Engagement was

seemed to be

fully

learning tasks during the video and two

classroom observations.

Emily stated that

is constantly assessing whether or not the

she

students are

engaged in their learning as she proceeds through the
various components of the

lesson.

At only one time did an

observer notice any disciplinary action and that was during
a large group demonstration when the
assistant asked one child to sit
of a private conversation.
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instructional

in another place because

The condition of

"use"

is evidenced by the many

authentic math explorations which fill the math hour.
Emily is continually striving for ways to make each and
every math investigation as authentic as possible.
Students have ample opportunities to practice their
mathematical

skills.

"responsibility."

Also evident were

"expectation"

and

Students were given the opportunity to

make decisions about the types of equations to work on in
ways to make after they were

finished with the specifically

stated objective designated by the teacher.

All

students

were expected to do what they could do by themselves before
requesting support

from the adult.

A classroom policy

reinforces the attempt to encourage collaborative
mathematical discussions:

"You must talk to at

least one

peer about any difficulty you may be having before you ask
an adult."

This policy does break down on occasion as was

evidenced during my classroom observation when three
students were
attention as

standing in a line waiting for the teacher's
she worked individually with another student.

Emily's concerns about math anxiety do not
an issue

in her second grade classroom.

evidence of

"approximation"

frequently reminded that

There

and risk-taking.

seem to be
is abundant

Students are

there are many different methods

to solve the same problems with multiple strategies being
actively sought.
their input

All

students are treated with respect and

is valued and encouraged.

process of assessing the comfort
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Emily described her

level of students

in

regard to speaking orally to describe their strategies and
mathematical

reasoning.

I'm doing random picking now because I
really know the learners in the class and I know
that all of them are comfortable., it's not a
threatening situation for kids because they've
all been to the easel at certain times.
So I
didn't start this at the beginning of the year.
I had to wait and see what is their comfort level
now in mathematics.
I had to do all of this
assessment and evaluation beforehand, when they
were comfortable.
At the beginning of the year,
it was just a raise of hands.
"Response"
throughout

is evident as Emily continuously circulates

the class giving children oral responses to

their thinking and reasoning.

Proportionately Betsy and I

had similar indications of the conditions except
case of response.

This was the only instance where

fewer indicators than Betsy.
our descriptions of praise.
as,

"Great

response

job"

or

indicates

stems

Emily often uses praise

such

Cambourne's description of

learners need feedback from more
(Cambourne,

appropriate,

non-threatening.

I had

This could be attributed to

"Very good."

knowledgeable others
be relevant,

in the

1995) .

timely,

The

feedback must

readily available,

and

Emily's explanation for the use of praise

from her own childhood experiences with math anxiety.

She states,

"Oh,

I do it all the time.

just positive reinforcement.
getting the

sense that

I

I

I

feel that

it's

feel that the child is

really care about what they're

doing and I would like them to really value this process."
In some of the
coding,

she

few words which Emily had included in her

specified that the positive reinforcement
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is

meant

to allow feedback which is non-threatening.

coded all of

the praise statements as response.

Betsy
I had

marked them all as dissonance with the model's basic
theoretical underpinnings
response does not

since my understanding of

include external affirmative comments.

I

interpret response as the input which one receives which is
directly related to the task.
the

To illustrate,

following sentence as response,

knowledge you have about
that problem of

Zone of

sums of ten

(8+2)

to figure out

Proximal Development
refer to Vygotsky's theory when

she described her beliefs about
does make reference to the

research with Vygotsky,

teaching and learning,

"I

keep going back to the

what do the children already know,

is their zone of proximal development?

coming into my mind in mathematics,
If

I don't have an assessment

evaluated something,

she

zone of proximal development on

several different occasions.

know?

"I noticed you used the

80+20."

Although Emily did not

what

I would code

That keeps

and what don't
sample,

if

they

I haven't

I'm not going to know that."

References to what the

learner knows and prior knowledge

were noted frequently in the transcriptions.

On one

occasion Emily reflected aloud about a learner who was
having difficulty with the math activity.
recording sheet

just

"...was this

so overwhelming to her?

...

Was this

just too far away from the prior knowledge that was
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in her

head,

that

this

random numbers

was

so

on the

abstract,
recording

directly with the

child on one

her

to

she'd be back

interaction,
do."

This

and the
down

into

zone

to where

of proximal

child to

an

I

that

Vygotsky's

up

to Emily

Did

she

I

level

I

and told

can go?"

to
of

for

support

a

it

few steps
type

of

framework of

about

scaffolding

thinking.

her use

influences

could

This

the

think

she

have broken

miss

Emily does use

When Emily talked about
questioning,

the process

"How could

development

independent

then worked

"...seeing what

for her?
think

She

Upon reflecting on this

aloud,

smaller pieces

indicates

step of

later walks

teacher wonders

reflection

a

child

she was placing

sheet?"

in.

Emily commented,

same

to bring her

the

check

that

of

open-ended

seemed evident.

One thing that I try not to do is give them
the answer, because I want to really delve into
their thinking.
So by asking either an openended question or even a very specific question
which is going to guide them into an area that
they're familiar with, that prior knowledge will
probably come back to them... And so always
feeding so many questions that they're really
problem solving now, on their own, with me asking
that critical question.

2.
support

Which classroom management
a

techniques

designed to

learner-centered classroom carry over

from

literacy to mathematics?
Emily has
from
and

literacy
language.

carried over
in three
The

classroom management

categories:

following

classroom observations

approaches,

information was

by the

external
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techniques

materials,

obtained from

researcher and me;

transcriptions which often have
and materials;
teacher.

have

to

approaches

and classroom documents provided by the

Emily also

management

references

supplied a

techniques

from the

self-generated
LN model

influenced her mathematics

which

list
she

of

believes

implementation.

Approaches
A combination of
"by,"

is

evident

She provides

approaches

in Emily's

students

with

"to"

as

her own mathematical

large

sessions.

scaffolds
share

work

process

"With"

mathematical
at

the

easel

are

given the

practice

and use

the

she

the

class
if

opportunity to work

skills which

they are

is

learning

Emily and all

in the

"roving."

classroom are

talks

clearly evident

classroom during various math activities,
evaluating,

providing response,

students

and

"By"

"sea
peers
asks

of
as

is

the

talk."

idea

that

developing.
from

literacy

Emily encourages

to

who work

throughout

the

assessing,

scaffolding.
from

learning occurs when there
students

they work on mathematical

children

is when

independently to

Another approach which directly transferred
literacy

to

through the

other adults

continuously moving

during

Emily

necessary.

Another approach which
is

and

and

reasoning processes

thinking by allowing
as

"with,"

demonstrates

is provided as

and makes modifications

students

"to,"

daily mathematics practices.

articulates
group

known as

articulate what
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to

talk

investigations.

they are

is

to

a

their
She

thinking as

she

works with them so

that

she

is

able

to build on that

knowledge by directly teaching or asking a

critical

question.

as

thinks,
not

Emily

is very patient

demonstrating respect

rewarding quick answers.

approximations
child's
taken

peices."

choose

Since both of

these

She

also values

to

the

a

that

she

can

own

child wrote,

these words

for

child

thinking process

child's

conventional

two words

a

the

and

learn about

Spelling approximations

for a

For example

approximations

the

from these.

from math writing

development.

for

and understands

thinking

and waits

a

are

spelling
"I

conted ten

are very close
spelling,

child's

next

Emily might
spelling

lesson.
Monitoring and the
learning process
The

teacher carries

lesson,

often

labels.
process
write

as

on

the

the

purposeful
about

modeling

to

clipboard throughout
to

to

jot

but

attempts

the

their

As

the

to make

learner.

at

the

crux of

the

does

learning

things

tasks

such as

to

making

task,

encourages

the

the

thinking.

LN model

is

it

students

and she provides

approach which
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entire math

doing the

of

one

literacy.

by talking

She

type

from

them meaningful

thinking process
this

their own

teaching and

Emily assigns

why they are

support

is

in

in

down on computer

teacher explains why she

As mentioned earlier,
evident

notes

included

clipboard.

she

students

directly carried over

stopping

children about

think

a

Children are

children,
to

have

inclusion of

is

not

that

of

to

directly planning
planning but

it

for each

is

still

learner.

at

the

There

level

is

specific

of whole

class

planning.

Materials
Emily uses many of
mathematics
The

easel,

practices
markers,

the

that

same
she

and chart

LN model.

The purpose

of

source

students

access

for

to

types

paper are

using easel

their own

It

Emily uses
as

a

have

tool

a white board
to

scaffold

in the

form of

samples,
The

from

labels,

teacher also writes

for

literacy.
the

to provide
of

scaffolding

for

independence.
teaching points
Other

include

for

storing

a

tools which
clipboard

collecting the

summative

daily

evaluations.

sheet

for

each day's

clearly stated,

the

approach,

and

resources.
Materials which students

literacy are

use

specifically colored

the

daily math activity sheets.

the

daily routines

similar

to

the

keeping

this

is

draft

kept
book

daily work

that

carried over

folders

literacy.

in a bound book
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from

designated

The work

in a personal
in

a

a math monitoring notebook

a planning

lesson with an objective
the

direct

literacy

three-ring binder

and a notebook

is

of

used to promote

for quick,

computer
a

paper

type

in her

trademark of

learning visually.

been carried over

for monitoring,

a

in

the written models

they need that
is

materials

learned to use

problem-solving when
thinking.

of

students

for

do on

math notebook
The purpose
is

for

to provide

a

record of the child's growth in thinking about ways to
represent mathematical equations.
Students
lesson;

fill out a reflection sheet after each math

however the type of reflection differs

literacy reflection significantly.
sheet

from the

The math reflection

Investigations.

is provided by the developers of

It

is a weekly log which is used for recording the names of
the activities which the student accomplished as well as
the number used for ways to make.
reflection sheet,

On the

literacy

students are encouraged to write about

something new they learned this day and how well they used
their time during the

literacy period.

Language
Much of

the

language of the LN model has transferred

into Emily's mathematic practice.
26

She

identified a list of

terms which she believes are terms she

implementation of the
model

is the question,

does ask students
about

literacy model.
"Why?"

frequently,

This

learned from the

Central

is a term that Emily

to encourage them to think

their thinking and their actions.

Other types of

questioning have also transferred such as,
decide to do that?
someone

to the LN

"How did you

What did you use to help you?

interested in taking a risk?

Is there

How did you know?

What does that word biggest mean?"
Besides questioning,

many other LN terms carried over.

Many terms about thinking are evident
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such as

"visualize,"

"confirm,"

"predict,"

"challenge."
would like
objective

"anticipate,"

"verify,"

Emily also identifies what

and

specific

idea she

students to think about based on the math
from the

lesson plan.

by using such invitations as,
some of your classmates'

She encourages engagement

"Tell the audience,

thinking,

Listen to

As you walk back to your

desks be thinking about..."
Emily also articulates the
her own head,

ideas and thoughts

she discusses the process of mathematical

thinking aloud,

and she demonstrates enthusiasm as she

encounters new understandings and connections.
instance,
a problem,
tool

inside

For

when a student was using a manipulative to solve
Emily said excitedly,

"Isn't that an incredible

in mathematics?"
Emily also names the writing process terminology as

well as Cambourne's Conditions of Learning as terms that
have carried over into her Investigations implementation.
For instance she might ask a child to revise a written math
explanation following a question she poses to help a reader
understand the mathematical
explained.

thinking which is being

"You said you counted in groups.

wondering what

types of groupings you used.

I was
Could you

please add that to you paper so that anyone who reads your
paper would know exactly how you solved this problem?"
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3.

How do teachers describe and manage their own

cognitive dissonance which occurs as a result of
implementing a new math curriculum?
Dissonance has evolved into a two-part question.
first

type of dissonance which I

The

had intended to record

when I began this research study involves the mathematics
curriculum and whether it ever asks a teacher to do
something that doesn't

fit

teaching and learning.

The

into the teacher's beliefs about
second type of dissonance

emerged when teachers recognized a personal practice
watching the video which did not

fit

from

into their belief

system.
Emily has

struggled to implement

curriculum for the

first

teacher's manual.

The manual

the

Investigations

time without over-reliance on the
is designed to be a

professional development

tool;

into a simplistic

Emily's belief that assessment

form.

at the heart of all authentic
a continuous reminder that

therefore

it breaks

investigations has

she must

lessons
is

served as

rely on her own

understandings to structure her math lessons each day.
This

struggle has caused some dissonance

times throughout

for her at various

the year due to concern of covering an

expected amount of grade two curriculum.
I have reflected on the fact all year long
that I really do have this prescribed recipe in
front of me and I've asked myself how I could
make this lesson authentic.
I have noticed that
the children in my class enter into a math
investigation with prior knowledge.
I want to
know that prior knowledge... I write on the easel
what they already know.
There will be a
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discussion about it, it could be an oral
discussion, it could be written, they could draw
about it, and then from there, I have my
assessment sample.
And then I can figure out
what I'm going to do the next day.
Emily has also rejected some of the math activity
sheets and modified others to fit the needs of the
in her classroom.

She

learners

is also questioning some of the

activities and is thinking about how the
might change next year now that

investigations

she has observed the

activities once.
Emily has also experienced feelings of dissonance
about

the math resource teacher who works

once each week.

in her classroom

She describes his role as working

alongside of children when in fact

she had expected him to

be working alongside of the teacher to help her deepen her
understandings about math.

At

the beginning of the year,

Emily had encouraged the math resource teacher to use an
action plan with her but he declined and chose to remain in
the role of managing materials and working with students.
Her disappointment

in this relationship is evident.

Some of the questions I would have loved to
talk to the math resource teacher about, just
figure out where my thinking is at, and how I
could deepen my understandings if we just had
time to converse about some of the activities
that I thought weren't making sense or weren't
really authentic. How could I make them more
authentic, and maybe even share my whole beliefs
about teaching and learning with the math
resource teacher... I only asked questions about
geoblocks but any other questions that have
surfaced this year about my own thinking, there's
never been any discussion.
I haven't even
pursued it because I feel like I'm running
against a brick wall.
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Emily states that her growth this year has been within
herself and her learners within the classroom.
mentions that

she does have a collegial

She

relationship with

another teacher who is well-versed in mathematics;
there has been no time built

however,

in for this type of dialogue.

There was also dissonance which occurred within the
teacher as a result of articulating her reasons

for her

classroom actions on the stimulated video recall.
noticed that her placement

Emily

in the classroom during an

overhead demonstration was actually blocking the view of
some students.
and said,

She was quite surprised by this observation

"I noticed that

I'm blocking the

overhead and they didn't tell me!"

image on the

Other instances of

dissonance regarded classroom routines.

Emily's objective

for the ways to make on the day of videotaping was to
assess which students understood that putting a zero after
number such as
video,

she

9 would make

it

90.

laughed and said she thought

this about most of her learners.
own motive

she already knew

She began questioning her

for the objective and settled for the

she could now confirm that the
concept.

After observing the

fact that

learners really got this

Emily is also now noticing that various groupings

directed by the teacher could provide more scaffolding for
the

learners as they do their daily routines.

watched the video she pondered,
could be done?

At the moment,
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As she

"Is there more to it that
I'm not

sure."

When Emily noticed a specific new drawing piece that
she added to a routine called quick images,
disappointment
what

that

she expressed

she didn't write any notes down about

she was noticing about

the learners.

did not even write down a note,

She

lamented,

"I

which is not good practice

at all."
The classroom practice which caused the most
dissonance

for Emily was the hour-long lesson in which the

students never left
that

their seats.

she had overlooked this

She could not believe

in her planning.

questioning why and how she could let
point

she even sighed,

She began

that happen.

At one

"Those poor kids."

Another issue which Emily expressed during the video
is the amount of
several of

the

supports which are being provided for

learners

in the classroom who have

individual educational plans.
whether these

is wondering about

learners are beginning to develop an

overdependence on adult
instructional

She

support

since they often have an

assistant working directly with them.

This

awareness was heightened when the videotaped segment
revealed two of the

learners trailing Emily around the

classroom after she had already spent a large portion of
the math time working individually with them.
that

She noted

they might have been able to work together to support

each other's

learning.
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4.

How do teachers evaluate the observation/

articulation process used in this research study as they
implement a new math curriculum?
Emily has

found that her involvement

project has been very useful.

in this research

She values the opportunity

to share her current understandings about

teaching and

learning in math and recognizes several areas where

she

would like to refine her understandings and practices.
new area that

she has determined as a plan for next year is

to incorporate an
This

One

"I

am Learning"

and an

"I

Can"

is a literacy recording sheet that allows

sheet.

learners to

visually see which skills they have mastered and which
skills they are currently attempting to know.
as a result of

this process

Another goal

is a determination to become

involved in a revision of the progress reports to reflect
the current new emphases

in the

Investigations curriculum.

Emily also plans to keep questioning the daily routines.
Her goal

is to make them a

little shorter,

sharper,

and add some variety.

a little

She credits this research

experience with highlighting the question of what's driving
her practice,

the assessment

sample or the objective which

is written in the teacher's resource book,
her of

and reminding

the need to keep refining her notetaking skills.

Emily also intends to reassess the value of the daily
reflection sheet.
learners,
it.

She plans to ask questions of her

"Is this really a meaningful tool?

What do you think?

Is

it
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just an act?

Tell me about
Is

it

just a

busy activity that we do at the end of math?...
got to dig deeper and find out

if this

is

I know I've

something that

really should continue."
Emily's

final words during the semi-structured

interview sum up the experience.
So, I have to say, this has been a wonderful
experience for me.
To watch myself on video, to
talk about teaching and learning and the beliefs
that I have at this moment in my teaching career.
And, also really realizing that I'm a lifelong
learner, and that I'm still learning, and I'm
still refining my classroom practice.
But,
knowing each day, I really feel I'm on target.
I've hit that bull's eye.
They've gotten the
best of me each and every day.

Part Two:
1.

Upon examination of

Bethany

their mathematics practices,

how do teachers articulate the theories which underlie
their teaching practice

in math,

and how do those compare

with the LN teaching and learning model?
Bethany describes teaching and learning to be
reflective processes.

She portrays herself as a thoughtful

teacher who reflects and analyzes daily.
constantly thinking about,
can I

what happened today?

What

do tomorrow that will make this child learn better,

or learn more?"
model

okay,

"You're

This belief

is consistent with the LN

in both the reflective emphases and the teaching and

learning cycle.
Bethany believes

it

is her responsibility as a teacher

to meet every child's needs daily.
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She strives to use her

time as efficiently as possible to teach all

students

in

her classroom effectively.
... the way that my planning looks is I plan by
the minute, I think that my time is very
valuable, and if I'm not working with the kids
during the time the kids are in there, then I'm
not doing my job.
Being concise is taking every
possible minute you can and teaching, looking at
what you know about the children and taking them
to their next step... you could get really
uptight about what you do if you thought about
the value of each minute of the day.
But it is,
it's too valuable to waste, and by being concise
you get more done and then the kids learn more.
Precision teaching is one goal of the LN model;
intended to support
by the

learner.

it

is

the process of the creation of meaning

Bethany reports that most of her beliefs

concurred with the LN model

from the outset.

mentoring process;

she has been challenged to

however,

develop new understandings about her practice.

Through the

She credits

the LN with helping her recognize a discrepancy between her
beliefs and practices.

This point can best be

with an anecdote about the
dissimilarity existed.
leaders,

illustrated

first time Bethany realized a

During the training of teacher

the program coordinator conducts a tiered

mentoring session wherein she discusses the practice of the
teacher leader in the presence of the teacher who has
completed an instructional dialogue session.
following scenario,

just

In the

Jan is mentoring Betsy about the

dialogue session she had just completed with Bethany.
Bethany has accepted the invitation to observe the process.
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...when I was questioned about what I was
doing and why I was doing it, I realized that my
practice didn't match what I believed, and it
took a long time for it to start to match, and
I'm still working on it... I remember the day
that it finally clicked for me, that, wait a
second, what I'm doing doesn't match what I
believe.
It was when Jan was mentoring Betsy and
they were talking about what my practice looked
like and it was on the word level.
I was just
teaching words, I wasn't teaching meaning in
reading.
I thought I was teaching meaning, but I
was just teaching phonics, and grammar, and
things like that rather than the whole picture.
And from then on I started to really think about,
what is the goal of this lesson, what is the
objective?
And I think my beliefs are much more
matching my practice now... there were a lot of
things that I was kind of stubborn about changing
at first, and through real thought and
consideration, I changed what I was doing to
better fit my theory.
Bethany subscribes to the belief that
what

teachers do is driven by instinct.

Bethany directs

students to complete

a large part of

In one

five problems with

each number before moving to a new number.
she chose

five,

she

stated that

When asked why

it was an arbitrary number.

Later in a second interview she mentioned that
really arbitrary,
She

instance

five wasn't

rather it was an instinct on her part.

is continuously challenged by the LN model to analyze

her practices to determine the theoretical basis
action rather than to let
making.
"Bethany,

instinct drive her decision¬

A familiar question in a mentoring session is,
what understanding is driving you to set a

specific number of examples

for your students?"

then ponder her theoretical beliefs,
then consider the
instance,

for each

implications

Bethany does

articulate them,

for practice.

later discover that
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She would

In this

limiting

and

students

to

discoveries

five

examples

for the

actually

students.

ceiling and allows

students

yet

the belief

she

returns

important

to

anyway since

The belief

that

consistent

with the

identifying what

she

theories

of

confirming
which

that

she

beliefs

about

beliefs

she

has

plan of

action.

suggest

Bethany would

To

then

list

steps

she will

take

about

guided reading.

it

LN model

Although

in

readings

her LN

involvement

illustrate,
chapter

Bethany's

in a book

opinion about

a guided reading approach.

on her action plan as

one

of

the

in order to deepen her understandings

When directly asked to describe
the

of

an expert

teacher would use

for

already match the

reading a

guided reading to provide

when and why a

tool

found comfort

support

not

grappling with

through professional

done with the

leader might

is

is

model.

reach her own goal.

her personal

these

learning

a useful

she

examples;

really that

development

action plan as

LN model,

five

the

on task and busy.

busy are

new understanding

and her personal
teacher

the

lifts

than

it wasn't

LN professional

the

has

that

are

some math

eventually

children were

specifying how to

states

She

to use more

children who

Bethany cites

and then

the

inhibits

affected the

involvement

in

Investigations implementation,

Bethany began by describing
practices which weren't

how her

some

of

her mathematics

satisfactory to her.

that

the year was

an exploratory year where

"get

to know the program and give
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it

a

first

She

explained

her goal

was

to

run through."

She stated that

she didn't get

to individualize the program

as much as she would like to do in the

future.

mentioned that the program identified the next
step for you.

learning

Bethany never specifically stated a

theoretical basis
practices.

She also

for her dissonance

in her mathematical

She alluded to the teaching and learning cycle

when she described her monitoring notes as not being up to
par and her need to develop a better system for recording
and using these notes.

One direct

influence which she

noted is her daily observations and questioning modeled
after her own mentoring sessions with teacher leaders.
I ask them [students] questions about how
they solve problems, and why they use a
particular method, the same kind of probing that
was used to help further my understandings.
I
think that that helps the kids understand their
understandings.
I kind of feel like I'm the
mentor of the children when it comes to the math
program.
There's a right answer but there's not
really a right way of doing it.
Bethany signified a similarity to the basic principle
between the

literacy and math program.

She had some

difficulty defining that principle but

she generally

describes

it as a child-centered approach to teaching and

learning,

"...that children learn by doing.

I

based on the child and how the child learns."
not

specifically refer to any of the three

theories

in the

interviewing;

even so,

refers to the Learning Network and the

she

think it

is

Bethany does

specified
frequently

literacy model.

Bethany's discomfort with articulating her theoretical
beliefs was also evident

in her role as a research
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participant.

She

transcriptions

included a personal note with her coded

stating that

she did not have the confidence

in her ability to distinguish between the various theories
and that
that

she hoped she had done

it right.

She

it had been a very difficult process.

expressed difficulty,
each of the

Although she

she was able to indicate

four areas

stated twice

instances of

included in the directions.

coding also reflected her need to organize materials
that

Her
in

she had used a black marker to line out many of the

verbal

regressions and redundancies.

Bethany used words and a color key to indicate the
theoretical basis

for her classroom actions.

Her coding

fluctuated between general references to the various
theories and specific referents to the components.
Occasionally she wrote

little notes to explain her coding.

These notes will be described in the respective sections.
Betsy and I had very similar tallies within the three
theoretical contexts;

my coding,

however,

included terms

which were extraneous to the specific theories
variety,
balance.

math literacy,
At

such as

teaching for understanding,

and

times the coding was not consistent and these

instances will also be described.

The following section

presents the extent to which the theoretical contexts are
reflected in Bethany's mathematics practices.
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Reflective Practice
The three coded transcriptions did not
concurrence that reflection was evident
practices.

indicate

in Bethany's

Only my own coding identified instances where

Bethany was being reflective and these moments were brief,
infrequent,
example,

and often riddled with dissonance.

one

instance which I

occurred when Bethany was

For

coded as reflective practice

lamenting that a student hadn't

developed an understanding which she had attempted to
scaffold with discussion.
for him,

but

written,

I

in that

"I wished it could have worked

instance,

it didn't.

should have written it down."

I

could have

This

same passage

was marked as dissonance by Bethany and scaffolding by
Betsy.
In another instance,
she has

Bethany is discussing a decision

just made during a math lesson.

indicates that

she

is beginning to shift

teaching to more purposeful

teaching.

coders marked the passage differently:
dissonance,

Her description
from instinctive

Again,

all

three

Bethany coded

Betsy marked it with a question mark,

and I

coded it as reflection indicating theory which is not yet
practice.
Some kids were working on 25 and then they
asked me if they could go to
24 and I said, "No,
go to a lower number."
And after I told them to
go to a lower number, I thought, well, it
wouldn't hurt for them to go to 24 because then
they would be doing one less and maybe they would
use some of their understandings from 25 to do
the 24, but I didn't think of that until after I
had told them to switch to 13.
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Bethany wavers at times about her decisions.
activity she had specified that

In one

students needed to do five

problems and then move on to the next number.

Later she

acknowledged that during the math lesson she began to
change her thinking about the whole activity.

She had

begun to think that giving children a set number of
problems

for each number could actually prevent

generalizations

from occurring.

mind again and decided that
"It

just

thought

seemed to me that
about

doing what

it,

But then she changed her

it did not matter either way.
it didn't matter,

because as

after I

long as they were

they were supposed to be doing,

focused and

then that was

good."

Teaching and Learning Cycle
All three coders noted

"assessment"

as the most

frequently present component of the teaching and learning
cycle.

Bethany attempts

to understand what

already know by questioning,
students'

listening,

the

learners

and reviewing the

written work as she moves through the classroom

during the math lesson.
and spot check to make

"It helps me be able to go around
sure that the kids are being

accurate and that they're writing their numbers correctly."
Frequently assessment centered around whether or not the
students are
"I

following a particular format.

check the kids who I

directions right away...

For instance,

think don't quite understand oral
I did go to some kids to make sure
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that

they were understanding how to fill out the sheet,

to cover up the numbers,
in Bethany's practices
child's thinking,

that kind of thing."

Also evident

is her attempt to understand a

"He seems to really understand that

was almost half of

how

13

25 and that's good."

Bethany's evaluation of what
often centers around accuracy.

students can do most

"I was

looking at their

sheets to make sure they were being accurate and that they
were recording it

correctly,

and I

felt that

they were

doing a good job of working with that number that
been working on,

they had

that they could move on to another total

if they wanted to."

In Bethany's own coding there were no

specific references to evaluation.
Bethany routinely uses the teacher resource book as
her daily lesson plan.
"planning"

There was only one

instance where

specifically occurred based on assessment and

evaluation of the

learners and that was

for grouping

students.
I put them in pairs of two because that's
the way the activity worked better.
Sometimes
I'll choose children who are on different levels
so that one may be helping the other, but I chose
this time to put children who were on equal
mathematical levels so that I could say, "Okay,
you can use up to 50 chips," and I knew the
children could handle that.
One example of planning as she moves through the
classroom was when Bethany noticed the activity was too
challenging and she modified the worksheet
individual

learner.

for an

This decision was based on an
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evaluation she made as she spoke to the child during the
math lesson.
Bethany teaches on an individual basis as
through the classroom.

she roves

She states that part of her job as

a teacher is to make things easier for students.
what

I

think my job is as a teacher,

something that works
be modified so that
better for them."

for them,

fine,

if they're doing
but

it might need to

it's more efficient and that
This belief does manifest

Bethany's classroom practices.

"That's

In one

it works

itself

in

instance Bethany is

describing her interaction with a girl who was using a
method of calculating which Bethany did not
effective or efficient.

think was

She decided to tell the child some

new options.
Once she ran out of fingers, she started to
point to her hand and kind of make invisible dots
on her arm.
It was six more that she needed.
That's a visually high number for kids to keep in
their head. So it was really messing up her
accuracy.
So I gave her a couple of options-three of them as a matter of fact.
In the subsequent paragraphs Bethany goes on to
explain the options and poses a new problem.
begins
says,

As the child

to use one of the options Bethany interrupts and
"Yes,

but

there are only three showing

Is there another way that you could do it?"
question,

the girl determines that

count down from 25.

With this

it would be possible to

Bethany is satisfied then because the

child has used her fingers
efficient.

[out of 25] .

in a way that was more

This excerpt demonstrates what Bethany
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describes as teaching at the point of need.

My coding

indicated a concern that Bethany's directiveness may have
been interfering with the child's own thought processes.
Betsy described it as an example of assessment,
planning,

teaching.

differences

My only explanation for these

in coding lies

in the question of

interpretation of theory and practice.
theory would suggest

less

more guided questioning.

interference

Constructivist
from the teacher and

Once the direct discussion of

options ended and Bethany said,
can do this?"

evaluation,

"Is there another way you

the child was able to solve the problem on

her own.
Other times Bethany's teaching is driven by the need
to help a child get

the correct answer.

This was done on

several occasions by leading a child's thinking through the
teacher's own logic
evidence that

In some cases,

there

is no

learning has occurred because the teacher

moves away from the
achieved.

strand.

student as soon as a correct answer is

For example,

Bethany worked with one child

because his partner had gone to the bathroom.

They are

doing a math activity in which one partner covers part of a
set of chips and it

is the other's task to determine the

amount which has been covered.
out

The boy could not

figure

that nine chips were covered when six out of 15 were

showing.

Bethany talked him through several

specific logic

sequences whereas he eventually came to the correct answer.
When this occurred,

Bethany immediately rose and went to
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work with another pair in the classroom.
to determine

It was difficult

if any learning had taken place because

Bethany had directed the child's thinking the entire time
and there was no follow-up assessment after the child
eventually said nine.

Bethany describes this situation,

was trying to get him to think that
it was

intense.

"I

situation through and

It was very hard to get him to think about

what was under there."
This type of teaching is not true to the
constructivist theory or to the LN model as both are based
on building on what the child already understands.
Regarding the constructivist model,

Bethany states,

can still give them prescribed ways to do things,
their choice whether to use
the children do what works
construct

The

but

it's

idea is that

for them and that

they kind of

their own theory or their own way of doing math."

This type of
as she

it or not.

"You

statement

implements the

reflects

some confusions

for Bethany

Investigations math.

Conditions of Learning
During specified time periods,
working on math.
which list

students are all

There are charts posted in full view

some of the major math concepts

and sums of ten.

such as doubles

During the math period children are

"immersed"

in math to the degree that the curriculum

dictates.

There

is no indication that math spills over

into other periods of the day.
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"Demonstration"
practices.

is evident

in Bethany's mathematics

She talks of the importance of modeling and

articulating her thought process as
In one example,
various

she works out problems.

Bethany is recording on chart paper as

students describe their math thinking.

explains the

importance of demonstration,

"I

She

actually drew

hands and then I drew the numbers above the hands
could see,

'Oh that's how I

explain it.'

so they

I was writing it

down so they could see their thoughts come onto paper."
"Expectation"
classroom.
students

for behavior,

materials.

not

is very clear and specific about what

should and could do.

standards

that

She

is a commonly used word in Bethany's

noise

Bethany has very clear
level,

and handling of

Bethany mentions on several different occasions

she expects students to be responsible
learning is occurring;

contradiction in how this

nonetheless,
is carried out

for whether or

there

is

some

in classroom

practices.
"Responsibility"

refers to the ability of

learners to

make their own decisions.

In Bethany's classroom,

teacher is making many of

the decisions about when,

and what

students need to be doing.

students needing to make sure that
throughout

the day;

even so,

the
how,

Bethany talks about
they are

learning

they are not being given the

ability to take charge of their own learning as decision¬
makers

in math activities.

She has a term for math

problems that aren't challenging for students--
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"no-

brainers."

An example of this would be

repeatedly do a pattern with numbers
2+57,
that

etc.

as ways to make 59.

if

students

such as

0+59,

"After a while,

they couldn't do no-brainers.

I

1+58,
told them

In order to be

learning

and understanding and keep going in mathematical
understanding,

they've got to be think about

they're not going to think about

it,

it,

and if

then why be doing it?"

Bethany questions one child about the decision to hide
zero counters
she will
that

in the cover-up game.

She asks her how much

learn by covering zero and when the child replies

she won't

learn much,

Bethany responds,

"Then I

suppose that you shouldn't be doing it very much."
the

Since

students were recording the math activity on paper,

Bethany mentioned that
to see

she would later look at the papers

if they had stopped using zero.

This example

represents an attempt to guide children to think about why
they are doing what
directiveness

they are doing,

although,

interferes with the process of

the
learner

empowerment.
Bethany provides ample time
their control of mathematical

for students to practice

skills;

nevertheless,

there

is no obvious attempt to make the activities authentic.
The

students are even given a follow-up assignment to

complete at home,

but the directions are very explicit and

driven by the objective suggested in the teacher resource
book.
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The reasoning behind
need to make mistakes

"approximation"

is that children

in order for learning to occur.

When

students were writing inaccuracies during the math
activity,

Bethany often honed in and initiated a directive

interchange.
he was

Once a student came to Bethany to make sure

"doing it right."

There seems to be a focus on

correctness which permeates the classroom in all areas.
Learners are receiving feedback
variety of

forms.

At

("response")

times the teacher's

in a

input could be

described as

interfering with the constructivist model.

For instance

in a previously described situation when the

teacher told the

student who was using imaginary markers on

her arm that

strategy she was using could be confusing

the

and then proceeded to give the child three options
solving the problem.

This was actually described as a

potentially negative response by one of

the coders

is counter to Cambourne's Conditions which call
relevant,

non-threatening response.

might be better."

or that

she couldn't do it.

"I didn't

so I didn't
I

said,

this

In fact Bethany later does give a

constructivist response to this same child,
best of all,

which worked

"Is there another way you could do it?"

Other discussions of response demonstrated Bethany's
awareness of meaningful exchange.
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it

Bethany does continue

to discourage her from using her fingers,

say it was wrong,

since

for

to explain her response to this girl by stating,
want

for

She stated that

she

tries not

to give general

feedback such as,

"Very good."

She attempts to make comments which describe the behaviors
she would like children to continue practicing.
example

she gives

is

from her reading practice.

they've just read something to me.
reading.

I'll

say,

'I

response

That

I won't

"Say

just

say good

like the way when you were moving

along and then made a mistake,
to read it over.

The

you went back and were able

shows a good reader.'"

This type of

is consistent with the conditions described by

Cambourne.
A description of the conditions of
noticeably absent
atmosphere
indicates

learning was

from Bethany's conversations about the

in her daily classroom practices.
that

they are probably not an internalized beacon

for teaching and learning practices across
areas.

A note

the

subject

in Betsy's coding suggests that Bethany's

beliefs have been influenced by them.
to the Conditions,

Zone of

This

but

"I believe she's on

she just can't articulate

it."

Proximal Development

Although Bethany never mentions Vygotsky's theory or
scaffolding,
individual

she describes an attempt to meet the needs of

learners.

A good teacher...

as a learner and tries to direct
child,

and small groups.

same thing."

"looks at a child

lessons towards that

Not everybody needs to learn the

Since the lessons are determined by the

teacher resource book,

this belief has not carried over
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into

the mathematics practices.

throughout

the

classroom and engages

learners

based on

do,

she

but,

is

controlling

problems

the

Students

examples

were

who

attempting

in many ways.

included a variance

One

assigned and the

example

completed an acceptable

that

she

sometimes

with

the

intention of

of

scaffolding when

groups

children

providing

The

in the
total

confusions with the
number of

then permitted to work on choices.

described one

to

child had his worksheet

demonstrated some

format.

with the various

activity

students were

with which they could work.
modified when he

rove

the problems which they are

only observable modifications
number of

Bethany does

for

she mentioned

some

supports

Bethany

math activities

for

some

of

the

learners.
Due
times

to

when

the
the

question mark.
observations

directiveness
coders
It

noted

was

Bethany's

input,

scaffolding but

difficult

to determine

intervention.

of

if

the

Bethany describes

without
input
her

then

there

are

included a

follow-up

was

interference

or

intentions.

If the child's solving an equation and
they're getting really confused, then I'll go in
there and try to talk to them about what they're
doing and how they're doing it and then try to
lead them in a path that might get them to the
answer a little bit more efficiently and better.

clear

There

are

instances

that

she

is

in Bethany's

scaffolding

classroom when

students'

reads with children who need support,
children
materials

to build on past
which

support

she

experiences,

mathematical
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learning.

it

She

questions

and she provides

thinking,

such as

is

posted class-generated reference
she

circled one

rely on his

of

the

reading

predesigned.

topic

charts.

headers

to

In one

instance

remind a

child to

skills when using a

Another

time when a

form which was

child was

struggling with

a particular number which had been covered up,
brought

the

so

he

that
2.

child back

to

could build

the previous problem he

from what

he

Which classroom management

support

a

Bethany
had done

already knew.
techniques

designed to

learner-centered classroom carry over

from

literacy to mathematics?
There

is

techniques
Data were

some

from

formal
study

that

literacy have

collected

observations,

evidence

from

classroom documents
copies

few of

of

the management

transferred to mathematics.

interviews,

and Bethany's

included

a

two

classroom

self-reported

list.

The

which Bethany provided

the

lesson plans

teacher's

resource

book

classroom

schedule

which had been prepared

only

for

this

from the

and a written description of
for

the

substitute

teachers.

Approaches
Bethany
during the
divided
sections
group

hour-long math

into
of

incorporates

to,

to

and ranges

the use

combination of

lesson.

and by as

this paper.

settings

process

with,

a

Instructional
described

Modeling
from the

of materials.
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approaches

is

time

is

in earlier

evident

in the

large

teacher's metacognitive
Bethany also practices

purposeful grouping and regrouping based on the needs of
the

learners.
Written forms are modified based on the needs of

individual

learners.

Bethany also reminds children not to

erase work when they revise.

This standard exists

classrooms because teachers are
the thinking process of
important

in LN

interested in understanding

students and revisions provide

information for assessment.

Materials
Bethany incorporates many of the materials which
support

learner-centered classroom instruction.

An easel

sits prominently in the rug area and is used daily for
demonstrations.
to provide

The recorded math thinking is kept posted

support

for students.

Bethany also has all math

materials organized for independent access by students
which appears to be modeled after the publishing center
from literacy.

Color-coded folders and bound notebooks are

used to store and access

student's daily work,

providing a

record of each child's growth over time.
Bethany is also beginning to record some of her
observations using a clipboard although this
on a consistent basis.

is not evident

She reported the use of computer

labels and a monitoring notebook for recording information
which she notes about

individual students.
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Language
Bethany stated that the only language which she
recognizes that has transferred is the questioning.

She

specifically noted that

she hears herself asking students,

"Does that make sense?

Does that

look right?"

These are

both questions which teachers use to guide children during
the reading process.
Betsy and I both noted that much of the
centered around discipline and management

language

issues rather

than around the thinking processes of children.
very little direct
observation,

I noted

language transfer during my classroom

but Betsy did notice

some questioning which

draws the

learner to think about the thinking process.

instance,

"Talk to me about

What do you see

For

the thinking in your head.

inside your head?

How did you know that

this was the answer?"
3.

How do teachers describe and manage their own

cognitive dissonance which occurs as a result of
implementing a new math curriculum?
Bethany found the math curriculum to be closely
aligned with her beliefs about teaching and learning.
stated that

She

she was pleasantly surprised by how well many

of the activities actually worked.

She did find some of

the organizing features to be poorly designed and she
changed these things to fit

in with her organization

structure of the classroom.

Another concern Bethany

expressed about the curriculum is the
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lack of content,

particularly around working with place value.

She

incorporated materials which demonstrated the tens and ones
by color coding each column and stated that

she plans to

add even more of her own things next year.
Bethany also expressed disappointment with the
training which was provided for first time
She expressed frustration about the

implementors.

format of the training

which was very structured and didn't allow teachers to set
the agenda

for any part of the day.

group discussions,

After useful small

teachers were then brought back into a

large group to repeat the thinking processes which had just
been shared in the small groups.

Bethany described the

large group discussions as repetitive and an inefficient
use of

time.

She

suggested that

it would have been more

useful

to have a workshop where teachers could prepare the

materials which they needed for implementation.
this discussion Bethany also expressed the

During

importance of

providing teachers with time to share their ideas and
understandings.

"In the Learning Network we meet with

other teachers once a month and talk,
valuable.

I

think it would be

and that's

incredibly

just as valuable to meet

about math and share things about math."
Since she was not one of the original
selected to pilot
receive support
to financial

the program,

services

constraints,

teachers who was

Bethany was not able to

from a math resource teacher.

Due

the implementation process of

Investigations is limited to one teacher per grade.
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A more

senior teacher at Bethany's school had already been chosen
to pilot

the program but Bethany persuaded the Associate

Superintendent to allow her to implement as well.
agreed to do so with the understanding that
receive math support
led Bethany to feel

services.
somewhat

She had

she would not

This solo implementation

isolated even though other

in her school were also piloting Investigations.

teachers

Another area of dissonance which appeared was
Bethany's

feelings about

the

in

implementation process.

Bethany's reflections as she coded frequently represented
some dissatisfaction with her practices as
back on her interview.
herself

Once she actually reprimanded

for one of her interactions with a child.

Guiding child to understand my thinking...
get

she reflected

"Bad!

but how do we

to the bottom of the child's thinking when they have a

hard time expressing it?"
structured interview,

I

At one point during the semi-

asked Bethany to talk about why she

was telling students when they could go on to different
numbers.

Her notes when she coded indicated both

dissonance and management.
certain of the why."

She wrote,

This example

"I

really was not

illustrates Bethany's

struggle to find a balance between managing children's
processes and trusting the constructivist process.
time Bethany recorded,
afterthought"
one of

the

Another

"dissonance and revelation as an

as she reflected about an interaction with

learners.
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On one occasion she notes

in black marker,

is this efficiency I keep talking about?
according to me,
dissonance at

may not be to the child."

I

Five

is efficient

She also marked

statements about arbitrarily choosing a

number of examples
much.

What

"But what

for children.

is a good number.

don't know,

it was

few and not too many.

just
It

"It was arbitrary,

pretty

It's about half the paper.

the number that

seemed not too

just kind of came

into my head."

She expressed dissonance several other times when she
could not explain the why of some of her specific teacher
behaviors.

Most of the passages which were marked by all

three coders overlapped with reflection because they often
indicated a growth or change

in her thinking after she had

observed herself on video.
4.

How do teachers evaluate the observation/

articulation process used in this research study as they
implement a new math curriculum?
Bethany stated that participating in this process has
not really changed anything but
determined to make

it better.

it has made her more
She added that

she

is

constantly reflecting and quite comfortable with the
observation process due to her experience with the
model.

literacy

The notes and coding Bethany recorded in her

transcriptions

indicate that the process did cause her to

reflect on some of her classroom practices.
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Discussion
The

focus of

this study was to determine whether there

is evidence of transfer from a professional development
model which centered around literacy development to the
content area of mathematics during the
new constructivist curriculum.
at different
study:

one

stages

implementation of a

Two teachers who are both

in their careers participated in the

in the early stage and the other in the

late

stage.
There was evidence that both teachers have
incorporated many of the
development model
nonetheless,

facets of the LN professional

into their mathematics practices;

the depth and extent of the transfer differed.

Since both the

literacy and math curriculum have been

developed from a constructivist theoretical base,
some

there are

inherently expected similarities between the

observable classroom practices.

Several

things that helped

distinguish which of the practices occurred as a result of
transfer include the teacher's descriptions of her reasons
for the various practices,

an external researcher who had

extensive LN training but no constructivist mathematics
training,

and the teacher's delayed self-report of

components which transferred.
the

stimulated recall

The teacher's dialogue

from

interview and another semi-structured

interview revealed the extent to which practices are
consciously linked to specific theoretical understandings.
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Both of the teachers who participated in the study
have had extensive training in the LN professional
development model.

Bethany,

of her teacher career,

the teacher in the early phase

has participated in the LN

professional development model

for three years.

She

attended the summer institute three times and was mentored
weekly all three years.

Emily,

the veteran teacher in the

late phase of her teaching career,
LN professional development model
attended the

has participated in the
for two years,

summer institute twice,

has

and has been mentored

monthly about her classroom practices

for two years.

has also been trained to become a teacher leader,
mentors other teachers.
meetings

for the past

Emily

one who

This training included two monthly

two years and mentoring for the past

year in her practice as a teacher educator.
The results of this

study indicate that Emily has

incorporated the basic theoretical underpinnings
areas of

the curriculum including mathematics.

into all
An analysis

of her mathematics practices reveals a teacher who is
striving to tie her beliefs and understandings to her daily
actions.

She expressed a longing to have mentoring in

mathematics which could support the transfer even further.
She had one opportunity to be questioned about her
mathematics

implementation process and credits that

single

mentoring experience with the Program Coordinator as the
key to linking her beliefs about teaching and learning to
this content area.

She anticipates
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further refinement of

her practices as she works toward matching her beliefs to
her daily actions.

Emily expressed gratitude

opportunity to participate

for the

in this study and has developed

an action plan as a result of her reflections.
focus on the
results of

Emily's

learner and her own learning align with the

Fuller's

concerns of teachers

study

(1969)

in the

which identified the

late teaching phase to be

primarily centered around teacher development and student
learning.

Emily's ability to link the theoretical

understandings to a new content area may be a result of her
status as an expert teacher wherein she has an elaborate
schema providing a broad context

for the transfer of the

conceptual understandings to occur

(Westerman,

Bethany has transferred more of

the management aspects

of the LN professional development model
theoretical

aspects.

than the

Many of her mathematics practices are

teacher directed with a focus on management,
and accuracy.

1991) .

efficiency,

This observation also concurs with Fuller's

work which suggests that

teachers

in the early teaching

phase are more concerned with how they are perceived in
terms of management of the classroom.

Also in reviewing

Bethany's early employment history,

is not

that

she

is

classroom.

it

surprising

focused on the management aspect of her
Although Bethany believes

in learner-centered

instruction,

her mathematics practices are driven by the

curriculum.

The changes she makes

center around organizational

in her implementation

issues except
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in one case in

which she criticizes the program for not emphasizing place
value enough.
Bethany seldom articulated a theoretical basis
practices.

Furthermore,

no specific purpose

during the

interview she expressed

for some of her practices.

believes that many teachers operate

Bethany

instinctively and

includes that as one of her motivations
practices.

for her

for various

She plans to continue to participate in weekly

mentoring and would like to have monthly meetings to
support her mathematics

implementation.

little change as a result of

Bethany described

this research process.

Summary
This chapter presented the results of
reported by three sources:
researcher,

and me.

transcriptions
fieldnotes,

the teacher,

the study as

an external

The data included interviews,

from the stimulated recall

interviews,

and classroom documents.

The veteran teacher,

Emily,

has transferred most

aspects of the LN professional development model
mathematics practices
approaches,

coded

materials,

into her

including theoretical understandings,
and language.

She plans to actively

seek mentoring in other content areas besides

literacy as a

result of her experience as a learner.
The teacher in the early teaching phase,

Bethany,

is

more teacher-directed in her mathematics practices.
Although she believes the basic principles of the
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literacy

and mathematics curriculum are similar,
time articulating them.
her actions

she has a difficult

She seldom based the reasons for

in a theoretical context.

Often her actions

were driven by management concerns such as efficiency and
accuracy.
Chapter 6 will present the conclusions,
for practice,

and recommendations

studies.
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implications

for future research

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

Introduction
This study was designed to examine the degree of
transfer from a professional development model which is
grounded in literary into the content area of mathematics.
Four research questions were addressed:

(a)

examination of their mathematics practices,

Upon
how do teachers

articulate the theories which underlie their teaching
practice

in math,

and how do those compare with the LN

teaching and learning model?
management

(b)

Which classroom

techniques designed to support a learner-

centered classroom carry over from literacy to mathematics?
(c)

How do teachers describe and manage their own cognitive

dissonance which occurs as a result of
math curriculum?

and

(d)

implementing a new

How do teachers evaluate the

observation/articulation process used in this research
study as they implement a new math curriculum?
The LN professional development model encompasses many
of the components which are recommended by current
in staff development

(Joyce and Showers,

primary goal of this model
professional

1995).

research

The

is the development of a

culture which encourages reflection and

further study.

Although the degree of transfer differed,

both teachers who participated in this
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study indicated a

desire to continue to refine their practices

in other

content areas using the same staff development

format.

Results
Upon examination of their mathematics practices,

how

do teachers articulate the theories which underlie their
teaching practice

in math,

and how do those compare with

the LN teaching and learning model?
A constructivist model

for teacher development

supports the notion that all
understandings

individuals will build

from a personal vantage point and must be

respected and supported during the process.

The two

teachers who participated in this qualitative research
study are at different
early phase and one

stages

in the

in their careers,

late phase.

transferred aspects of the LN model

of her actions

Bethany,

into her practices

in vague terms.

issues.

phase of her career,
theoretical basis

The teacher in

referred to the theoretical basis
Much of her self-reported

transfer centered around methodology,
organizational

in the

Each teacher has

although the depth of transfer differed.
the early phase,

one

Emily,

efficiency,

the teacher in the

and
late

expressed specific references to a

for most of her actions.

Her mathematics

practice reflected transfer of most of the LN components.
The

frequency of the mentoring sessions did not appear

to influence the depth of the transfer.
weekly mentoring sessions

Bethany has had

for the past three years and
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Emily has had monthly mentoring sessions for the past two
years.

One major difference in the training regimen was

that Emily has also been trained to be a teacher leader.
Teacher leader training differs in that Emily participated
in two extra meetings each month for the past two years
plus she was mentored in the past year in her role as
teacher educator.

The two extra meetings frequently

focused on the discussion and articulation of various
theories and practices.

Also,

Emily was mentored by an

experienced teacher educator known as the Program
Coordinator; whereas Bethany was mentored by two different
novice teacher leaders during two of her three years of
mentoring.

This may have influenced the quality of the

dialogue sessions.
Emily was able to clearly articulate the theoretical
motivations behind her classroom practices.

She has had

more opportunity to discuss and articulate these in her
monthly teacher leader meetings and in her mentoring
sessions both as a teacher being mentored and as a teacher
leader questioning other teacher.

Bethany believes that

her beliefs align with the theoretical underpinnings of the
LN model,

yet in several instances her conversations

revealed some inconsistences with the various theories.
For instance in one case she suggested that if the children
are busy working,

then whatever decisions she makes in her

practice are irrelevant.

Constructivist theory does not

support the notion that if children are busy,
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children are

learning.

Presently there

is no intervention such as

mentoring in mathematics which will help Bethany realize
that her beliefs are not as aligned with the LN theories as
she may think.
Which classroom management techniques designed to
support a learner-centered classroom carry over from
literacy to mathematics?
Although both teachers recognize the theoretical
similarities between the constructivist math program and
the

learner-centered literacy model,

insecurity in the transfer of

they describe

several of the approaches.

The two teachers had difficulty managing monitoring notes
in mathematics particularly in terms of describing student
understandings.
assessment

Also neither teacher used the daily

samples which they collected to plan specific

teaching episodes

for individual

instances may be a result of
mathematical

learners.

Both of these

insufficient training in

thinking skills or a pure reliance on the

teacher's manual
Due to the

for consecutive
fact that the

a new innovation,

lessons.

Investigations curriculum is

another consideration includes the

developmental phases described by the Concerns Based
Adoption Model.

Teachers must move through change both in

their feelings and in their level of use of the
(Hall,

George,

developmental

& Rutherford,

1976).

innovation

The three broad

stages are described as self concerns,

management concerns,

and concerns about the
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learner.

Bethany,

the novice teacher,

concerns.

Emily,

is

focused on the management

the veteran teacher,

primarily with the

learner.

is concerned

Both of these results are not

unexpected based on the developmental stages of the
teachers.
According to the CBAM,

there are also eight distinct

stages which characterize the levels of use of a new
innovation:
use,

nonuser,

routine,

refinement,

both teachers are
for the
become

orientation,

preparation,

integration,

mechanical

and renewal

.

Since

implementing the mathematics curriculum

first time,

they may simply need more time to

familiar with the new mathematics curriculum before

they can refine and integrate their theoretical
understandings

into their practices.

Emily's experiences

teaching mathematics at grade two have provided her with
more mathematical understandings as well as a wider
repertoire of management techniques
After eight months of
level of use
Since this

implementation,

her emphasis

in the

fluctuates between refinement and integration.

is Bethany's

and the curriculum,
routines

from which to draw.

seems

first year both in the grade

level

an emphasis on the mechanical use and

logical.

How do teachers describe and manage their own
cognitive dissonance which occurs as a result of
implementing a new math curriculum?
Implementation support was provided for the veteran
teacher in the

form of an in-class resource person one
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period per week.

Since the resource person concentrated

his efforts on materials and student
expressed disappointment

Adult

(Wood & Thompson,

clearly lacking under the present

Investigations.

the teacher

in the opportunity to further her

understandings through this venue.
results and feedback

learning,

learners need

1993)

which is

implementation model

for

Emily expressed a desire to have the

professional development experiences of the LN model
replicated in mathematics.
any job-embedded support,
the amount of

support

support

expressed dissatisfaction with

She,

too,

expressed an interest

she has had in literacy.

Both teachers cited the

Investigations training as

The math program included five days of

teacher training to support
mathematics

receive

level of professional development

in mathematics as

less than adequate.

who did not

she was receiving through the

training sessions alone.
in having the same

Bethany,

instruction.

the shift

to constructivist

This training focused on the

problem solving of the teachers and rarely emphasized
pedagogical processes or issues.

Since both teachers

already embraced a constructivist view of teaching and
learning,

they found the training to be lacking in the

logistics of the implementation process.

The math trainers

made the assumption that teachers will make generalizations
about the way children think about problems based on a
careful analysis of the teacher's own thinking processes.
Both teachers expressed an interest
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in more specific

discussions geared towards making connections between their
theoretical understandings and the methodologies of the
mathematics curriculum.
active

The math training does provide

learning by the teacher which is a requirement

staff development
afford the

(Sparks,

1995);

however,

it does not

job-embedded training and the opportunity for

teachers to articulate their understandings
1995) .

for

Both teachers had experienced the

(Lieberman,

in-depth

professional development model that the LN provides and
they articulated the desire for the same quality of
training in mathematics.
How do teachers evaluate the observation/articulation
process used in this research study as they implement a new
math curriculum?
The veteran teacher described a change
since she has become
development model.

in her beliefs

involved in the LN professional
She believes her LN involvement has

influenced her mathematics

implementation and her

willingness to participate in a study of this kind.

She

welcomed the opportunity to articulate her beliefs and
understandings as

she examined her mathematics practice

during this research process.
declared that

Emily very enthusiastically

she had developed new understandings as a

result of participating in this study.

In fact,

she has

expressed a desire to be mentored by a trained teacher
leader in mathematics as a result of participating in this
study.
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The teacher in the early phase of her career explained
that her beliefs have not changed as a result of her LN
training;

rather they have been verified by the

professional materials and discourse.
involvement

She does credit her

in the LN model with the recognition that her

practices were not aligned with her beliefs.

She stated

that her participation in this study forced her to clarify
her understandings about the distinctive theories which
underlie the LN professional development model.
identified practices which she could not
personal

coding and implied that

think about

She also

justify during her

she would continue to

them.

Factors Which May Have Subscribed
or Constrained Transfer
There are outside
some of

influences which may account

the transfer observed in this study.

for

Other factors

not obvious at this time may have also influenced the
observable transfer.

Contextual

factors may have also

constrained or contributed to the transfer.
1.

Since both Investigations and the LN model of teaching
and learning are based on constructivist theory,

some

of what appears to be transfer may have been a result
of the practices

suggested by the mathematics resource

books.
2.

The reflective practices of the two teachers may have
been part of their style even before the
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implementation of the LN professional development
model.
3.

Bethany's employment history suggests that her
emphasis on classroom management may stem from the
criticism of her first two years of teaching.

4.

Bethany's willingness to participate

in the LN model

may have been based on her desire to be employed.
5.

Bethany is

teaching at a new grade

level which already

requires extra adjustments.
6.

The

faculty unease and lack of commitment by the

principals to the LN model at Emily's school may have
caused her to not

seek out the type of professional

support which she had hoped for from the assigned math
resource person.
7.

The mere

logistics of

curriculum may have

implementing a new mathematics

impeded the depth of transfer for

both of the teachers.

Implications

for Staff Development

The complexity of a teaching and learning model
determines the need for support as teachers transfer new
understandings
1995).

into classroom practices

Constructivist teaching does not

single approach,

(Joyce and Showers,
require

learning a

rather it represents the need to fully

understand teaching and learning as well as specific
content.

This

study examined whether teachers who are

immersed in a constructivist professional development model
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in one content area are enabled to transfer theoretical
understandings to another distinct curriculum area without
further formal mentoring support.
study indicate that

The

from this

in order for transfer to occur,

is needed for teachers to make the
areas of

findings

support

link between the content

literacy and mathematics using the LN professional

development model.

The veteran teacher in this

study

described a single timely intervention by the program
coordinator as the catalyst

for the beginning of her

transfer of understandings.

Since a single question

propelled the veteran teacher into independently-initiated
transfer,

this would suggest that mentoring could be

scheduled on a more

infrequent basis such as monthly rather

than the weekly schedule at the outset of this professional
development model.
Both teachers described the

importance of teacher

discussion and articulation of understandings
learning process.

in their own

One of the self-identified difficulties

for the veteran teacher included recording students'
mathematical understandings rather than student behaviors.
Determining a new teaching point
what

is

linked to identifying

a child is attempting to do and how to assist that

learning.

This process demands a good understanding of

mathematics content and skill development.

Teachers stated

that they are willing to continue to develop mathematical
understandings but time constraints prevent
happening on an informal basis.
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this

from

Another area which caused dissonance between the two
models was that of authenticity.
explained that to make

The veteran teacher

lessons more authentic,

she needed

to close the teacher's resource book and rely on her own
mathematical understandings.

This process requires a

knowledgeable practitioner who can rely on a strong
foundation both in pedagogy and content.

The very nature

of a math curriculum structures a day-to-day lesson
approach based on a linear development of
than a child's daily understandings.

skills rather

Math is

less open-

ended than a literacy curriculum which allows a teacher
more

leeway to individualize and develop curriculum based

on the needs of

the learner.

In fact,

direct transfer of

the LN model may not be possible due to the constraints of
a mathematics curriculum.

Study groups

such as the

literacy focus groups could provide a venue

for further

investigation into the compatibility of the theories and
practices across the content areas.

Recommendations
The

for Staff Development

following list of recommendations was developed to

augment a professional development model which already
satisfies the criteria for in-depth,
educational change efforts as
of this
1.

on-going,

systemic

is described in Chapter Two

study.

Mentoring which concentrates on one content area for
the purpose of developing teachers'
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understandings

about teaching and learning should continue

in other

content areas by trained teacher leaders.
2.

Frequency of mentoring is not as critical as the
skillfulness of the mentor in directing the
instructional dialogue and asking the pivotal
questions which help a teacher make connections
between theory and practice.

3.

Implementation support meetings need to be

scheduled

rather than left to teachers to seek out other
teachers when time permits.
4.

The

support

teacher who enters the classroom needs to

have training in teaching and learning issues plus a
scheduled time to dialogue with the classroom teacher
if

the

implementation support

teacher's understandings.

is

intended to broaden a

Just having another teacher

in the classroom is not enough.

Recommendations

for Further Research

This research study revealed a difference
of transfer between two teachers.
explore the question of

in the depth

Further research could

frequency of mentoring support

for

teachers both in early and late stages of their careers.
More research is also needed in the development of
professional cultures.

How will

teachers who are grounded

in a particular teaching and learning model continue to
work towards the establishment of a learner-centered
classroom?
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Some research suggests that student
and thus practices precipitate a change
(Guskey,

1988).

learning outcomes
in teacher beliefs

Studies such as the case of the veteran

teacher could provide an opportunity to investigate how a
change

in beliefs may precipitate a change

student

learning outcomes

This

in practices and

for some teachers.

study focused on whether one concentrated staff

development effort based in literacy could influence
teachers
current

in other content areas.

Teachers were

immersed in

theories about teaching and learning as well as

the understandings of

in

the reading and writing processes.

The two teachers who participated in this case study were
newly implementing a constructivist mathematics curriculum.
Further research could explore the transfer of theories and
practices when teachers are using a

familiar mathematics

curriculum and not managing the newness of

routines and

materials.
Both teachers who participated in this research study
have begun to transfer the practices of this
development model

into math;

nevertheless,

staff

there has been

very little training in mathematical processes.
findings

The

suggest that the two teachers have become

intrinsically motivated to continue to refine their
understandings and practices based on the model of
development

in which they participated.

could explore

staff

Further study

if and how teachers develop their mathematics
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knowledge over time now that an external resource person
such as the Program Developer is no longer available.
The development of a professional culture requires an
on-going,

job-embedded commitment

development.
professional
as

This

to professional

study provides a glimpse

lives of

into the

two teachers who describe themselves

lifelong learners striving to create a learner-centered

classroom.

Both teachers acknowledge the need for

continued support as
understandings.

they continue to refine their

More research is needed in this area as

school

systems wrestle with the challenge to facilitate

depth,

systemic educational change that encompasses a broad

array of

subjects,

issues,

in-

and concerns.

New Understandings Developed by the Researcher as
a Result of this Study
In this

study I

describe one of the theoretical

underpinnings of the LN professional development model as
the teaching and learning cycle whereas assessment and
evaluation drive the teacher to plan and then teach.

As

I

continued to examine and ponder the theoretical
understandings of the two teachers,

it occurred to me that

theory and practice often overlapped in the teachers'
analysis of why they were doing what they were doing.
fact,

through this analysis process

I

came to understand

that the teaching and learning cycle could better be
described as a methodology which supports the
constructivist

theory.
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In

Another new understanding which was
is

that

of

the

teaching and
Several

developing a

in

the

coding,

it

had a very different

classroom practices which we
understandable

then

comes

change

when

first,
it

is

a

that

make

for educators

become

to

theoretical

observed.
is

difficult

to

regarding
We

truly reflective

It
to

three

the

identify which
in practice

(1991)

and

their

we

hold about

opportunities

learn to

and understandings
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suggests,

the beliefs we

need to provide

about

all

is

change

Fullan

thoroughly examine
beliefs

that

even distinctly separate

As Michael

learning.

evident

culture.

interpretation of

in theory or a

assumptions

teaching and

their

it

often difficult

theory and practice.
cannot

was

for me

common theory of

learning among a professional

times

researchers

difficulty of

highlighted

articulate

in order to

teaching practices.

APPENDIX A
TEACHER ACTION PLAN
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TEACHER ACTION PEAK
NAME:
DATE:
What am I going to do?

How am I going to do it?

How will I know when I have gotten there?
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APPENDIX B
THE TEACHING AND LEARNING CYCLE
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'l

THE TEACHING AND LEARNING CYCLE

Assessment

Teaching

Planning
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APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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Interview Questions
Interview questions will be provided one week before the
semi-structured interview.
Each of the questions will head
a separate page.
The question at the bottom of this page
will be given to the teacher at the end of the semistructured interview.

1.

What beliefs do you hold about

teaching and learning?

2.

In what ways has the LN professional development
training changed, reinforced, or challenged your
beliefs?

3.

Please describe if and how your training in the LN
model has influenced the implementation of the
Investigations math curriculum.

4.

Have there ever been times when the math curriculum
asks you to do something that doesn't fit into your
beliefs about teaching and learning?
If yes, what do
you do about it?

5.

Has participating in this study (being observed,
interviewing) changed your thinking about the
implementation of your mathematics curriculum in any
ways?

Please list any LN management techniques which have
transferred into your mathematics practice, including
teaching approaches, materials, or language.
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APPENDIX D
WRITTEN CONSENT FORM
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To:
, Research Participant
When: May 22, 1997
Purpose: Written Consent Form
Dear

,

Please excuse the formal nature of this consent form.
In
order to insure clearly stated expectations by both
parties, I would like you to read and sign this form if you
agree to participate in a research study for my
dissertation.
Please be assured that you are free to
participate or not without prejudice to you.
As you know, my name is Kathleen Itterly and I am a
graduate student at the University of Massachusetts.
I am
working towards an Ed.D. in the Elementary Teacher
Education Program.
If you have any questions after reading
this consent form, please contact my doctoral program
advisor, Patt Dodds, who can be reached at (413) 545-0529.
My research design includes the examination of two second
grade teachers' mathematics practices.
The reasons that
I've selected you for this study are because you have
received Investigations training plus you are a second
grade teacher.
Both of these conditions are necessary for
the participant of my study.
Although I cannot at this time reveal the actual research
questions of my study due to potential bias, I can describe
what the various elements of the study will entail.
At the
end of this study, I will describe anything about it that
you wish to know.
If you should agree to participate, I
would have a district employee come into your classroom to
videotape a complete math lesson.
You and I would then
meet at your convenience to view the videotaped lesson.
During this viewing, we would periodically stop the tape
and I would question you about your classroom practices.
These interchanges would be audiotaped.
This
viewing/dialogue session may require two meetings.
The two
sessions would be transcribed by a paid transcriber.
I would also visit your classroom during a different math
lesson on one occasion at your convenience.
I would not
interact with you or the students; rather I would take
fieldnotes as I observe your lesson.
Another external
observer, Betsy Conz, would also schedule an observation
session during a math lesson.
She, too, will take
fieldnotes and not interact with either you or the
students.
When the three observations have ended, I will be give you
five questions to think about.
One week after receiving
these questions, I will meet with you to audiotape a semi-
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structured interview based primarily on the five questions.
After the interview, I will ask you to record your response
to one additional question.
When this process has been completed, I will provide you
with a copy of the transcribed interview notes.
I will ask
you to read the transcribed notes at least two times and to
write comments on these notes as you read them.
I will
provide guidelines for these comments at a later date,
again so as not to bias the process before the observations
and videotaped lesson.
The final piece to my study would require copies of your
lesson plans for the three lessons which were observed.
I
would also request copies of any monitoring notes which
guide your evaluation of student learning.
This could be
in any form that you chose to provide.
Betsy and I will also read and code on separate copies of
the transcripts.
I will store all the papers and coded
forms in a safe place and these would be available at your
request.
The only persons who will have access to the data
which I collect are my graduate committee, you, and me.
I
will use a pseudonym to insure your anonymity.
Also the
name of your school will not be used.
There are two potential risks to you as the participant.
I
will ask you to tell why you are doing what you are doing
during all of your mathematics teaching practices on the
videotape.
This process may uncover sensitive or awkward
moments. Also, you could be identified by process of
elimination due to the scale of the literacy and math
implementation projects in our district.
I will give you the opportunity to review all the documents
before my work is shared with other people beyond my
advisor.
At any time during the observation and interview
process and through two weeks following the final data
collection, you may withdraw from the study without
prejudice to you.
The study will be published in the form
of a dissertation.
Further articles may be published if
the results of the study warrant a broader audience. Your
signature indicates that you are releasing the data for
publication.
No remuneration will be provided; however participation in
this research study may prove valuable for reflective
opportunities.
If you are willing to participate and agree to the release
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,

to publish,
statement.

please sign and date the

following consent

Thank you in advance,
Kathy Itterly

I have read this informed consent statement. I am
interested in being a participant in the research study
which Kathleen Itterly is conducting.
I understand that
the results will be included in the published dissertation
in the future and perhaps in other forums for professional
presentations.
signed,

_
(Research participant)

date,

signed,
(Researcher)
date,
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APPENDIX E
PERSONAL SURVEY
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1. How long have you been teaching?

2. How long have you been teaching at your present
location?

3. When did you attend the Learning Network training?

4. How long have you been mentored in your classroom
practices in literacy?

5. With what

frequency did the mentoring take place?

6. How many days of training did you attend for
Investigations?

7. What relationship do you have with the math resource
teacher who comes to your classroom each week?
(Please describe his/her role.)

8. Please describe your current classroom make-up.
A.

How many students?

B.

Boys?

C.

Special education students?

D.

Racial make-up?

Girls?

9. In order to insure anonymity, you may choose any
pseudonym which you'd like me to use in my written
study.
What name would you like to be called?
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CODING SAMPLES FROM THE PILOT STUDY
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(Patrice's Coding)

(3/7/97)
can work it through on their own. That I expect them to work it through on their own. As I said
when I didn't, I was, I was concerned. I thought did I go back to her to check to make sure she did
it? And I did, so I was glad to know that I had done that, because I want them to feel that and I don't
want to leave them hanging out there with the wrong answer. But on the other hand I don't want

A’icfc-

them to feel that they have to depend on an adult to come up with the right answer. I also encourage
them to find things more than one way. How can you prove that? So we talk about that, too.
K:

Okay. I noticed another couple of terms that you used with some of the children, two of the

boys that I heard you interacting with. You said "That's an easy one. Can you think of an easy one?"
Or you say "That's an interesting one." You qualify at times, using words like easy one, interesting
one. Can you talk a little bit about that?
N:

Hum. Uh, well I think usually if I say interesting it's one, I’m wondering can you explain to

me why you chose that particular one. I mean they're not numbers you would think of ordinaril K. J*
And sometimes I think of a pattern, that once they're into a pattern it becomes easy. If they're just

^

adding or taking away one, that's easy. It's a way of getting started. And I sometimes say "If you
don't know where to start, start with an easy one, something that you really know just like that." And
that's okay, and they know that some days they may do a lot of them. They do a lot of easy ones..

And some days they might really want to think about one thing and they may only do one
or two. But they really-one day somebody wanted to figure out if they could make this number into
threes, if they could divide it by three. It was a big number. And they took a lot of time working on
that. They just really wanted to know that one. I thought that was legitimate. And I would consider .

dk)t\
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^

W llo

(Betsy's Coding)

(3 7 97)

&ptxrfi'boni l/se,

can work it through on their own. That I expect them to work it through on their own. As I said
when I didn't, I was, I was concerned. I thought did I go back to her to check to make sure she did
it? And I did, so I was glad to know that I had done that, because I want them to feel that and I don’t
want to leave them hanging out there with the wrong answer. But on the other hand I don't want .

~.scfifiA/d/y
them to feel that they have to depend on an adult to come up with the right answer. I also encourage
them to find things more than one wav. How can you prove that? So we talk about that, too.
K:

Okay. I noticed another couple of terms that you used with some of the children, two of the

boys that I heard you interacting with. You said "That's an easy one. Can you think of an easy one?"
Or you say "That’s an interesting one." You qualify at times, using words like easy one, interesting
one. Can you talk a little bit about that?
N:

Hum. Uh, well I think usually if I say interesting it's one. I'm wondering can you explain to

me why you chose that particular one. I mean they're not numbers you would think of ordinarily.
And sometimes I think of a pattern, that once they're into a pattern it becomes easy. If they're just
adding or taking away one, that’s easy. It's a way of getting started. And I sometimes sav "If vou

Jc*fif<ry/na
donVknow where tQjgtarta[jtotwid^an<eas^<oneijSomethin^hat^oiweaIly know just like that." And
that's okay, and they know that some days they may do a lot of them. They do a lot of easy ones..

And some days they might really want to think about one thing and they may only do one
or two. But thev rcallv-one dav somebody wanted to figure out if they could make this number into.

A

thrpr<; if thi»v ronld divide it by three. It was a big number. And thev took a lot of time working on
that They just really wanted to know that one. I thought that was legitimate. And I would consider
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y

(My

Coding)

(3/7/97)
can work it through on their own. That I expect them to work it through on their owQiAs I said
when I didn’t, I was, I was concerned. I thought did I go back to her to check to make sure she did

^

s

it? And I did, so I was glad to know that I had done that, because I want them to feel that and I don’t
want to leave them hanging out there with the wrong answer. But on the other hand I don’t want p
them to feel that they have to depend on an adult to come up with the righljmswer. I also encourage
them to find things more than one way. How can you prove that? So we talk about that, too.
K:

__

Okay. I noticed another couple of terms that you used with some of the children, two of the

boys that I heard you interacting with. You said "That’s an easy one. Can you think of an easy one?"*^^Or you say "That’s an interesting one." You qualify at times, using words like easy one, interesting
one. Can you talk a little bit about that?
N:

Hum. Uh, well I think usually if I say interesting it’s one, I’m wondering can you explain to

me why you chose that particular one. I mean they’re not numbers you would think of ordinarily.
And sometimes I think of a pattern, that once they're into a pattern it becomes easy. If they're just
adding or taking away one, that's easy. It’s a way of getting started. And I sometimes say "If you
don't know where to start, start with an easy one, something that you really know just like that." And
that’s okay, and they know that some days they may do a lot of them. They do a lot of easy ones,

And some days they might really want to think about one thing and they may only do one
or two. But they really-one day somebody wanted to figure out if they could make this number into
threes, if they could divide it by three. It was a big number. And they took a lot of time working on
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